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ABSTRACT

This thesis aims to evaluate the historical veraaty of the accounts of hefairniin the
early Hellenistic period. Thus, the first three chapters discuss the important

questions of the reIiability of sources, the influence of an ever developing Greek
pornographic discourse, and the impact of precedents set by the apparentIy
historical lives of earlier heinimii. Chapters four to six then attempt to evduate the
extant information about the historical courtesans of some of the early Hellenistic

kings, the purpose being to emphasize the difficulty in accepting at face value

information, even ostensibly historical, about a pa&idar subject, when ideas
about that subject have been so heady influenced by a multi-faceted and often

contradictory discourse. W e find that not only pornographic discourse but also
traditional discourse on poIitics and the orient often had a significant impact on

the tone and character of the predominantly Greek sources that discuss hefairai.
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INTRODUCTION: Sources 6 Mefhodology

The purpose of this study is to determine the reliabiIity of the many
sources, historical and literary, that desmie the interaction of those prostitutes
who are styled hetairai with the various kings of the early HelIenistic period. In
doing this we shall have to delve further back into the beginnings of
'pornographic discourse'' in archaic Greece as well as Classical Athens where
precedents for the phenomenon of the influential and wealthy prostitute were
set One of the most important tasks before us wiII be to evaluate how a fictitious
or culturally constructed idea about the hetaira shaped the accounts of
historically attested individuals who were involved erotically with powerful

men. This warns us that a purportedly historical source does not necessari?~
represent historical fact; it could equally have been influenced by the cultural
perceptions and norms that affected the writing of fictional works, among which

the most prominent were the comedic genres. Some of this influence was
inevitabIy part of the male authors' g e n d outIook and was unavoidable, but in
many cases it represents a conscious attempt by a writer to level effective

critiasm against his subject. Here is another important aspect of source
evaluation, nameIy that the women on whom we wish to focus and whose lives,
or Mepatterm, we seek to elucidate are very often not in fact the actud subjects

of the passages that mention them. They are instead foils with which to
characterize the actions and nature of a particuIar man. In the majority of cases
this characterization is extremely negative and should make us suspicious of the

sensationaI details about the woman under discussion-to the point on occasion
of qestioning the woman's very identification as a hefnira.
The perhaps surprising ease with which dements of fiction could pass
over into 'reIiabIef genres such as historiography and legal oratory can be seen m
the instance of the remarkabIy famous Aspasia of Metus (post c. 470- post c. 428

B-C-).
This historical individual was ridiculed in contemporary Old Comedy.

or o m purposes, 'pornography'

and 'pornographic' witl have

the restricted meaning

of

2

Although no corroborative evidence from non-hostile sources remains, the

picture of her as a prostitute and even the owner/operator of a brothel who
misused her beauty to exert influence over her powerful lover, Perides, not only
in erotic matters but in matters of the utmost political significance, dominated

her characterization for centuries. We shall look more dosely into this specific
case in Chapter Three, where the possibility that she was not even a prostitute
but a metic bound to Pericles by the closest state to marriage available to
her-concubinage-will

be carefully evaluated. One important and extremely

MuentiaI aspect of Old Comedy, whose primary representative was
Aristophanes, was the prevalent use of prostitutes as tools to discredit and
shame politicians? To see just how influential this practice was we need only
look at forensic oratory, in which there are many apparently historical attach on
particular individual's actions, wherein even blatant fdsehoods are empIoyed in
order to score points against the opponentO3
Given the concurrent factor of the
popular characterization of demagogues as men without restraint in matters of
pleasure and excessJ-an

area in which allegations of involvement with

prostitutes was a commonpIace-we

can see that both of these genres,

apparently so different, were very often rurtnhg on thesame premisesO5

If we turn to the genre of history, on which we shall be concentrating our
efforts to gIean information about historical courtesans, there are a number of

factors that come into play in evaluating its reliability. Primarily we have the
significant diffidty of the lack of contemporary historicd documents. It is
'writings about prostitutes @m]'.
ff. p. 4 above
'~eruy1988: 13-28; on the development of the biographical traditions of individuaIs derived
&om Aristophanes' works and his preeminextce in the genre see LeBcowitz 1981: 1(1FI13,1IM16.
karding 1987: 30 gives the exampIe of Demosthew' attack on Aeschines' parentage as an
example of this- h On the Fake Embossy (281)Demosthenes denigrates Aeschines' father as a
schooL teacher and his mother as a minor priestess, possibly of Dionysus- Later m On the C r m
(U6-31)Danosthertes decides to go out, caIIing Aeschhes' fathera foreign slave who worked
for a sch001master and his mother a former lowly prostitute brought out of thegutter by a slave.
These accusations were fdse but were employed to hoId the audience's attention with their

d o t t s humour.
On these traits as part of the traditional pol-cal

4

image of the demagogue see Cooper 1995:307-

308, with= 14

%or art acellent explicafion of the shihities m audience assumptions for comic poets and

3

generay agreed that the closer in time a source was to the events being
described, the better the chances that the account paints a relatively a c m t e
historical picture. We must keep in mind, however, that, partiCUIarIy with the
advent of AIexander, the spread of his empire, and its subsequent parfition into
kingdoms, political history was often dominated by competing apologetic and
hostile accounts. Clearly these biases in favour of, or against, a particular subjed
would have played a significant role in shaping contemporary accounts, but the
notion that there were potentially other eye-witnesses around who could
contradict one's version may have encouraged authors to maintain a semblance
of truth! The main problem with our knowledge of contemporary sources for the

early HeIIenistic age is that it remains only in fiagmenk in quotations, dire& or
paraphrased, or in abbreviations and epitomes like those of Hieronymus of

Cardia in Diodorus and Arrian or of Hieronymus and Duris in Trogus? While
quotations are sometimes quite reliable, since ancient historians very often still
had copies of works which have been lost to us, a significant problem is the lack

of an explanation of the context from which a quote may have been taken.
A prime example of this is Athenaeus' work, the Deipnosophistui, which is

a mine of atations and quotations from works of which we have at times no
mention in any other ancient source. In terms of quotations from historical works

there are a significant number from the historians of the age of Alexander and

the Diadochoi, Duris of Sarnos and Theopompus of Chios. In the case of both of
these authors, modem scholars have warned against characterizing either the

historian or his overdl work deLinitiveIy based on the passages quoted in
Athenaeus, or elsewhed Athenaeus had a specific agenda m composing his
work (specificdy for our study in Book XIII), namely to search out anecdotes
-

orators see Hardhg I9822831%or an excellent discussion of the variety of impttIses that influenced an ancient historian,
mdnding the very important aspect of polemic m historid writings, see Mh.rincoIa 1997: passhr,
esp. US236
'80th h i a n (TheEven& n~ Afkamder) and Trogus (Thr Ph7@'c Hisfor&) survive onIy in the
fkther compressed versions of Photios and Jstin respectively. For the source-question see
SchubertI914
'~ebricI977:10-17;FIower I99k 185-187-
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about the activities of prostitutes and often about their relations with pow-

men, usually in dose connection with the detailing of various gastronomic
fantasies. This evidently coloured his selections from those sources he had at

hand. At times the most sensational and vivid details were chosen from a work
of which little else remains, giving the impression that the author was equally a
sensation-monger with very little interest in historical details or methods. In fact,
according to Flower, this is precisely the case with Theopompus, the majority of
whose historical fragments come from Athenaeus? This issue will be discussed
in detail in Chapter Four, where an attempt will be made to reach some

conclusions about Alexander's treasurer Harpalus and his infamous courtesans,
Pythionice and GIycera-about whom the most detailed information comes horn
Athenaeusr quotations of Theopompus. What is clear about the historical works

of the day is that, even if they were not on the whole sensational, there seems to
have been a tendency to pepper historical works with anecdotal details of the
p r i v a t ~ f t e scandalous-lives
n

of great men.

This feature was not new to Greek historiographfObut its prevalence was
very Iikely affected by the popdarization of biography." The anecdotal nature of
biography appears to have continued to affect authors Iong after the HelIenistic
period--one needs only to look at PIutarch, as we shall do in detail in our
discussions of both AIexander and Demefrius I, to find this. An important aspect
of biography was the defining of a man's character (efhos) through anecdotes,
which were often generic rather than historicaIIy specific, in such a way that all

in his life contniuted to the redation of an ultimate
character type. In much the same way, anecdotes invoIving prostitutes were
often generic ones, providing IittIe real idormation about a parf5da.r woman
but offering corroborative information about the character (often morally corrupt
the significant events

mower 1994: 6-9; horn the "some 83 verbatim cpotations..., representhg598 liwof text, 412of
those hes a e voted by Ahe~eus"(8).
'OKebric I9m 1546 notes that "tragic history", the central aim of which was to hvoLve the

audience anotiody in the events desded, was never absent horn Greek hisforiography, even
as f k r back as Ekodotusand Ktesias~oatighm
-3: passim
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and given to excess in every aspect of Living) of the man with whom she was
reportedly involved. It is in this aspect of historical writing that the influence of
hetaira literature, or pornography, fiom genres not specifically concerned with
historical accounts of great men and events can most dearly be discerned.
Though pornographic discourse, as Davidson and Kurke call it,= was shaped by
alI manner of diverse writings, hetaira literature in particular, although it did at
times mention women known to be historical, was more concerned in general

with the stock characterization of prostitutes. This is a bend found especially in

Greek New Comedy.
New Comedy, a genre perfected in the opinion of ancient literary critics
by Menander of Athens (c. 342-290 B.QU

was important to the development in

the wider discourse on the typical courtesan because of the sheer prevalence of
the hetaira as a central character in the plays.

While only a small portion of

Menander's plays survive relatively intact, and even less remains of the many
other authors who contributed to the genre, there was a particular innovation
over time that saw an unprecedented positive role for the hefaira as well as a
recognizable individuality or subjectivity that seems to have been entireIy
Iacking in earlier types of comedy." An important aspect of Menander's hetaira

plays is that they show quite diverse descriptions of hefnirai-revealing how
difficuIt a straightforward definition of the prostitute was. We find that hefairai
could be slaves owned by pimps, free women who were foreigners and thus

unabIe to marry a n Athenian legitimateIy, or-an

especially popular

avidso son 1997:134436;Kurke 1997: 109-110;on thissee also Hemy 1995: 58-59
*~ncientassessments of Menander are coUected a s Teshonia 32-49 m VoI. II of the Teubner
edition, KoerteThierfdder (=K-T) 1959: 7-11. The most famous comment by Aristophanes of
Byzantitrrm '0Menander, did you imitate life, or did life imitate you?' (& MLvav5pe rai B k J
xch~pogGp' 6pGv ~ h ~ p hopvt p ~ o m o ;@&st 32 K-a* cf. Amott 1979: xk-xxiii; Lefkowitz 198k
113-114 where she notes that one of the mainfeatures of Menandet's biographid tradiiion was
thecontentionthathe was "absoIutetymad for women" [Suda, 'MhcxuSpq '= Test I, K-n*
%Henry 1988: 3 2 4 In fict, this innovative approach applies to Menandefs characterization of
the M gamut of his inherited stock figmes. As Atnott 1979: mdi puts it there is a controIIed
tension irt both characterization and plot conskuctiort "between the hdiar and udimdiarr
convention and reaIity, the typical and the unexpected" Each stock figure, whether a seIfish
comtesanCa greedy parasite, or a braggart soI&er etc, is de6nd immediatety m the audience's
mind by certain established characteristics yet each one somehow dashes against the type by
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scenario-they

codd be citizen women exposed at birth and recognized as such

at the climax of the play. As noted by Hunter in his study of New Comedy, the
significance of the courtesan's role in the genre as a whole rdects to some degree

the fad that such women were a conspicuous feature of the social life of the
upper classes in major Hellenistic cities? We can see that the various scenarios

involving hefairai would allow the playwright to express a wide range of
characterizations of the women, depending on his purpose in the comedy.
Significantly, the overwhelming impression provided by the interaction in the

plays between prostitutes and the atizenry in general is that attitudes towards
these women were still predominantly negative, including assumptions of

invariable fiddeness, extreme greed and a dangerous ability to ensnare men even
against their will. In view of this, w e may infer that Menander's purpose in
particular in using them so often as characters was to provide a twist to
conventiond stereotypes.
According to Henry,the explosion of pornographic discourse m the fourth

century saw the transference of sensational (quasi-)historical anecdotes
concerning prostitutes from comedy to genres such as history, prosopography,
poetry, philosophical dialogue and miscelIany,16We can find dear examples of
this in the amusing bits of typical hefaira wit appIied to diffment courtesans in
Machon's comedic Chreiai and Lynceus of Samos' writings? Gow suggests in his
introduction to the fragments of Machon that Lynceus was IikeIy to have been
one of the main sources for Machon's hetaira anecdotes." This possiiility does

IittIe to inspire confidence in the historicaI accuracy of such stories since it

appears that an author, perhaps directIy consdting another for a specific type of
anecdote, does not find it important to ascribe them to the same individual.
hisher actions or reations maiii-xxxv.
E~rnter~85:w
I6 ~ e n r 1995:
y 58
*SO Athenaeus records Machun's version of abusive remarks between the courtesans ErZmia and
Gnathaena regarding an ailment known as 'the stone' [Xm, 578E]. The same remarks are found
being exchanged between Phrple and Gnathaena m A t h e n a d citation of some hgments of
Lync-D(m;==IIs C~OW
~ 6 520
:

7
Another example of this type of confusion in the process of crossover between

genres can be found in the remarkable similarity between the anecdotal stories of
a famous courtesan basically equating the corruptive nature of the hetaira with

that of the philosopher which are found in Satyrus' biography of the philosopher

StiIpo (FHG iii. 164 ap. Ath. XIII. 584A)and AIciphronfsaccount of Euthydernus
(7): the first philosopher exchanges remarks with a certain Glycera, the second

with a courtesan named Th&. At least two probIems are brought to Light by this

p a r t i d a r example. F a y , the stereotypical nature of the debate described here

calls into vestion the historical reliability of both accounts. Often the presumed
nature of the subject under discussion, in these cases phiIosophers, called for

entertaining anecdotes to demonstrate a particular characteristic, whether they
contradicted the content of his professed philosophy and thus showed him a

hypocriteB or provided an instance where the philosopher was shown to be
faithful to whatever cIaims he made about himself and his lifestyle. Secondly, the

popularity of the names given to the courtesans (Glycera and Thdis) makes it
impossible even to identify either one definitivdy as a historical individual

whose life we can suppIement horn other stories in other sources.
The prevalence of the crossover of themes relating to prostitutes between
diverse genres of Greek wrifing attests to the significance of the hetaim as a
cu1tura.I icon. A single or definitive reason behind this extreme popularity is
diffidt if not impossible to pin-point, but it seems reasonabIe to suggest that it
had as at Ieast one of its main premises the generally misogynistic outIook of the
Greek (most specifically Athenian) male. There were a number of factors
Muencing this outlook, the first being the primary importance of maintaining

W%is
type of diEication is found m the biographies of alt sorts of important figures (see
Lefkowitz 1981); a specific exampIe related to om dhassion of prostitutes and philosophers on
be found m the anti-Platonic treatise by Herodicus of BabyIon, Againsf tk Socrtzfopin7e. Here the
philosopher Socrates, desmied by PIato as '"subIlmativeand snbIimerr,is shown to be a man
tormented by his potlros (Iongins) for the handsome AIcEades. Additiondy, he is advised to
press the suit by his prostitute emfodidizskuolos("teacher of erotic#) Asp& wemy 1995: 6465,
citingDuering fkg84 aptA h V. 2l9DI.

8
secure control over the activities and habits of respectable women.m It seems that

consequently there developed a desire for a dass of women not bound by these
rules but somehow restricted horn those benefits that respectability brought to

maniagable citizen women. This means that prostitutes had h be carefully

exduded from adopting the appearance of 'normal' fkmhhe values and that
their ostensible heedoms of lifestyle and independence were undermined by the

reality of a maIe-centred society? The competing notions of what characteristics
made a woman desirable helped to form a discourse on prostitutes that was

inherently confused and multi-faceted. On the one hand, there is the idea that
prostitutes (specifically the hefm-rai or 'companions' who seem to have been in
many ways set apart, or above, some of the more depressing aspects of
commercial prostitution that af5ected the common brothel slave or porne) were
desirabIe and uniqydy satisfying for men because they were outside the bounds
of propriety. On the other hand, this freedom, often seen as a luxury granted by

foolhardy men with more weaith and power than self-control, made such
women dangerous and repeated attempts were made to restore them to the
anonymous drudgery of a male- and statecontrolled sex trade. This is the debate
that we shall see active in aImost every aspect of our discussion of Hellenistic
hefahi; our task will be to try to evaluate what information we can take away
from the debate as r d e h g real historical details about individual women and
how much of it must be set aside as stereotypical details conforming to a
CUI-y
based construct of the prostitute.

notion can be seen in ApolIodorusr speech,Against Neaera, where the author describes the
danger of dowing the criminal actions of a prostiink to go unpunished: not o d y wilI men be
lmabIe to hce their womenfok without shame but these same women wilI be receiving a si@
that they codd do as they pIeased without discretion [59,11&114I.
=An excdent summary of the contradictionsinherent m the amcept of the hetaim can be found in
Fantham 197% 51 which deserves to be voted in Eu[L "In one sense the hefnba was h e onIy
woman m Greek society who enjoyed a keedom comparable to that of men, nnming her own
househoId and financesr wiwith the right to &mse the company she admitted to her home, and to
artend the symposia and dinner parties of the mw-fok At the same tihe she had littIe or no
protection against mwdcome advances, and her status wodd Emit the Eaimess of her treatment
in a court oflaw?

CHAPTER2
Status, Namesr Ori@n,md Lzpsfyle

1. TERMINOLOGY

The terminoIogy used to describe prostitutes in ancient Greece was widely
varied but the most basic opposition that distinguished between categories of
women within the profession was that of the hetaira and p o r n . Although the term

hetaira was not invariably a favourable description, it could have positive
c o ~ o t a t i o n sas a result of the connection to the archaic aristocratic use of the

masculine form of the term "companionrr(hefairos)to describe its own members.
Conversely, the term pome was used d u s i v e l y in a negative context to

emphasize the base and common nature of the woman to whom it was applied,
The term developed fkom the verb "to sell" (nbpvqp~)and in parfidar referred to

the sale of slavesz
Other terms created in the archaic period which served to designate a
woman as a prostitute (induding demos--one common to the entire population,
ergatis-working girl, rnisete-a lewd woman, and leophoros--much trafficked),
were connected to the category of the pome and a11 served to associate the
woman under discussion with lewdness, pollution, the h d a t i n g need to work
for pay and an excessive commonality in the public sphere? It is noticeable that
in the context of economic discourse among ancient Greek aristoaatic elements,
to call someone a %iredhandr or a banausic worker was an equally derogatory
distinction when applied to men or women. Trades plied either indoors or for the
purpose of subsistence were often considered indications of a man's foreign or
servile origins; as Xenophon's Socrates ecpIains, the proper spheres for bee men
were poIitics, military pursuits and agridture [Oec. N.2-3]?4 Hence the

K d e 1992108
%id, 112-113, U4W; for Zmther Iists of terms desmimg the lower end of the scale of
prostitution see Davidson 199E 78
24PomeropI99Q:235437- Fkther ancient cormboationfor this attitude that working for pay, and
m particuk at sedentary indoor jobs, was vuIgar are noted here, h c t u ~ AdstotIe
g
POL 12.78~8;
PIato Rep. 495 D E 522 B, Laws 848 A, 919 C Pomeroy also notes that there w m sodally
acqtabIe ways for the free citizen and even the aristocrat to make money bnt these did not
indndebratanfly c o r n m e activity such as manufichukgproducts soidy for saie in the agora.
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characterizationof both men and women who practiced a trade, in the full range
from prostitution to craft-making,which was developed in the archaic period
continued to be applicable among certain of the wedthier class even into the
classical period. As Fantham explains, later Latin terms used in comedy (such as

merehix, "she who earns:

and paeshrm facere, "to earn a living;)

denoted the

negative sense of the prostitutes' lifestyle. This was also hue in Greek discourse;
terms Iike Ipyaoia, "work/ a job," tp-yltropa~,"to work,"

and Bpyacniiprov,

"factory", usually applied in c o ~ e c t i o nto male artisans, were used in
discussions of women to refer condescendingly to prostitution? While some of

the eariy terms for the common prostitute seem to have gradually fallen out of
popular usage in the discourse on prostitutes, a number of other descriptions
maintained their popularity right up into the Hdenistic period. These terms
often were attempts to deflate whatever pretensions the titIe of hetaira (with its
connection to the elite aristocratic symposium) may have given a prostitute.
Hence even women like Pythionice who were involved with powerfd men and

receiving rather extravagant honours were d&veIy called pornai (Theopompus,
Lpfter to Alexander, FGrH 115 F253 ap. Ath. Xm. 595AB). Other terms used
consistently in the ancient sources indude the description of a female prostitute,
most often caIIed at some point a hetaira, as an aulehs, "flutegirl" (as in the case
of the h o w mistress of Demetrius Poliorcetes, Lamia, in Machon, Xm 1. 176
Gow, and PIutarch, Demefrius, 16.3-4, orchestris, "dancing girl'% (as Oenanthef
the mother of Ptolemy IV PhiIopator's hetaira, Agathodea is descriied in
PIutarch, Moralfa 753D)and gunaion, "little woman/hussyfW(as Phryne is
described in Plutarch, Moralia 401C; Plutarch also describes Ptolemy 11
PhiladeIphus' mistress Bilktiche with this term as a "barbarian f d e (sc slave)"
at Mmaliit 753F).
As Kurke explainst the negative associations bound up in p m e and
-antham I97561n 4X
q o r a discussion of the coIIocation of entertainers-dan~ers~singersr flute and castanetphyers-md pro^^^^ mate and M e t see Monttsenat 2996: 116-I20
=Gow 1965: I26 gives *%ussiesmas the tramIation of gunaia in his cornmenmy on I. 398 of
Mgchon, fi.agmentXVII,

1I
related terms were formulated in the sixth century B.C. by an elite aristocratic

group. This group created an ideology based in part on a WestyIe that reflected a
"cult of habrosyne (luxury)". This was in opposition to a more egalitarian

ideology (which gradually developed into the democratic ideology of Athens) in

which alI excess was h o m e d upon as a barrier to the equality of citizens beneath

the supreme authority of the polis. Within these two opposing ideologies each
group used various methods to distinguish itself horn the other, with the
circulation of women being used as one of the models that represented the
group's ideology as a whole. In the case of the elitist aristocratic group, the
distinction between themselves and the rest of the polis's subordinated citizenry
was effected in part by their creation of a new category of sexually avdable
women-women who were in fact prostitutes but who were often not defined
dearly as such. These women were distinguished horn their cheap and common
counterparts (as the category of the p o r n was defined) by their attendance at the
aristocratic symposium and the attempt made to disguise any economic dement

in rdations with them by repIacing the fee--misfhoewith the concept of chnris
("favour"). In addition there was a general lack of moral disapprovaI in

descriptions of the hefaira, precisely the opposite of the descriptions of pornai
found in the same authors.=

It was not, however, the group which had 'invented' the category of the
hetaira that actually used the term, at least in as much as the surviving fragments

of archaic poetry allow us to surmise-Within the works of those who were
proponents of this eIite ideology, the women assumed to be hefairaiwere often
desmihed in indirect ways, without the use of terminoIogy assodated with

prostitution. We find this exempmed in archaic poetry like that of Anacreon
where women who are most EeIy hefairai are, with positive connotations, called
qaq "dear", hPp$ "dainty/ Iuxurious" [Anakreon frag. 93 GentiIil? In fact, it
-

f%Kt~rke
W E 110-la,
115
%dr 11416. A rater exampIe kom the dassicd pedod is Xamphon's description of the hefaira
Theodoter "the sort of woman who keeps company with any man who has persuaded her" [ M a
l
K 11,II. W e find further positLoe evduations Iater m comedy= for exampIe, Antiphanes in the
Wafer Jar mentions a
"possessing a golden character in the matter of virtue'' 3 0 6 ~n
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was those outside the &te aristocratic ideology who used the term hefaira and
they did so as a way of r i d i d g the attempt to assimilate a prostitute into an

equal partner in the world of the symposiumF The first known occurrence of the
term is found in Herodotus p.134-51and ref' to Rhodopis, a former slave who
made a name for herself as a courtesan in the Egyptian city of Nauaatis.

Apparently her fame was so great that it was soon celebrated throughout Greece.

The mention of her involvement with the brother of the poet Sappho confirms
the fact that the hefaira was indeed a recognizabIe phenomenon of elite discourse

by the archaic period? Hence James Davidson relates that the identity of the
hetaira in dassicd Athens continued to be a matter of great contention as hefairai
themselves (in so far as we can infer horn the writings about
prostitutes-litdy

'pornography'-by

men who both praised and attacked this

dass of women) attempted to maintain sharp distinctions between her own
lifestyle and the profession of the p m e , while their enemies attempted to

undermine preciseIy those differences?

In time that section of the male population which had taken over using
descriptions of the hetaira category with positive connotations did in fad use the
term

to describe the women. In order to distinguish their own use of the

term kom that of men who used it derisively, they emphasized the simplest

meaning of the term-"companion"-shunning
the sexual implications or
keeping them as remote as possible. So in Athenaeus' Deipnosophistae, the
symposiasts at one point argue about the nature of prostitutes: the character
MyrtiIus cites evidence from the comedy Breezes of Mefagenes for the type of
hefmka he wishes to describe and praise, not the dancers and flute-@Is who
perform for a price [4 K-A ap. XIII. 57181 but "true companions" (ai5v~cus
~ p w & vi r p k &p&
~acqphql~... K-A ap. A h XIIL 572AI.
%d, this section summarks 110-119 of the article. Note also that the 'evality' mentioned was
a symbol used by the elite aristocratic members to dif5erentiate t h d v e s &om the rest of the

citizen popdation It does not represent an absoIute or even a hue sense of ecpalify beyond
sewing the ideoIogid needs of tlik group- Wty often saw this pretense of eqdity fdhg prey
to the more negative and violent aspects commody assodated with prostitution (137-140)=%id, 1006-07; cf. Henry 1988: U.For fmther discussion of Rhodopis and the controversy
suuoundFngherpropernamesee the sectiondevoted to her inchapter Three
%avidson W E 1I2
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who could preserve
friendship without trickery (a topical &ticism of prostitutes in general) and who
kaipcn). He goes on to d e s m i e these women as those

codd be called 'friends' after the manner of their patron Aphrodite Hetaira
[ApolIodoms of Athens On the Gods FGrH 244 F112 ap. Ath. Xm. 571C; cf.

Philetaerus Korinthiasfe 5 K-A ap. Ath. XIII- 559AI.The emphasis on fiendship
reflects the earlier aristocratic notion that phile was one of the defining
characteristics of their ideology and WestyIe. To call a hetaira 'phile' was to
emphasize her nobility and her standing with her client; it contradicted the
notion promoted by those who were hostile to these women as a class that every
one of them was simply a deceitful money-hungry professional trying to use the
guise of nobility to overstep the proper bounds which prostitution, by definition,

imposed on its practitioners. We should keep in mind also that another

important element of the hostiIe side of the debate over hetairni is the
"enduring.-.idea that the power of prostitutes could lead to soaal and physical
annihiIation"-they

couId "endanger the world of menfrnIn Iiterary terms this

notion usually seems related to the fear that men might be stripped of their
wealth while in a historiographical context it wodd appear often to have

represented the fear that men in positions of power wodd turn over the politicd
reins to a woman, a scenario that was even more dangerous when political
power was concentrated m the hands of one man, as in the HeIIeniStic age.

The purpose of this prostitution specific terminology is, according to
Davidson and Kurke, to h c t i o n as a discursive strategy which distinguishes
between those areas which are most awkward and problematic to differentiate.Y
Thus in the case of the terms hetaira and pme, as well as related professional
terms Iike aulefrs and orchestris, there is no clear-cut empirical distinction that
aIways appIies in discussions of these women. They can be slave or free, have a
pimp (pornoboskos) or pander or be s&-employed; among the related
professionals there is often no direct mention of thewomen's profession, yet their
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sexual avdability seems to go without questiunP One of the most important

considerations in the discussion of terminology and the "dippage and
confusionJramong the individual terms is the emotiond attitude and the ultimate
goal of the speaker in influencinghis audience. Thus, when an author speaks
about a partidar woman or class of women using the various terms (as has
already been seen in the above discussion of the uses of the tenn hetaira), that
terminology can take on relatively positive or negative connotations, depending

on his hostility or sympathy for the particular group under discussion? The
terminology itself does not convey a dear meaning without the content and
context of the m o u n d i n g discussion.

While the term porne never seems to reflect a positive evaluation of the
particular woman which it describes, it can be used to contrast favourably the
entire category of women who are pomai (encompassingbrothel workers, street

walkers etc.) with the category of the hetaira when it is defined in such a way that
it maintains a degree of inequality incompatiile with democratic ideology-an

inequaIity created by the pretensions of such women which &owed them to

charge fees only wealthy men could afford. This preference for a despised
category of sexualIy available women (pomm] as a show of solidarity for the
Athenian atizen's equal opportunities with his peers is reflected in Athenaeus'
record of the verdict of various comedians concerning the desirability of brothels
in which anonymous pomai work for a set fee and remain, after the transaction,
allohia ("nothing/ not of one's familyfproperty'? to the dient [Philemon,
Brothers 3 K-A ap. Ath. Xm. 569DF;for more such judgementscf. Epicrates, Anfi3 K-A ap. Ath. XID 5708; Eubulus, The Vignand Nmnion 82 K-A, 67 K-A ap.
Ath. wI.568EF;Xenarchus, The Penfafhlum4 K-A ap. Ath. MII. 569A-Dl. It was
men of this opinion about the vdue of prostitutes, namely that the women
should functionas a safety valve for the immorality of young men, who despised
the pretensions of the hefairai.So, for exampIe, Xenophon's Socrates [Memorah7k
%id, 108
=&id, 108-109;cf. Dover I989: 21 and Hemy 19& I47
=As Kurke e x p h the term, I29
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II. 2,4] observes the prevaIence of such 'safety-vaIvesr on the streets of Athens
such that men would not be driven to wrongful acts with inappropriate women
by the inevitable pressures of lust. To judge by Soaates' description in the

Oeconomicus, I. 13, of the effect on a man of purchasing a hefairu: he becomes,
"because of hm, worse in body, worse in soul, and worse in the matter of his
household" (65h ra6qv K&KZOV p&

T&

~ 6 p kao t , ~dtlnov8&

y m ~ v K~~ICIOV
,
6Q

we may imagine that this is confirmationof the notion that a man's
occasional use of a porne is preferable. Those authors hostile to the hetaira as a

rbv O~ICOV..),

distinct form of prostitution-offering companionship in an emotional,

intellectual and sexual sense as Pomeroy defines ip-considered these women to
have been given credit far beyond their deserts and the notion that they were

worthy of men's devoted attentions and great expenditure to be no more than a
fraud. The exact opposite of this evaluation can also be found among men who

praise the hetaira precisely because she is not anonymous and notentire1y
businesslike-i.e. she is not like the p m e [Timodes, The Mmnthonfans 24 K-A ap.

Ath. MII. 570F-57IAl.

Clearly the definitions of tennino1ogy used in the prostitute profession are
important for understanding the simpIe connection of a woman to the
profession, but of more importance is the evaluation of the attitude of the author
to his particular subject, since a presumably positive designation can easily
become a negative one, depending on the surrounding context, and vice versa.

Even in dassicd Athens when the connection of a politician with a prostitute (or
prostitutes) was set brth in a hostiIe account as evidence of the man's corruption

and worthlessnessJB, if the woman was a hetaira the description differed from
cases where the accusations involved p m a i At times the hefairuwas named and

perhaps even desmied in hrther detail, thus to some extent personalizing her
(though not necessdy positively as can be seen in the case of PericIes' Aspasia).
A sIanderous attack made by connecting the man with p m a i genedy took the

form of accusing him of being involved endIessIy with a mass of anonymous
Tomemy 1994: 220-221,commentaryon l13
%Henry1988:29 for OId Comedy;35 for MddIe Comed~
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brothel women. This was part of the discourse developed in an earlier period

which mapped the cirdation of women onto the differing poIiticaI ideologies of
aristocrat and democrat. The statesman rumored to spend a l I his time engaging
brothel prostitutes was one whom the vice of being enslaved to passion wouId
leave unfit fur office since he could not place the interests of the citizenry above

his own desires? This critique could be applied equally to an attack on a man
who wasted vast sums on expensive hefairai instead of unostentatiously making
use of cheap prostitutes when necessary." CIearly the ability to use both
categories of hetaira and porne to attack a man emphasizes the impossibility of
giving one a positive definition and the other a negative.

II-FEE VS. GIFT'CTATUS
The distinction between hetaira and pome was further emphasized horn
the earliest deveIopments within the categories of prostitution by the opposition

the monetary feelpayment-misthos. This is likely
of the gift-dwon-and
because of the introduction, during the archaic period, of coined money and the
type of market economy which accompanied it. Whereas the gift-receiving hefnira

represented the female dement in the aristocraticcirculation of chmis among elite

equals, the p m e who worked anonymously and without any distinction of
clientele represented the public drdation of any commodity for money? While
the hefmka codd become 'personalized' as a companion and Iover of a particular

"'Halperin 1990: 98 Here HaIperin notes that the male politician who was characterizedeither as a
frecpent user of prostitutes or a prostitute himself was thought to have ceased to be an
"autonomous actor in fiis own right", i.e he had become a slave either to I-ous
tastes or to
his o w n straightened circumstances. The best men among the propertied dasses, it was agreed,
were those who mastered their desires and did not expend money on prostitutes. To visit the
brotheI was to show that a man was of no account Yet, at the same time, it was better by fK to
visit brothels than to engage in attempts to seduce citizen women, thus becoming an adulterer
(93). Thus while many men may not have realized the ideaI in the hierarchy of acceptabIe
behaviour, they codd still ~~their position by making sme they did not sink too Low into
sexuaId~ce,
Dapidson 1997: esp. 220-222 on the power of rumor to convict a man, parfrarfrmh3y
ifhe has
been seen (whether m fict or jnstby hearsay) flaunting his wealth by keeping the company of
q d v e Maikm',shopping extensivdy at the fishm&ets, and g e n d y expertdinggreat sums
onhisownpIeamres,
%trice W E 115-16
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genfleman, the pome remained anonymous. Such distinctions were hardly dear
cut, yet the effect was to d o w a semblance of vagueness and mystery into the

reality that the hetaira was sexually purchasable. In time, as the circulation of
money grew to dominate the economy and the gradual entrenchment of
democracy at Athens made the aitiasms of the elite aristocrat somewhat
obsolete, this plain distinction between dora and misfhos seems to have become
Iess pronounced? This can be seen in the descriptions of h e f a h i at Athens

during the dassical period.
The classical period may be seen as a sort of intermediate stage in the
development of the categories of prostitution and their definitions. While archaic
discourse attempted to maintain as dear a distinction as possible between the

"dear/ beloved" (cpixq) hetaira and the "common and easy"

( K O L ~~~

a b@ta)
i

porne, in particular by shunning any obvious c o ~ e c t i o nbetween the hefaira's
companionship and whatever payment she received for it, the dassical sources
appear instead to mention the hetairds monetary pay as a given fact, whether the

source is hostile or sympathetic. Gifts are of course mentioned and while they
continue to emphasize the personalized nature of relations with the courtesan,

there is littIe doubt as to the woman's profession and often gifts are given with
other cash sums as payment. The emphasis, In sympathetic accounts of hefairairis
not so much on the fact that the women are receivers of gifts, but rather on the
amount they receive as pay. The higher the amount of pay, the higher the stature
and reputation of the p a r t i d a r woman. This heightening of status and
reputation based on pay was also reflected in the nature of the activities or type
of companionship for which she was hired. When a woman was paid a great deal

for her favours and her reputation soared, it often translated into a long term
relationship where sex was no doubt a part of the bargain but even more
significant was the exdusivity of her relationship with her dient. Hence,

although the courtesan is a hired wage-earner,one of the archaic c r i t i m of the

o or a detailed discussion of the kes charged by prostitutes and the sources for this information
seeAApendix2 "Pn'ces" m HaIperin 1990:1074U.
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pmai, she is, to use Davidson's term, the megalomisfhos hetuirp and

distinguishable horn the cheap porne. Numerous instances, pasticularly from
comedy record the exorbitant fees charged by the most famous hefairai such as

L a , Phryne and GnathaenaP Even women who had once been wretched pornai
are on occasion noted to have risen kom their previous misfortune to the height
of wealth. We have noted the case of Neaera in the classical period, a later
example from the Hellenistic age can be found in Polybius. In a moralistic
passage on the state of affairs in Alexandria under Ptolemy II, he notes that the
finest houses in the aty were owned

by three women, two by former Lowly

aulehides and the other by a woman who had formerly exhibited herseIf to the
public [as for sale] (&1~06~&typhq
K O L ~ [Polyb.
)
XIV. 11,2 ap. Ath*Xm. 576Fl.

Here we see that the abiIity to charge exorbitant fees and to make ostentatious
displays of wealth were two of the more prominent features of the hetaira
category as it developed over time.

The types of conditions which made the hetaira-dent relationship one of
relatively Long term companionship applied specifically to those relations where
the client was a man of considerable wealth, fame, or political importance. Hence

the distinction was strikingIy applicable during the Hellenistic period when the

many historicaI characters heavily involved with courtesans were some of the
most powerful men in the world. Relationships with hefuirai were, at this time,

mystified once again on a level akin to that of the archaic period--often times the
exact status and position of the h&ai?a as a prostitute was even m doubt. Among
the most infamousIy wealthy courtesans of the Hellenistic period, the s a d
aspect of their rdationships with powerfuI Iovers was often the vaguest while the
adoration of their Iovers was emphasized by descriptions of the pantity and
cpaIiv of their gifts to then Even when the stigma of being paid for services
becomes less obvious, the giving of gihs seems to have maintained a Iatge role m
defining the Mairu as distinct born the pome. CIearIy though, the intermediate
q(DavidsonI99E 104107
*A kw exampIes mdude Epiaates Anti-Cais 3 K-A ap. Ath. Xm. 57OCD: Tiinocless,Neaea 25 K-A
ap Ath MIL 567DE;Amphis, K o h 23 K-A ap Ath XIIL 567F; M;achonX M Gow = Ath. XIIt
58IA.B-
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developments concerning these women as a cIass/category influenced the way
they presented themselves as welI as the way sympathetic accounts portrayed

them. Ironically, the quality that distinguished the hefaira and gave her extensive

popularity, namely the inaccuracy of defining her as a paid prostitute, also
enraged her opponents. What some men saw as a seductive affair worth
considerable expense, others despised as an intoIerabie h u d . Thw the hostile
sources often seem desperate to belittle hefnirai as much as possible, in effect

dassing them with the lowest dregs of the prostitute profession.
III,NAMES

Another factor in the dassification and defining of prostitutes was their

names. Certain names were used by prostitutes (or their owners) to identify

women as such. Names that had particularly coarse meanings seem to have been
reserved for the most part for base pornai--considering the prevalent anonymity
of such professionals, there are few such names preserved. In the archaic period
when elements of archaic discourse attempted to make the initial separation
between the hetaira and pome, it was the '&tisf dement that most forcefully
criticized the porn& as an attempt of course to distinguish their own professional
companions from the rest of the women in cirdation. Thus while for the most
part anonymity and insignificance were the main characteristics of the pornai,
some archaic poetry took special care to W e r define them as despicabIy
common This is where some of the few graphic names for prostitutes which we
have preserved come from: Anakreon mentions a woman who was likely a
pubIic prostitute in a two-Iine fragment and gives her name as EurypyIe, 'Widegate." Kurke notes that the obscene sense of pyle is found in Aristopha~c
comedy as weII as in Hesychius' gloss of the words 6qpia1at& h n r ~ as "common
whores"? One of the few other examples we have for names of ponrai comes
horn a brothel scene depicted on a Iate sixth century cup on which one of the
women is cded OboIe In this case, which Davidson identifies as the &erne of

% d e f997= 123with n,44

"commodifying discourse", the prosfituters name is also the advertisement of her
price?
Contrary to the general anonymity of the pomai, an abundance of names is
preserved for hefairai. Athenaeus records that in the Hellenistic period the
Alexandrian compilers of prosopographicd lists of Athenian hetairai outdid

themselves adding names to the 135 initially recorded by Aristophanes of

Byzantium [XIIT- 583El. Some hetaira names reflected the seductive side of the
profession ( e g oOdmon-"Sweet

Basil" [Eubulus, Kerkopes 53 K-A ap. Ath. MLI.

567BC],Glycera-"Sweety", Aspasia-"Pleasant"), others its more sinister side
(eg.Lamia-'Vampire", Lyka-"She-Wolf", Barathron-"Ravine'ra), while some
give no clear indication of any particuIar reason behind choosing a name beyond
the fact that we know that a particularly successfd courtesan had borne the
name and thus it gained popularity in the profession (e-g. Neaera, La%, and
Thdislg). Another possibility is that some names were chosen specifically to
counter the expectation that a woman was in fact a hetaira by the apparent

dignity or respectability of the name (e.g. Pythionice, Hierodeia or Plangon and
Myrrhine, the latter two of which are found as the names of respectable atizen
women). There were also certain names which were chosen to reflect the foreign
origins of a woman, sometimes undoubtedly to emphasize some sort of exotic
difference (egothe fibled hefaira chosen to initiate Alexander into the pleasures
of love was called CWeina-"Beautiful Foreigneft or m another case a woman
=&id, 130; cf. Davidson 1997: 88. Further on parnai names see Kurke's discussion of Anaheon
fiag. 60 about Herotime whose name is an ironic criticism of a woman who has a name suitable
for a high class hefaira but behaves Iike a common whore, f23-127. Also note that another
'commodQing' name found cited m A f h e n a d e p s y d r a - i s said to have been a historical
individual spoken of in Asdepiades' Hisfmy ofDeme&is o f P h a t m [FGrH 157Fl ap. Ath. XIIL
567CDI originatly named Metiche, whose name was taken by EubuIus as a title for one of his
comedies [54 &A ap. A h XIIL 567CI.It means 'water-dock' and refers to the prostitoW habit of
chargingfor her favoursby the minute as it were.
lbme name Barathron, mentioned in a hgrnent of a comedy by Theophilus died by Athenaeus
[Ph"Ios 11 K-A ap. MII, 5
8
m is glossed in G&&s note as synonymous with the name of the
ravine at Athens into which the bodies of executed c r b h h were throw11
%e probIem with the popuIarity of &&a names and Me d t a n t confusion m differenthag
between historical courtesans beaxing the same names was no& m Chapter One above- For a
detailed accotmt, focussed on the Heknistic royal courtesans, of the compIications mvoLved in
evaluating the SlgnEtcance of names and whether tfiey can d-tivefy
identiry an historid
-oc
see Ogden l999: 247-252

is called ThaIatta-"Woman horn the Sea".) Noticeably foreign names were also

commonly used simply to denote that a woman was of Iowly or slave origins.

This seems to have been the case with the name Habrotonon which is found in
the ancient sources as the name of the Thratian hetaira said to be the famous
Athenian statesman Themistodesr mother [Amphicrates, On F m u s Men F H G iv.
300 ap. Ath. XIII. 576C;Plut., Them. 1; Aelian V f i . W. 431, Menander chose

Habrotonon as the name of the sIave hetnira in his comedy the Epifrepontes, and
Plutaxch in his Moralin, 753CD,relates the opposing opinions of men about the
virtue of either lawfully marrying a respectable woman or of bringing home a
purchased foreign woman, generalized as a "Thraaan Habrotonon", as a

concubine. Regardless if a name represented a woman of relatively lowly status,
as compared with the more independent wealthy h e i r such names still belong

to women outside of the anonymity of the brothel. Certainly none of the names
are as coarse as any of the ones mentioned for pomai.
That a name could be a reflection of a person's standing seems to be
indicated in the anecdotal stories about the enmity between the rival Successors,

Dernetrius PoIiorcetes and Lysimachus. Athenaeus records the historian

Phylarchusr observation that jibes passed between the two men's courts over the
names of those who held the position of friends of the king, Demetrius claiming
that just as in the typical comic scene where slaves held the stage, so too did

Lysimachus' friends bear names suited to slaves by virtue of their being
disyllabic phylarchus FGrH 81 F12 ap. Ath. XIV. 614F-615A1.Gulick points out
in his note to this passage that in general slaves did in fact bear short names.

WhiIe this c r i t i c k n a p p k to the maIe companions of the powerful, there is the
possibility that this was aIso the case among the femaIe hetairai. Although
rnultisylIabIe names are quite often fotmd for hefairaiand it is not certain that this
reflects any special dignity of the sort that Demetrius claimed for his
"Peucesteses, Menelawes and Oxythemises", it is mieresting that a number of
the most famous historical courtesans on record did in hct have s h o e names:

e.g. Phryne, La&, and Tha%.

W -ORIGINS
Certain types of hefairu names are connected to the significance of origins.

Since Athens appears to have been the most prominent and popular of places in
the Greek world for the hetai~uito practice, in combination with the fact that

many of our sources were written by Athenians or about events at Athens, it
seems that particularly Iater in the Hellenistic period when Athens was Iooked

upon as a place of the glorified past, a courtesan's Attic birth was to some extent
a measure of her status. Just as some names would have emphasized a woman's
foreignness, and because many courtesans were in fact from outside Athens
(from the earliest famous courtesan Aspasia of MiIetus to the infamous Neaera
who started out as a slave prostitute in Corinth), Attic names or birth were
something rather special among courtesans. Even those who did not keep their
birth names, favouring instead more professional names (so Mania, the mistress

of Demetrius Poliorcetes, abandoned the proper sounding name Melitta in
favour of the Phrygian name Mania), seem to have had some kind of special
standing because of their origins.

It seems that a signiscant number of the courtesans invoIved with great
HeIIenistic men were said to have originated at Athens' or at least to have been

summoned from their pradice at Athens. This is said to have been the case for
both of the hetairai of the dissolute treasurer of Alexander, Harpalus
[Theopompus On the Chian Leffer,FGrH 115 F254 ap. Ath. XIII. 586C; L e t f a to

Alexander, FGrH 115 F253 ap. 595Aj. There may have been at work the
assumption, influenced by the popularity of hefaimi in aI1 kinds of prominent

Athenian literature, that the women who were from Athens had some share in
those qualities that made Athens so famous-namdy

her intellectual and

d t u r a l sophistication. It must also be kept in mind, however, that Athens

remained for a Iong time the place to succeed as an author. Thus writing by
Iiterati at Athens about events there and about the activities of Athenians
maintained a sort of f i e predominance even when important current events

were no longer happening so much there- A fragment from the comedy Hydrin

by Antiphanes dates that a citizen woman codd be forced into prostitution by
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the death of her relatives. In the case of the woman he describes, her "golden
character" (which reflects her citizen birth) shines through despite her
occupation [210K-A ap. Ah. MII. 572A1.Another instance of the character of an

Athenian born courtesan can be found desaiied in ironic tgrms in Plutar&s Ljfe
of Alexander where he recounts the speech made by Th&

to the banqueting

Macedo~ansat the Persian capital, He notes that the content of her speech

(namely that the burning of Persepolis would be fitting revenge for the Persian
sack of Athens) was fittingfor one born in Athens but not one of her station in

life-that is a prostitute [Afex.381.
The origins of a prostitute were important for other reasons as well. Justas
foreigners at Athens were of lower s t a b than those of citizen birth, foreign birth

was often an indication of slave status among prostitutes. In her study of the
s o a d realities of prostitute's Eves in H d e ~ s t i cAthens, Elaine Fantham notes
that even the bee hetaira at Athens was at a natural disadvantage if she were a
foreigner because the Iaw afforded her no protection? This contention is given
substance by the events played out in Menander's comedy, the Samia, where the
foreign hefaira Chrysis is faced with life on the streets shouId her lover Demeas
decide that her disobedience is cause enough to evict her from his household.

This portrayal, even if it does come from a literary rather ittan historical genre,
&dy emphasizes the reaIity of the time, namely that having a male guardian or
kurios was a woman's primary source of security. According to Roger Just's
study, women who came under the categories of slave, freed, or foreigner-i.e.
including pallahi and hefairai-were "by definition...outside the boundaries of
the Athenian kinship system" (the oikos). AU women, even atizens, were
compfetdy incompetent before the Iaw and thus entirely dependent on their

-anham 1975 SI. Fiuther to the status and Iegd position of foreign women (metics) see Henry
1995: 12 where she explains that some of the most drastic changes that affected these women,
partidady their children by Athenian citizens, came about as a r d t of Peddes' citizenship
Iaws of c 440 B.C. Rior to this thisti, mixed parentage did not seem to prevent a child from
becoming a career p o l i t i h exampIes apparendy induded Themistodes, (Ileishenes, Cimon
and MiItiades- Ironidy, Perides was said to:have contravertd his own law m order to have his
bastard son by the metic Aspasia recognized as a citizen, having Iost his Iegibinate sons to the
~~gne-
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kurioi under whose protection and control they spent their enthe Iives; without

such a krrtr'os, women had no rec~urse.~
There are aspects of the institution of concubinage which seem to indicate
that, just as much as the categories of prostitution, it was not defined entirely in
black and white. This is reflected by Demosthenes' statement that concubines

"kept for the production of legitimate children" were considered to have been
violated by an adulterer if caught with another man [Against Aristocrafes 23(53--statute),

55: atation of the seventh century Iaw of Dracon]. This seems

contradictory to the generally held notion that the children of non-legiiimately
married women were nof legitimate but rather nothoi or bastards. In addition, not
a few incidents found in legal oratory seem to provide evidence that women of
questionable status (concubine or hefaira)could, with any Iuck,manage to recruit
someone to defend her interests under the law-Aspatia

Neaera had Stephanus, and Phryne had Hypereides-in

apparently had Perides,
other words a sort of

kurios, though dearly outside the 020s nonetheIess. The consensus among
schoIars, however, seems to be that even when a woman entered into the quasi-

maritd state of concubinage with a f d y explicit contract, she was nonetheless

severely disadvantaged by convention and law? Returning to our literary
exampie in Menander, without Demeas' protection and provisions, Chrysis, even
though a free woman, wouId have been rdegated to a detestable Westyle which

Demeas takes some satisfaction in describing to her: running to dinner parties,
making onIy ten drachmas, and drinking unmixed wine until she dies, or
stanring if she does not die first (LI. 393-5)P ClearIy simple fieeborn status did

not necessarily assure the hetaira of a comfortable or safe standard of living-

WhiIe hefairni could be slaves, it is generaIIy assumed that the most
=Jist 1989: 27-29. Just &o notes that there were certain special women who, even without a

M Iwere
, entided to the law's protection,sp6caIly that of the eponymous archon: these were
orphans of citizen parents, widows cIa.iming to be pregnant by their late atizen husbands and
h e k s s 31~

wemy 1995: I4with her atations on h i s topic I34XLI6
=Note that this passage in parti&
is often cited m studies reIating to the sotid conditions
which a c t e d the Frefaiiw often presumed to be a reIativeLy srrccessfd and independent dass of
women: Fantham I475:66; Henry 1992265.
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successful women in the profession were not, or at least that they had at some
point become freed women. CertainIy even former slave status is often found as
a line of attack used against a hefairn (and her Iover) by hostile sources. The fact
that she was once a slave emphasizes that a woman has overstepped the bounds

of her station in by flaunting great weaIth and the devotion of a p o w d man.

Such is the case with Theopompus' criticism of Pythionice, the Iover of HarpaIus,
whom he claims was formerly the sIave of a pome [FGrH 115 F253 ap. Ath. XIII.
595ABI. It was not only slave origins that caused a successhrl courtesan to be
reviled, but also one who had once been very poor. So the character in Timodesf
comedy Neuera bemoans the fact that he had engaged the famous Phryne when

she was poor and &own

but after spending a fortune on her she haughtiIy

turned him away fkom her door [25K-A ap. Ath. XIII. 567E1. Once again the
implication is that hetairai were encouraged to step beyond their proper station

when men gave them too much. In literature this complaint becomes a topical
criticism of the hetaira: these women were to be despised and avoided because
they became inevitably fickle and haughty with wealth and popularity. Another
factor connected to slave prostitutes which d a t e d a certain amount of hostility

among the male population in anaent Greece, especialIy evident in comedy, was
the purchase of a prostitute's freedom. There are many anecdotd accounts of
older famiIy members trying to prevent their young and impressionable sons
from falling in Iove with a prostitute and then bankrupting themselves and their
parents by buying her freedom. An actud case of this type of buyout, outside of
comedy, can be found in ApoUodorus' Speech againsf Neaera in which Neaera's
keedom is jointly purchased from her originaI owner Nicarete by two of her

clientsI.-(
59.29-32).Y
It is noticeabIe that anecdotes about hefnirm' often note the presence of a
p a r t i d a r courtesan's mother or other femaIe relative. This may be of
significance because the identification of a person through their mother rather
q t is important to keep in mind that this fkedom was sWcingIy different Erom that which was
the prerogative of the free born mdividttaL The heed-woman, incIuding Neaea, owed certain
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than their father in the ancient world could be a sign of base or even slave

originsP5 This seems to be the case most often in passages that aiticize or attack
an individual, particularly a male, such as blame poetry. While the context of a
description of a female within a typical women's sphere could at times lead to

the identification of a woman by her metronymic without any pejoritive
connotations, when discussing prostitutes, the presumably more advanced age of
a mother whose daughter acts as a hetaira and and for whom she Iikely acts as the
procuress wodd both be factors that caLIed for a stereotypically negative
evaluation. However, in the majority of instances where a mother's name is used
by way of identification, there is no fizrther information given about her. Ogden
points out in his study of Hellenistic royal courtesans that Oenanthe, the mother
of Agathodea is the only mother of a royal courtesan about whom we know

anything.%This makes it difficult to extrapolate any condusions about the
significance of the use of a metronymic. Generally in those instances where a
hefnirds mother is mentioned it is done anonymously, as in the case of Mania's
humorous remark about Demetrius' fondness for women of her mother's age
[PIutarchfDm&.

271.

Aside from the criticism possibly impbed by the identification of a person
by their matronymic, it appears that m terms of status the close assodation of a
mother with her prostitute daughter also could, at times, have been a sign of the

abject poverty of the women. As victims of this poverty they are forced into
prostitution by necessity, primarily because it was potentidy more profitabIe
than a more respectabIe trade such as weaving? H d p e points
~
out that among

obligations to the person(s) who helped her buy that heedom-to the extent that m some ways
she appeared even to r e m h a shve to their mteresk%urke 1997:l20-22m her discussion of Anameon, h p e n t 82 which reviles a certain Artemon
and c& him the "child of Kyke", notes that the mention of a man's mother by way of
identification can indicate illegitimate b i a h ff-Cropp 1988: 161; commentary on IL 933-5 with
Citations%den 1999: 246
W e do aIso have awnples of successiid courtesans Iiving with their mothers and continuing to
carny out their businesses with substantid financial gain. These are women like Xenophon's
Theodote, who is presented m a fine house with her mother and maid servants, and Gnathaem

and Gnathaenion (whether mother and daughter or grandmother and grandaught@, who are
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the citizen class at Athens effeminization was seen as a risk which accompanied
poverty. A man who was impoverished was introduced to the possibility of
being deprived of his autonomy, assertiveness, and keedom of a ~ t i o nOf
. ~ course
women did not generally have these avenues of self expression open to them but
poverty is nonethdess despised and the poor prostitute is all the more despicable

than the wealthy one. This is certainly found to be the case in certain literary
accounts: in his study of Menander, Webster notes that the poet saw onIy three
alternatives for the poor unmarriedfwidowed woman and her supposed
daughter: weaving, a long-term liaison or becoming a prostitute- Lucian, writing

much later, relates in the sixth of his Dialogues of Courtesans the attempt of the
poor widowed mother Crobyle to persuade her daughter to become a
professional hetaira and in this way support her in her elder years. There is
evidently yet another incongruous set of assumptions at work here in the
attempt to define prostitutes: there is a set of women associated with their
mothers or the older female generation who become enviably rich through
prostitution and have presumably made the trade a success by carrying it on
over the generations. They are not typically defined as erstwhile citizens who

had met with poverty through the loss of their guardians but rather are g e n d y
admired. ConverseIy, women who were once in the position of respectabIe (but

poor) atizen but were at some point forced by tragic circumstances into the trade
seem to be especially despised as prostitutes.

The naming of a courtesan's father, on the other hand, while the instances
that we do have preserved are equalIy as uninformative as those where a mother
is mentioned in terms of characterizing the father in any way, can be taken as an

indication of citizen birth, This is a rare occurrence in the sources that discuss
Mairui and apparentIy was usually meant to indicate that the woman had a

distinguished character. h Athenaeus' discussion of parfidarly famous
courtesans D(m.596B-q he notes that two coULcfesans m partidar were of high
often found m one another's company with the older woman acting as the yomgefs agent
exactingthe highest feespossible.frompotenW cIients.
S%Hafperh1990: 99
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repute because of their ancestry, Nicarete of Megaras and Bilistiche the Argive
hetmCraPO in the other instances where a courtesan's patronymic is cited, the

woman is noted to have had relations with the most distinguished of Iovers:

Phryne, daughter of Epides of Thespiae [Ath. MII. 591C], Lamia, daughter of
Cleanor of Athens [ A h Xm. 577CI and Agathodea, daughter of Diognetus the
AIexandrian6' msewijn 1961: no. 711. The suggestion seems to be that in certain
circumstances, atizen or repectable birth made hefairai more appealing to
distinguished men since this fact made them somehow more unique and
attractive,

v*LIFEsm
A final avenue to be explored in the investigation of factors by which the
status of a prostitute might be determined is lifestyle. Evidently the lifestyle of
the successful hefaira, namely the type of historical courtesan of the Hellenistic

period on which this study is focused, could sometimes entail a significant
degree of financial and s o a d independence. While this dearly appears to be the
case in Iater accounts of royal courtesans, the position was quite precarious for
most hefairai, in particular those who may have enjoyed considerabIe reputation

but who were subject either to the whims of their pornoboskos (pimp/procuress)
or to the fandes of a current 10ver.~Aulenaeus cites a comic fragment of the poet
woman is mentioned b d y in Athenaeus as o C r t i y d "not
~
lowly born," and as
desirable on account of her parentage and her education @aideia), having studied with the
philosopher Stilpo[(?) Nymphodorus, Voyage Round Ask FGrH 572 F6 ap. A h MIL 596El.
Nothing M e r is k n o w of this particular woman but the Meg&a.n philosopher StiIpo
(mentioned in PIutarch's Demefrius, DC-5) seems to have acquired quite a reputation for
involvement with c o t t r t e s ~ h is
e d d e d in conversation over ddnks wih the hefaim GIycera
regarding the corruptivenature of hefahi [Satyw, Lms, FHG ia 164ap. Ath. M11584AI.
%iIistiche was a fivomite mistress of Piolemy II PhiIadelphna She is reported to have daimed to
be descended from Argive nobility. For M e r discussion of her see Chapter Six and the
prosopographic catalogue at the end of thepaper% shodd also be noted, however, that at the historical sources which give accounts of
Agathodea and her lover PtoIemy N PhiIopator, she is derisively cded the daughter of a
Sam- dancer Oenanthe- This conflict reveak jktst how signiscant the method of identification
was in the ancient world, a mother's name often connotingfow-birthw N e a hfher's name couid
offenplace a character m a more positkc Iight
'%ate that this supposition conforms we11 to ApoiIodorcxs' account of Neaera and her f a o w
prostitutes' early life: at 59- 26 he mentions that even as Nicarete's slave at Corinth, Neaera
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Amphis which illustrates this last point well. In a discussion which pits the

pIeasantries of the hetaira against the haughtiness of the wife, a man claims that a
hetaira is certainly more kindly than a wedded wife because if she is not she will

Iose her man and have to search for another to support her while a man's wife
cannot be abandoned by him unless he is prepared to lose the dowry which
accompanied her at their wedding [Afhumas1 K-A ap. Ath. Xm. 5591. Thus the
average courtesan who could not rely on stores of wealth and expensive presents

to maintain her in the event that she should for a time be without a lover/dient
was obligated to act in such a way as to keep a client affectionate and interested
at all times.

The courtesan who 'owned' or simply ran her own house at which she
might entertain her lover(s) at symposia was Likely on surer ground when it
came to her ability to accept or reject particular lovers. According to Alexis'
comedy Isostusion (or Fair Measure), these weaIthy prostitutes first made their
own fortunes by trickery, then proceeded to fill their houses with fresh young
women whom they hained in their art (?&)
[I03K-A ap. Ath. Xm. 568ADl.
This would appear to have been the method of success for the mistress
(pomoboskos) of Neaera and her felIow slave hetairai at Corinth-she purchased
when young, trained them (presumably m her home) and reaped the
profits from hiring them out [[Dem.] 59.20-91. Regardless, however, as Davidson
these @Is

points out, whiIe this seems to have been a significant phenomenon in the

Hellenistic period with hefairai named as the owners of the most lavish houses

polybius XIV. 11,2 ap. Ath. Xm. 5 7 a , the reality of women owning property at
Athens remains uncertain. In the case of the infamous hefaku Neaera, even when
she had managed to purchase her freedom and become her own mistress she was
content to subject herself to the guardianship of her Iover Stephanus and to live
under his roof? The dtimate reality for hetairm' in ancient Greece, even the free
earned some celebrity and had poets and actors among her Iovers. Despite this she was -ect

to

NFc;nete8swhims, as were her Iovers. ApolIodorus also mentions another of Nicarete's gids and
teIIs of how one of her more devoted Iovers was forced to think of a creative gift to give the gir.
so fhat her miskess coufd not take it from her (59.U-23)%avidson 1997: lOPIO5 Noteworthy is the fact that even when 'free' Neaera was dragged about
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and seemingly independent ones, seems to have been that it was preferable to
have one stable Iover on whom she could rely for protection as welt as financial
support, in effect to be her kurios, than to have a string of lovers. It is true that
encouraging competition for her favours was an effective way for a hefaira to
successfully extoa higher fees in generala, but the financial advantage, while
considerable, was not equivalent to the protection a single committed Iover could
afford her in a crisis.

This seems to have been a factor still in effect in the later period since the
most famous of HeIlenistic hefairai are notably connected with a single man.
Perhaps the main reason for this prominence is that the source material for

earIier periods is more full, describing women from the lowest to the highest

levels of prostitution. In the sources which discuss HelIenistic courtesans on the
other hand, the main emphasis is on the historical events surrounding the
p o w W men who ruled the various parts of Alexander's empire. There are

exceptions of course as some of the literary and comedic works which deal with

Hellenistic courtesans mention women who were involved with many men but
even in these cases the women appear to have reserved a special place for a
particularly favoured Iover-as

in the case of Gnathaena and her comic poet

Diphilts wachon, XVI Gow]. The simpIest explanation for this discrepancy is

that the hetairai of kings and other important political figures feIt assured of a
continued source of income and support-these
generated horn entire countries-whereas

men after aII conholIed incomes
those involved with poets and

philosophers were not so certain of continued success.

The evaluation of the types of men with whom hetairui were invoIved
Ieads to anofher consideration of Hestyle: Ieaming or dturd sophistication
to aU manner of parties and a b d by the purchaser of her fieedorn, Phrynion, to the point that
she ran away from him to Megaa ([Dem.I59.34-5). Apparently heed status did not afford her all
that mnchmore protection than shve status had done,
6lhisis the case in the descriptions in Athenaeus of both La& (here she is said to have had a large

crowd of lovers, making no distinctionbetween them because of her dvalrp with Phryne @aE.
588ED and Phryne (herethe comic character compIaiw that after spending vast sums on her that
he eventnaiIy was shut out by her--one assumes that the comWentIy growing fees w e drawn
in response to the clients desire to keep the increasingly popuIar beauty to himself FrmocIes,
Neaetrr 25 K-A ap. A h XIIL 567DEI).

This particular aspect of the characterization of the courtesan was apparen~yan
important one and shows up considerably ohen in literary accounts. Throughout
Athenaeus' W e e n t h Book concerning women, much of which is devoted to the
discussion of prostitutes, the most consistent aspect of a hetaira's character that
draws praise is her quick wit and decorous behaviour amidst company. Indeedf
as Kurke points out, the commentary on the eating and drinkinghabits of hefizirai
became a topos in Athenian and Attidzing literature. The purpose of these

literary prescriptions is to emphasize that the most attractive and successful
courtesans were those who presented themselves as a mirror of her clientf i.e. a
well-bred young Iady? This apparent incongruity of sexual availability and the
behaviour of a decorous virgin seems to have been the primary attraction of the

hefaira. Certainly it is not so often the erotic feats of these women which the
sources dwell on but rather their ability to amuse and entertain their

dients-granting that the majority of preserved wit€icismsare coarsely semtdr if

subtly so. The hetaira's ability to imbue such things as impressive literary
quotations with an unde11ying sexualized meaning-an ability which seems to
have struck the anaent Greek male as particuIarIy amusing-was an important
part of her overall presentation of herself as an individual with any number of
mysterious qualities not immediately apparent to h e .companionP According to
Athenaeus the ability of courtesans to make quick answers was fostered by the
interest they took in education (xm8da)and by their habit of spending a certain
583q. This accords
amount of their time on learned studies (paepa~cx)
w& with the many accounts of learned men, horn poets to philosophers to
statesmen, being invoIved with hefairai. Clearly this is one of the significant
hctors, beyond the physical act of sex, that set these women apart from the p d
available cheaply on street comers and in brothels.
In condusion, there were many factors within Greek pornographic
%mke 199E la-I42
W e n the exkeme predence of bIatandy coarse s e n d hmnom m the plays of Adstophanes,
which represented the pimade of achievementin comedy, h i s is quite undersbndabIe,
61Davidscm2997: l3S
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discourse for evaluating prostitutes that couId darify a woman's status. While a
great deal depends on the context of the discussion and the attitude of the

speaker toward his subject (which,in historical accounts often is not the hefnirn
but instead the man with whom she was involved), it seems dear that there were
in fact women who enjoyed a degree of success as prostitutes despite the

precariousness of that success that resulted from the nature of the profession.
Many of the aspects of the generic 'courtesan character' could be formulated for

use in accounts that attacked or praised her. It does seem that terminology is one
of the least accurate methods of determining the status of a partidar historical
courtesan. There seems no question though that a woman's status was
augmented by her involvement with an important lover, particularly if that
relationship was ewdusive, by her display of wealth in extravagant gifts and
honours, by her daim to distinguished parentage, and by her mastery of the
decorous behaviour and witty conversation at symposia which seem to have
been in such demand among men of means in the ancient Greek world.

Precursors of the Hellmisfic Courfesnn

This chapter will investigate the precedents for the behaviour and
expectations of the great hetnirm' of the Hellenistic period set by women of the
archaic and classical periods. It was the small number of extremely famous (or
infamous) women whose lives and bioi (the stories of their lives as written
by contemporary men or those living much later) both inspired the women
who became the hetairai of great men in the HeIIenistic age and helped to
moId the culturally influenced views of men who wrote about these women,

both favourably and critically. EspeaalIy significant is the fab that men
writing in the Hdenistic period (and those writing later about the Hellenistic

period) saw the hetaira as one of the elements of the late dassicd "goIden
age"; even prostitutes had a place in this value judgment it seems and

scholars have noted that the fourth century was a veritabIe 'golden age of
hefairai'". The most famous courtesans from the periods before the

HelIenistic age were, for the most part, foreign women who had practiced at

various locations around the Greek world, in partidar Corinth69, but at
some point either ended up in Athens or involved with an Athenian. Of a11
the most renowned earIy courtesans, while some were Greek, none was a

citizen woman of Athens: Rhodopis of Thrace, Aspasia of MiIetusr Neaera of
Corinthr Lab of Hyccara, and Phryne of Thespiae.

I. RHODOPIS/ DORICHA

The earliest example of the influential hetaira was Rhodopis (or
Doricha). She is recorded in the Histories of Herodotus @. 136), a poetic
fragment of Sappho (hg. 15West) and, according to Athenaeus, in the poetic

works of much Iater authors, Cratinus and Poseidippus (369 K-A ap. Ath. MIL
596C;Edmonds i. 148 ap. Ah. Xm. 596D). It is nofabIe thatthe identification of
even this woman, the earliest of renowned courtesans, was subject to
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confusion and attempts to sort out the precise deeds attributabIe to a

particular historical hetaira. Of the four ancient sources that mention the
courtesan

from

Naucratis,

three

call

her

Doricha

while

only

her RhodopislO Yet because Herodotus is an
ostensibly historical rather than literary source, his naming and his version of
events surrounding her seem to have received the most serious treatment.
According to Herodotus, Rhodopis was originally a slave, born in Thrace,
who, after being moved to Naucratis in Egypt for the sake of earning her
owner the profits of her trade, had her freedom purchased for her by
Charaxus of Mytilene. Not onIy is this a contention made plausible by what
one-Herodotus--calls

was to become a commonpIace in the discourse on prostitutes (i.e. the
regrettable extravagance of men who, overcome with infatuation, expended
considerable funds to fiee their slave mistresses) but also by the content of the

fragments of this very Charaxus' sister, the poet Sappho. The small remains
of her poem give the prostitute in question the name Doricha and admonish
Aphrodite to make her brother turn from love, having felt its harsh

treatment, and not to let Doricha boast of her charms drawing him back to her
yet again. Although the fragment is short it can certainIy be interpreted as
referring to a brash and haughty woman who is proud of her ability to hold

on to a presumably wealthy lover no matter how he tries to rid himself of
her.

The idea that an alIuring hefaira had some kind of inexplicable hold on
her lover can be found m Iater literature as well, partidarly comedy, and
seems to have developed into something of a topos. In the Samia of

Menander, in which the truIy precarious nature of a hetaira's lifestyle was
brought to light, the main charade. Demeas has a foreign hetaira for a

mistress. Facing a scandal in the community which could be detrimental to

his son, he attempts to convince himseIf to forget his affection for the woman
'mere is the possibility of course that the name Doricha was chosen as a poetic pseudanym so
that the poets might emphasize the Greek or Doric origins of the prostitute who was bringing
renown €0the EgypEkm cify.
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and turn her out on the street, despite the distress it seems to cause him and

the other members of his oikos (11. 349-52; 440-4).n Athenaeus records a
similar admonition from a play of the comedian Anaxilas, Neo f tis or The

Chick. Having explained the treacherous nature of being involved with
prostitutes by listing the prominent hetairai of his day and comparing them

to mythoIogicd monsters, the character claims that the man who escapes
them, however reluctantly, has saved himself. Other men, unfortunately, are
blinded by the women's charms, thinking that they will enjoy love when they
are in fact the prey of wild beasts [22 K-A ap. Ath. XIE. 5 5 8 w . In both cases

the theme revolves around the during nature of the courtesan which causes

men nothing but grief and heartache if they d o w themselves to fall prey to
it. Here, in the case of Rhodopis/Doricha, although she is the first historical

Greek woman to be called a hetaira72 (by the sources which remain extant), we
have an account of actions on her part and on that of the man with w h o m
she was involved which came to be integral to one side of the

characterization of the hetaira in Iater literature and history. Thus the story of
her life, albeit incompIete and confused on the matter of her precise name

and identity (the third century BC poet Poseidippos daims that Herodotus
had attriiuted to his Rhodopis the affairwith Charaxus which in fab was that
of Doricha and that this Doricha was in hct the woman who dedicated her

spits at Delphir), provides an early prototype for the lives and the accounts of
the lives of later courtesans.
n ~ o ar discusion of Menander's use, often favourabie, of Mairai as characters see Henry 1985
passim.
%ee above, chapter 2 n. 10.
Iast point too can be applied to the idea that a commonplace expectation of action and
character developed amrnd the hetaira. Rhodopis is the first amongmany famous corrrtesns
who were renowned for dedicating extravagant gifts in religious contack Alexis of Samos, m
the Sanrimr Annals (FGrH 539 Fl ap. Athenam Xm- 572F), records that the prostitutes who
accompanied Peddesr army m the siege of Samw dedicated a statue of Aphmdite "In the
Reeds or Swamp" at Sam- with Meir eamings; P o b the geographer m his work On the
Dedicntmy o f i g s in Lacedamox (PrelIes 48 ap- Ath XIIL m4CD) notes that Ule courtesan
Cottina made a votive offering of a rmalIbronze cow and an image ofherself which were set up
near a statue of Athena; Athenam n x d the story that P d f e I e s dowed his beloved
Phryne to choose one of his statues to have as her own and that, having chosen his Eros, she set
it up as a votive off&& in her home town of Thespiae
59IB),

m.

One of the most successful courtesans of the dassical period was
Aspasia, the MiIesian hetaira of the great Athenian statesman Pericles. Her

bios is one of the most interesting and detailed of any woman of her period,
prostitute or otherwise, and as such we will expend considerably more space
in investigating her and this tradition than on some of the other precursors.

Unfortunately, as Madeleine Henry concludes in her exceIIent study of this
biographica1 tradition, there is very little in it that can b e taken as reliable fact.
A great many of the anecdotal stories about Aspasia appear in sources written

long after her death and the majority of the contemporary evidence for her
life comes from the often scandd-ridden and exaggerated plays of Old

Comedy. Henry does a detailed study of a l l the sources, contemporary and
otherwise, which mention Aspasia with a view to evaluating their
reIiability.74 There are a number of surviving fragments horn Old Comedy
poets, both contemporary and doseIy contemporary, to the relationship of
Aspasia and Perides (post c. 440 to a terminus ante quem of 430/29), which
mention Aspasia. The first is from Cratinus' Cheirons, written in the late 440s
or 430 BC. The two short fragments are conjectured by Henry to belong to the
parabasis of the play and are a critique of both Perides' power as well as his
improper attempt to share his ntle with a woman. The impropriety of this
situation is dear firstly because in the thematic context of Old Comedy a
woman had no natural pIace in the state. A second consideration was that the
type of "marriage"-concubinage-that Perides had with Aspasia was Iegally
and sodally inferior; thus any issue would have no place in the polis o r
famiIy. Henry beIieves that this fkagment, in calling Aspasia PericIesf pallake
("concubmef'-see note 101 below), reflects her true status and notes that the
theme of poIiticians' invoIvement with women of ilI repute was of great
importance in OId C0medy.E
7 4 ~ e n r1995:
y
passim, for ancient sources esp. 3-81
%id, 20-1 note H w s hmshtion of the hgmenfs m
Stasis and elderborn Time,/
mating with ane another1 birthed a very great tyrant/ whom the gods caII "head-gatherer?

'
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This prominent theme may very well be the reason for the further
debasing of Aspasia's status in other and later comic fragments; although the
mention of her in the fragment of Gatinus is in no way favourable, neither is

she the porne or pornoboskos found in Eupolis (Demes 110 K-A, from 411 BC)
and Aristophanes (Acharnians U.526-39, horn 425 BC). While no related
fragments remain of the comic poet Hermippus, Plutarch, writing about 550
years later, daims that it was he who both prosecuted Aspasia on charges of

(Per.
32.1). The historicity of the trial cannot be determined with any certainty and

nsebia and accused her of ensnaring free-women for Pericles' dalIiances

Henry notes the possibility that the trial may well have taken place on stage as
a fantasy of comedy. In addition, the charges of pimping free women are also

leveled against Pheidias without a named accuser in PIutarch (Per.13. 14) and

were, notably, a tool for criticizing popular politicians who feIt themselves
above or beyond the Iaw. This allegation of sexual excess would be a

particularly meaningful aitiasm of Perides, if true, in view of the purpose

and spirit of his citizenship Iaws.76 The construction of Aspasia in comedy
remains, in view of the lad< of historical evidence to the contrary, a potent
one. According to Henry, the precise misogynistic scenario of Greek comedy
could not really have cast her as anything other than a sewually dominant
woman near the inner circle of power, even if the reality was that she was a
war refugee placed in concubinage with an important poIitiaan. The
portrayal of Aspasia as a prostitute would go on to influence the next stage in
fhe deveIopment of Aspasia's bios-that of the philosophicd dialogues. In
these dialogues, influenced by both tragedy and comedy, she was further
defined as the "erotically during and infeIIectua-Uy formidabIe woman
among men."77 As w e saw in our discussion of the typical hetaira lifestyle,
this sort of 'sermaIized' education became a definitive characteristic of the
successfd coulrtesan.
(258 K-A)SEmneIess Lust bears him Hem-Asp&,/

761bia, 245
%id, 28

a dogeyed concubine (259 K-A).
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The Socratic didogues, written m the fourth century, represent two

developmental strands in the Aspasia bios: a negative and a positive one, The
former resembles the invective seen in comedy and was perpetuated by
Antisthenes and PIato. The latter one, m which Aspasia was portrayed as a

woman in whom eros and the philosopher's peculiar search for arete were
f w d , was perpetuated by Aeschines of Sphettos and Xenoph0n.m
Antisthenes was the closest contemporary of Perides and Aspasia, having
lived c 445-360 BC, and of his ten volumes of works one was the
phiIosophicaI dialogue entitled Aspusia. Little remains of this dialogue,
including any discussion of Aspasia's own character, but it was roundly
abusive of members of Perides' family, in particuIar of their indecent s e x u a l
habits, and as such is assumed to have portrayed her in an equally
unfavourable Iight. It appears that Antisthenes was especially abusive about
Aspasia's sexual relationship with Perides because, following the tradition of

comedy, he assumed an excessive devotion of Pericles' part which was
inconsistent with his own prized philosophical virtue of aufarkeia ("self&aencym) ?'
PIato, representing the other haIf of the negative strand of Aspasiars
bios, not only overshadowed his fellow Socratic philosophers, but his
Aspasian dialogue, the Menexenus, is the only one to have survived intact.
PIato (427-347 BC), while he may have known Aspasia, would have been a
much younger contemporary. He used his dialogue on the funerary
epifaphios, placed in Aspasia's mouth, to discredit her claims to advise the
polis with what Socrates ironicaIIy calls her polifikos logos. On Henry's
analysis of PIato's choice of Aspasia to deliver this critique of epitaphian
topoi, Plato bfiantIy reverses the interchangeability and commodification of
Aspasia (whichcomedy had created by defining her a s a porne) in making hef
the speaker of the epifaphios. In every way, Aspasia's authorship and deIivery
of the speech are aspects which underhe PIators disapprovaI of the genre's
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interchangeability and its ultimate absurdity: while it debrates andreia

("manly courage"), the speaker is not a man but a woman; not a citizen, but a
foreigner; not a wSe, but a whore; not the parent of a citizen, but of a
bastard.80 These things are all dearly aspects of what made prostitutes, hefairai

and pornai, in the context of a negative discourse despicable persons unfit for
relations,

except

men-particularly

the

most

fleeting

and

carefree,

with

citizen

with citizen politicians. These concerns were to infIuence

the portrayal of prostitutes in the andent sources, from historical to comic,

right into the Hellenistic period. Even though the dialogue, in view of its
ironic tone, seems undoubtedly hostiIe to Aspasia and what she represents,
nevertheless those sections which reinforce the negative image found in
comedy (spedfically Calliasf Pedetai 2 1 K-A) that Aspasia was an instructor of

men in the arts of speaking (235e3-7)81&o helped to ked the more positive

strand of her bios. In addition, it seems to have influenced the development
of the positive side of the discourse on hetairai which liked to portray these
women as intellectually as well as erotically stimulating.
Within the Soaatic tradition, a positive discourse deveIoped around

Aspasia which was found in the works of Socratesf pupil Aeschines of
Sphettos and in Xenophon (c. 430-356 BC) who is thought to have derived his
portrayd82, at least in part, from Aeschines. Aeschines' dialogue Aspasin is
lost but has been reconstructed from citations found in works of the period
from the first century BC to the second century AD during which Aeschines
was held in high regard. Though she does not appear to speak for herself,

Socratesf report of her speech appears to be the first instance of a woman's

ideas being reported for their own sake rather than to attack or support a man.
WIbid, 32-35
%id, 35
Qd, 45; note that the sections believed to be based on Aedthes are Memorabilia 11. 636 and
O e c u n ~ c u IIL
s 14. For firthe. detailed discussion of Asp&ars portraw see dF41 Hkmy
conctudes that w M e Xenophon's porhyd is positive in so much as she is a Iegitimate
authority m rndefemale rei;ttionships, she remains overaII mired m her position a s
''secon~ to the interests and mpkments of men's disc^" wMe Socrates is shown
appropriatingthe aWbutes of women and f m t y to his hisownends. 46
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Henry also believes it quite unlikely that she was in fact portrayed as a hetaira,

given that she is portrayed as associating with the respectable wives of citizen
men. We should keep in mind that it is equally true here in the philosophical
dialogue as it was in Old Comedy that the representation of Aspasia reflects a
fictional constructI shaped to suit the author's partidar aims, rather than a
verbatim account of a historicd meeting and conversation. The account of

this association is recorded in a fragment of the dialogue found in Cicero [frag*
31 Dittmar = Cic. Ino. Rhet. I. 31.5Lff.l and desaibes a conversation between
Aspasia and Xenophon and his wife. She is shown employing what was to
become Socrates' famous diaIecticaI method to the discussion of finding the
best possible spouse. A similar instructional capability in the realm of

matchmaking and wife training is attributed to Aspasia by Xenophon's
Soaates in the Memorabilia (II.6.36) and the Oeconomicus (m.14)
respeaively.83
Rehvning to Aeschines' Aspasia, fragments show Socrates attempting
to provide Callias with evidence that Aspasia was qualified to teach his son.

Socrates mentions two men who had profited from her teaching: Perides and
LySicIe~,the latter an even greater success than the former given his generat
mediocrity-to

have made a success of him emphasizes her ability.84 Here is

an early example (whether it is ironic is uncertain but it seems not to be
considered so by scholars") of a woman with signiscant political influence

and instructional expertise m the area. While the reason for the relatively
positive portrayal may be that Aspasia was, in this case, not defined as a
prostitute, the fact that she was predorninanffy considered to be such couId
have contributed to the trend in men's

apparent expectation that such

women would attempt to insinuate €.hemsdves into positions of influence.
While this was considered a supremely negative situationr it nonetheIess was

%id, 4;
48; 51
=&id, 40-83
&sfbid,4I; af~od.EhIen 1966-ated by Harry,1-5l

notes 43-52.
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given credence in various sources as having occurred on occasion,
particularly in Iater times, on quite a grand scale.

Further to the deveIopment of the tradition of Aspasia's prowess as a
teacher and especially in relation to her purported position as Socratesf

instructor (in partidar the accounts of these two philosophers who displayed
something of a positive attitude to Aspasia), was the later development of
"perverse and puerile" anecdotes about Socrates' unrequited love for Aspasia
[Hermesiartax Leontion frag. 7 CA Il. 90-94 ap. Ath. MIL 599 AE3I.W Since Old
Comedy's practice of attributing involvement with prostitutes to politicians

seems to have been transferred to philosophers and literati in Iater genres, it
is no surprise that in the case of a supposed hetaira as famous as Aspasia,

known to have at least conversed with dassical Greece's most famous
philosopher, such stories would continue to develop. It seems that it was not
sufficient that she should have ensnared the day's greatest politician; for the
sake of providing a dazzling precedent to the later affairs of women Like La%

with Aristippus and Diogenes the Cynic, Aspasia and Socrates were given a
love connection.

The final area which we will look at in the development of Aspasia's
bios is that which covers a long period from the mid-fourth century BC up
through the Hellenistic period and into Roman imperial times during which
the biographer PIutarch wrote, within the context of his Life of Pericles, the
most concentrated and connected account of Aspasia's WeCAs Henry points
out, the tradition that preserves anecdotes about Aspasia is a mass of
"protoprosopography, subhistory, and subbiography in which, most

important for our purpose here, one of the prevaIent interests was that in
exceptionaI women-most

of whom were prostitutes. Most of these late and

diverse texts which do m fact discuss Aspasia operate on the assumption that
w i d , 57; related to this was the anti-Platonic phiIosopher Kerodicus' attack m PIato by
making aspersions mhis mentor Socrates. He did this m part by writing a poem which he
atkib~tedto Aspasia and in which he advised Socrates to prmnre his passion for AIdbiades
(64-65).In both of the Iatter dwdopments we can see how an initid account can be used to
create aIL manner of f a n d i d stories.
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she was a hetaira"

As such, Aspasia must have played some p a . i n

developing the characteristics of this genr~"protopomography"-as welI as

influendng the types of sensational and (quasi) historical anecdotes that came
to be applied to 'important' hetairai in general. The majority of the stories

about Aspasia in this deveIoping discourse can be traced back to Old Comedy

(which is understandable in view of the penchant of scholars in the
Hellenistic period for compilations and commentaries on the literary genres

and works of the dassicd Greek, espeady Athenian, past) although certain
new stories do continue to surface.
Henry believes that the allegation that Aspasia's influence with Perides
precipitated Athens' involvement in the conflict between Samos and Miletus
originated with the historian Duris of Samos (FGrH 76 F65)F This is
significant since, in the absence of any other historical or even literary
evidence to corroborate this late degation, it may be assumed that the idea
was formulated on the basis of Aristophanes' parodic account in the
Acharnians, of the beginnings of the Pdoponnesian War (U. 516-39). As was
noted in the earlier discussion of sources and methodology (Ch.I), this type
of reduplication of anecdote in application to more than one historical

character or event causes quite serious probIems with the reliability of
evidence. Significant for us is the hct that this type of Iudiaous auegation

codd filter from the fantastic world of comedy into the relatively serious and

kactuaIIy concerned world

of

historiographyBs Another

interesting

inheritance in co~ectionwith Aspasia's bios was her place in phiIosophic
discourse. From the negative strand of €he Socratic discourse in which
87Tbid, 57-58
%id, 58
q t &odd be noted that the methodoIogy and style of Duris' work, based at what fragmentary
remains we have, has been evaluated by Kebric as f d h g into the category of "tragic history".
Kebric I9R: passim, esp. 15-18This may expIain to sow extent his interest m sensational
de€aiIs. Also signiscant pethaps is his brother Lynceus of Samos' penchant for what Kebric
calls ''inconseqpential chattex" reIating to the extravagance and Iuxury of the day (20) in
which prostitutes and their witticisms play a good part This type of interest may have aIso
Muencedhis brother and the two are c
d d by Henry to be the earliest contributes to
fnnth centqfsdiscourse on prostitutes (58).
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Aspasia (or more accurately a construction of Aspasia) plays a part, found in

PIatofs Menexenus which Henry notes has been termed "the dream of a world
without women",m developed a place for Aspasia in the later philosophic
discourse on pleasure and luxury. Heradides Ponticus, (SA fkagment 59 ap.
A h . MI. 533D), created a newly expIidt opposition between mistress and wife,

claiming that Perides, falling prey to the madness that generally characterizes
extreme pleasure, dismissed his

wife in order to live with Aspasia and
squandered much of his property on her?' This concern with the corruptive
nature of fryphe or excessive luxury was significant in the Hellenistic period
when a decadence promoted by centralized and absolute power was often seen
as one of the negative characteristics of the age.

Another significant deveIopment of the discourse on prostitutes shows
up in the third century B.C. scholarly treatises known as Pen' Hetairdn.
Several of these treatises are recorded in Book XIII of Athenaeusf

DeipnosophisCae but there are no substantial remains of any of them. Heruy
surmises that they were likely prosopographical in nature (an outgrowth of
the KOmu ido u men o i treatises), recording specific prostitutes'

names,

nicknames, parentage and children and differentiating between individuals
of the same name. The most important point to note in regard to these
sources is that the prostitutes portrayed in these works, whether 'factuaI'
oratorical texts, semi-factual Socratica and memorabilia, or purely fictional
New Comedy pIays, are a construction to which all of these discourses

similarly contributed. "The prostitute", induding Aspasia, has become, over

an extended period of devdopment, a generic and stereotyped construction of
the various genres of Greek literature. A prime exampIe of this situation,
noted by Henry, is that the rather suspicious story of Hypereides saving the
famous hefaira Phryne from the jury's convictionP' This sensational
anecdote echoes quite closely the story that Perides saved Aspasia horn her
%imy 1995: 40,citing Katz l983= 97-116
nHeny 1995: 59-60
-or an mvestigation of the &abiIity of the events of the tdaI and their innnence on the bioi
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conviction (a story told in PIutarch but not corroborated by contemporary

testimony) and yet is taken as evidence of an historical event whose validity
is backed up by the other similar yet unverifiable storyP3 Aspasia seems to

have been invoked as an early exampIe of the prostitutes who dominate their
"clients", a tendency which showed up significantly in accounts of powerful
Hellenistic political figures.

One final example of the power of Aspasia's bios (Henry maintains that
this biographical tradition created a cultural icon out of Aspasiaw) was the
development of the tradition, found in Plutarch's Life of Pericles (24. 11-12),
that her name was so famous that other prostitutes took or were given it as
some kind of tribute to her reputation. According to PIutarch, the brother of
the Persian king, Cyrus the Younger, although far from events in Athens, was

so impressed by the reputation of Aspasia that he renamed his favourite
concubine (patma t 6 v naUad6cuv) Aspasia.95 He notes that she was from
Phocaea and was the daughter of one Hermotimus. Her charms were
apparently significant enough to maintain her position as a concubine of the

king even when her own Ioves Cyrus was defeated by his brother Artaxerxes;
in faa she even acquired "great Influence" ( R ~ Q Z O VLQXUCE) over him. Each
of these notes corresponds to certain details found in Aspasia's bios: that she
was Perides' concubine; that she was from a foreign city but was potentially of
relativdy respectable birth (i.e. was not a sIave) given that her patronymic is
ated; she began as the lover of one powerful man who was quite devoted to
her and after his death (though it is not certain that Aspasia's relationship
with Perides continued until his death in 429) she went on to become the
mistress/concubine/Iover of another powerful man. The coincidence is quite
remarkabIe and seems to reinforce H-s
notion that the whole discussion

of both Hypereides and Phryne see Cooper l995: 303-318.
3 1995: ~
61-63
%Bid,58
g5Forthis Aspasia's capture at Ctmaxa in 401 see Xemphon, Anab. L 102; see also Plukuch's
LFe of Arfaxemes 26,
9
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of prostitutes was, by the time of PIutasch, basically a generic one.% This
scenario of a prostitute's lifestyle and actions, although lacking detail,
certainIy would have influenced the ideas that men, and perhaps women too,

held about what avenues were open to prostitutes and what possibilities they
might exploit-whether or not the accounts portray the hetairai positively or
negatively.

III. NEAERA OF CORINTH

.

Another hefaira of the classical period whose bios influenced the
development of male discourse on prostitutes was the Corinthian Neaera. It
is important to note that this bios is recorded from the standpoint of extreme

enmity in the prosecution speech of Apollodorus ([Demosthenesl 59). This is
important because it establishes a possibility for outright falsehood at worst or
for exaggeration, which is little more reliable (although, as Steven Johnstone

points out, the argument that any such lies could not have been utterly
implausible is often raised). This, and the fact that andent Athenian legal
orations in g e n d are very often substantiated by no independent
information, leaves the historian unable to definitively evaluate the factuaI

claims of either side of a dispute? The importance therefore in the

investigation of the significance of Neaera as a hetaira is not so much the
historiaty of the chronological events of her life but how what was said about
her influenced soaetal perceptions of the hefaira. In addition, the predilection
of ApoUodorus for citing Athenian laws allows us some insight into the legal
status of prostitutes in gene&, partidarly those who were foreign born-as
most seem to have been.98
%bid,63

w'~hnstone I998:Zu d 226-234 for Juhmtone's dimssian of the nature of plausibility m LegaI
orations. He condudes that even moreso than the p1ausibilit.y of the events narrated m a case
was the importance of Ule acceptabIe paffem of Iegal narrative- i e the parti&
shape that
the Iaw gave to conflict in generai.
98~or
a politid interpretation of the speech see Patterson m-199-U6.Patterson argues that
ApoIIodoms' speech aims to define the tm+e and key dement of Athenian public ideology
which n n d e r p M the demomatic state as maniage and its creation of the oikos. Stephanus

ApoUodomsf account of the career of Neaera as a prostitute
demonsbates the posstbility of 'upward mobility', at least if we accept that the
life of a woman who was to all appearances respectabIe was considered

superior to that of the prostitute. Noteworthy here is Sarah Pomeroy's point
that although we privilege the intdectual life of Athens, and thus have had
a tendency to idealize the life of the hetaira and to pity that of the respectable
wife, there remains in the case of Neaera evidence that there were hetairai

who attempted to become wives, yet no such evidence remains for any
respectable womang9wishing to become a courtesan.lw W e may consider
'respectable' to denote a woman eligible for marriage and everything this
institution entails, namely conditions such as akemhip, chastity, and

membership in an oikos. In as much as it is possible we should take into
consideration the attitudes of such respectable women about themselves, as

distinct from non-respectable or prostitute women. Of course a l l we have to
base our assumptions on is the say of male authors but if we give credence to

the words of ApoIIodoms for instance, the women of Athens, wives and
daughters,

would

have

been

utterly

outraged

to

have

prerogatives-child-bearing of citizens and religious positions-usurped

their

by

prostitutes. Certaidy it seems that in terms of the 'offiaal' benefits conferred

by respectability there was legal protection afforded women of 'respectablef
-

---

and Neaera are attacked for having attempted to undermine the very institution of marriage
and the Legitimate ot'kos, thus undermining the political order of the state as a whole
%xceptions to this pomt may be found m comedic fragments as Antiphanest Waterlm [210 K-A
ap. Ath. XIII 92AT or the much Iater dialogue of Ludan "Oobyle and Corrinar*+
h both cases
stress is laid at the fact that the women m question, although 'citizen' ( a s k ) or respectabIy
married, feII into a position of utter penury by their I w s of a Legal guardian-a kurius--and
were thus forced m the first case to become a hetaira and in the Iatter b resorting to convincing
her daughter to become a fret&@ so that she might support her in her old age.
l~omemy
1975 92. It muda[so be noted, however, that exactly what type of 'sharer these
w~menmayhave had m Athenian intdectud W e is very uncertain While the anecdotes of
convemation between great intelI-aIs
and hefairai give the impression that at least saane
men considered su& nointeraction an integral part of the relationship with the
hcfairn, there is no way of deiermining what m these anecdotd accounts represents mde
fantasy and what represents historid reality. Davidson 1995: 135makes the excellent pomt
that the fabled h&ty of the hetaira with B t e r a q quotations was recounted not to
demonstrate her erudition, Emt rather her abiIity to use a high-sounding vote tc disguise an
obscene propodion; such accotmfs anphasize her enigma~ccharacter, and her fadify with
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status-i.e.

those who had a kurios. As such, even the concubine, when

established as being the sexually exdusive property of a particuIar manI01, was

at an advantage over common prostitutes. These were women whom,
according to ApoIlodorus' citation, the Athenian law excluded horn legal
protection: "those who sit in a brothel or those who openly offer themselves
for sale" (6n6aa1 h t'&pyaon(piou ~ a 0 6 v z a tfi xoh6vza~dmonacpaapba~)

[6a. ApoIIodorus claims that Neaera continued, even while living under
Stephanus' roof as his wife and having her chiIdren passed off as citizens, to
practice the trade of prostitution, first with her own person (41) and then via

her daughter Phano whom the coupie passed off as a legitimately born girl
(67). This is probably no more than malicious slander since it would be of

considerable difficulty to operate a publicly recognized house of prostitution

while at the same time maintaining that the household was that of a
respectable atizen family. Of significance for s o a d perceptions and
expectations in relation to prostitution is the fact that, according to
ApoIlodow, Neaera's practice flourished and her asking price rose as a direct
consequence of her newIy acquired position as a respectabIy married woman.

The impIication is that men in general preferred to enjoy the favours of a
reputable woman and were willing to pay for them over and above what
could be expected by a more "common" prostitute. This perception is found as
a topos m all types of Greek literature that deaIs with prostitutes (both those
who despise the men and women who promote this hierarchy and those who

think it justified and worthwhile) and here it can be seen to have filtered into
the 'factuaI' worId of legal oratory--or at Ieast into the description of events
that the speaker wishes to present to his audience as having recedy

happened, witnessed by himseIf or 'people' in generaI'm
P

~ .andYP=

IolSee HaIperh's 1990: 110-11 discusion of the s o a d status and Iegal standing of the
institution of conmbinae, m which he condudes that it fdfXed, in many cases, same of the
same fun&C~ns
as p r o ~ t i o nc.f. also Fantham l975: 4850,
ImAs Hgrding 1997:30 notes, the a2pea.I to aaanrn howledge (something that "everybody
knows") by an orator is often a si@
to the audience (or for t
s the readers) of the
untrustworthinessof the cla;m,
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Another signScant section of ApoIIodomsf speech that has had great

influence on the discourse on prostitutes was his attempt to define neatly the
roles of the t h e e most basic categories of women in Athenian sodety. Near

the end of his oration, ApolIodorus dedares: "We have hetairai

("compa~ons"/"courtesans") for pleasure, pallakui ("concubines") for the
daily attendance of the body, but gunaikes ("wives") we have for the
production of legitimately born children and for the

trustworthy

guardianship of our property within the home" [59.122].Davidson provides a
comprehensive discussion of the pitfalls, experienced in both the ancient
discourse on prostitutes and the modem interpretations of it, involved i n
accepting this neat and pithy division of women as condusive evidence for
the reality of women's lives at Athens. He concludes that despite the
proliferation of attempts even in ancient writing (Iiterary, historical, and
oratorical) to use this as an acceptable and definitive distinction, in fact this is
not possible. Even within Apollodoms' own speech the distinctions are often

bIurred when it suits the orator's own purposes: while he presents his case as

if these categories were definitive and incontrovertible, he also hies to win by
inspising fear in his audience over the relative ease with which Neaera and
Stephanus managed to achieve predsely such a contraversion of the proper

order of things."

The confusion surrounding the definition of prostitutes continued to
operate throughout the Iong span of time during which the discourse seemed
to retain importance. One symptom of this confusion is that aspect which we
have discussed as positive and negative sides of the issue of definition- Each
side of the debate provides a contrary definition of the hetaira m comparison
with the wife: on the negative side, the hetaira is invariabIy voracious and
dissipates a man's weaIth whik the wife guards her husband's property for

the sake of her Mdrenrs futures; on the positive side the wife is denigrated
as a woman whom a dowry and the protection of the Iaw make proud and
unbearable to live with while the hetaira is praised because she must be
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pIeasant and entertaining always. Clearly the speech against Neaera, to

whatever extent it represents historical details, is a mine of information about
maIe perceptions of hefairai. We may assume too that, given the influence of

the speech and in piVticuIar of the definition cited above, Neaera's life and
her bios would have exerted considerable influence on the development of

the ancient Greek pornographic discourse.

N.L ~ OF
S HYCCARA & PHRYNE OF THESPIAE
We will turn briefly now to the lives of the (very late) classical period's
Iast two famous courtesans: Lak and Phryne. Both women's bioi were likely

influential in elevating the expectations of ambitious courtesans and were
fodder for the scandal-loving writers of the Hellenistic age. Each of the two
women was renowned for having ensnared some of their day's wealthiest
and famous men. It is noticeable however that neither are recorded as having

been involved to any great extent with men in poIiticaf power. This may be a

reflection of the dedine of Old Comedy and its characteristic connection of
pow&

politicians with whores which was replaced by New Comedy and

similar genres whose main focus were generic and stock figures rather than
satire of current poIitical figures and events. We should however point out
that this type of criticism met with something of a revival in the historical

works of the early Hellenistic age. La% and Phryne were renowned
predominantly for affiirs with phiIosophers and artists, both of which groups
of men had begun to receive treatment in earlier pornographic discourse.
Xenophon, Mem. III. 11-1-18,had recorded that the hetaira Theodote, whether
a fictional construct or hisioricd person, attracted the best painters of the day.
With La&. and Phryne in particular this c o ~ e c t i o nachieved its greatest coup:
both women were depicted m the form of the goddess Aphrodite and each by
one of the men w h o m the anaent world recognized as the best scdptors and
painters ever, PraxiteIes and ApeIIes respecf5vely.I~There seems to have
larRqmeherseIf wm great nnown as the modei for Apdes famous painting the Aphrodite
Anadyomene, as welI as for PrardteIesr Cnidian Aphrodite [ A k Xm. 591A]. Both artists are

been a longstanding c o ~ e c t i o n between Aphrodite and the hetaira, in
particulas at CorinthlEf and this, combined with the tradition of the hefaira's

phenomenal beauty, may weU have encouraged the creation of an association
between a great hetaira such as Phryne with the first fuIly nude femaIe
sculpture.1N

said to have been the loves of the woman and Apelles, characteristidy licentious, was also
reputed to have tumed L a b mto a courtesan after seeing her as a maiden (Ath- XIII. S88CD).
La%' connection with Aphmdite is brought out m the story, recorded in Polwon's Reply f o
Timaeus (ap. Ath. XUI. 588C), that when she came to Corinth, Aphrodite MeIaenis used to
appear to her by night to inform her of lovers who would arne bringing "many talents." h
addition, she is said to have been murdered at the hands of sane jealous Thessalian warnen
right m the temple of Aphrodite which was then renamed the temenos of Anosias (Sinful)
Aphrodite mimaeus, FGrH 566 F24 ap. Ath. XIIL 589ABI.
105~thenaeusrecords a vast number of ancient saurces that promote this very C O N I & O ~ ~ from
poems by the great poets of the archaic age (Seimonides and Pindar) about the customary
573CE;
addition of hetairai prayers to those of the aty when supplicating Aphrodite p.
573F-57481,to the many mentions in comedy and history of shrines and festivals to Aphrodite
Hetaira instituted m praise of hetairni or by hetuirai themselves in praise of theit patron
goddess 1e.g. Ephippus, Empole 7 K-A ap. At.. XIIZ. 57lEF; 5728-573A citing Philetaerus,
Kunugis or the Kunhess 8 K-A; Pamphilus; Neanthes, Legends FGrH 84 F9; Mexis of Sarnos,
Samian Annuls FGrH 539 El; Euacles, Ephisian Chronicles FGrH 418 F2; and Uearchus, Love
Stories FHG ii. 3141. Note also the distiction, fand m dialogues of PIato (Symp. 18OD-I8IB)
and Xenophon (Symp- 8.9-lo), between the spiritual Iove associated with Aphrodite Ourania
(the Heavenly Aphrodite) and the more physical type associated with Aphrodite Pandemos
(the 'Pro&OUS'
Aphr~dite)~
As Rosivach 1995: 2-3 points out, the reality of these c d t
associations for Aphrodite are not supported by what other information we have about the
public cult of Aphrodite Pandanos, other evidence that suggests that Pandemos did not reflect
sexual promiscuity but rather political harmony and Mion of a polis' citizenry. Regardless, the
notion that there was m fact such a cult of Aphrodite is no less part of the s d outlook of the
comrnunit)P, wen if peopIe did not specifically beIieve it, any mare than they truly believed
that So1011 had founded state subsidized broth&, they knew about it and it Likely affected
their perception of prostitution in general. Another instance m which this type of
misconception may be at work is the notion, fixmd m citations of Athenaeus, that there was a
festival, the Hetairideia, celebrated by the Magnesians and the kings of Macedonia, w h i h
h o n o d the hefairai [Hepander Commentaries FHG iv. 418 ap. Ath Xm. 572Dq.In fact,
the festivaI was instituted in honour of Zens Hetaireios-the
god of p x i fellowship, yet i t
was no doubt often assumedn o n e t h k to d k r to a festival to prostitutes. hdeed, Ogden 1999
232;263; 280 makes this cIaim with specific refkrence to the Antigm-d dynasty based m this
very passage m Athenaetxs.
[MAS
Havelock 1995: 47 contends in her discossion of PraxiteIes and PEuyne, the erotic Iink
between the two was very Iikdy invented long after they were both dead. It is also
coinadenWy appropriate that the two artists that instituted the depiction of Aphrodite m
the nude &odd be renowned as sensualistsmvoIved with cotnfesans; cf, The Romantic Pairing
of Praxitdes and Phryne: Artist and Modd' 42-9. For additiond discus6011 of the cormgtlon
between Aphrodite and pornography, W u i and the revoIution of the nude femaIe m art, see
Spivey f9%:esp. 173-175;l.78-186.Of hther interest m the characterization of the aaists is
the anecdote amcemhgApeIles and the b e m W mistress of AIexander- h - i d
fishion,
Akander asks his arM friend to paint his favorrrite Iover Padcaste's portraitr in the nude,
and when ApeIIes faIk in Iove with her she is genemusIy given to the artist as a gift [pliny
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In the area of philosophers and their often hypocritical devotion to

prostitutes, the Hdenistic poet Hennesianax, cited earlier, recounts the
affairs of many philosophers and hefairai [CA fiag. 7 1i. 90-94 ap. Ath. Xm.
599ABI. Another interesting account, found among the hgments of Satyrus'
Bioi, FHG iii. 164 ap. Ath. MII. 584A, recounts the conversation, over drinks,

between the philosopher Stilpo and the courtesan Glycera. In addition to this
anecdote where Stilpo condemns the prostitute for corrupting men whilst
passing his time drinking with her, he was also reputed to be the teacher of a
hefnira of considerable reputation and education-Nicarete

of Megara

[Nymphodorus, FGrH 572 F6 ap. Ath. Xm. 596E1. What we have at work here
may once again be the typical penchant of the biographer for charaderizing a

member of a particular class/occupation with stereotypical and often
hypocritical traits. The philosopher accuses the hetaira of corrupting young
men and encouraging them to waste their time but she counters that each
group, hefairai and philosophers, was equally grulty of corrupting the young,

hers by teaching them erotic., his by teaching them &stic sophistries. Such
criticisms became commonpIace in Hellenistic philosophicaI commentary

and disputes, perhaps, according to Henry, as a rdection of the "hostility both
to the outgrowth of philosophical schooIs... and to women's participation
(albeit Iimited) therein.'qw
While both women were said to have been involved with an
important orator-the
former with Demosthenes (Polemon Reply t o
Timaeus, Prder 75 ap. Ath. MII. 588C), the latter with Hypereides
(Idomeneus FGrH 338 F 14 ap. Ath Xm. 590D)-there is some question as to
the reliability of both the source traditions and the conventions of legal
oratory in generaIJM These conventions deserve some s p e d attention here
NH 35.36.86-7 note too that thisaccount states that this Pancaste was the modd for Apdes'
Aphrodite Anadyone, not Phryne: A h VH lZ.34; Lucian 43.q.
107~eruy
1995: 65. Note too the argument between the philosopher Lovers of Lak. Adstippus
and Diogens the Cynic, mthe propriety of cctmafhg with a 'whore" ( m t dpvrl)
~
[Ath MIL 588a
I o 8 ~ ofiather
t
discusion of lack of historical reliability ammgorators, see Fainveather 1974:
231-275,esp 23&237C255-256.
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since they would appear to have had a significant impact on andent Greek
pornographic discouse. It is noteworthy that there are a number of speeches
on record in Athenaeus that apparently mentioned or were directly
concerned with these two most spectacular courtesans-at

least to judge by

their titles-lw While Phryne's defense speech by Hypereides is the most

famous and apparently aIso influential in the whole rhetorical gem&", like

so many of the other speeches very littIe survives. In many cases w e have no
more than a titIe or, on occasion, an extremely brief summary which may
itself be contradicted by other summary accounts of the speech. This is the
precise case in Hypereides' Pen' Phryne. One summary description of the
speech, according to Cooper the earliest known, is found in hgmenis of the
comic play Ephesia by Poseidippus that won victories from 289/8 B.C.
onwards [13 K-A ap. Ath. 591E].tl1 Here the poet claims that Phryne had saved

her life by her own tears and lamentations, having taken each of the judges by
the hand. The other, later, accounts state that Hypereides, when it looked as

though the hid was proceeding towards a conviction of Phryne, resorted to

the desperate and theatrical measure of baring Phryne's bosom and bursting
into lamentation, thus awing the judges to such an extent that they acquitted
her. According to Cooper's study, the later accounts (Ath. Xm. 590DE and ps.-

PIutarch Mor. 849DE)derive from the third century biographer Hermippus'
adaptation of the account found in Idomeneus of Lampsacus.'* Not only

were the details of the trial based on a characterization of Hypereides (and
demagogues in general) as sexually unbridIed-Perides

being the uItimate

model for such behaviour-but so are the Wer descriptions of his character

m generaI. These demonstrative incidents include his eviction of his own
Iw1n Defkfse f.r Phryner by Hypereides, MII, 590DF; AgPinst P-e,
ane by Adstogeiton,
another by E m a s or Anahwmesr MIL 591E;Hypereides mentions La& in his dSpeech
Against Arbfagmu Xm, 587Lysias may have written a speech A g W La% MII, 592E
Cooper 1995: 305 a8 notesrQuintihn 5-31 reporfs that the speech was transIated Into
Lafin with ik subdety and delicacy preserved by the great Roman orator Messala CorvinusUS
PsLonginus [De Subl- 34. 2-31d b h t the speech surpassedevert Demosthen& skiII,
cooper 1995314
%id, 304-307
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son horn the ancestral estate in favour of keeping his courtesan Myrrhhe

there, his contemporaneous maintenance of Aristagora in the Piraeus and of
Phila, not only a hetaira but one that he had purchased, freed, and made his
oikouros or household manager, at meusis. As such, the characterization and

the hial itself can be seen as aspects of the polemical tradition which, in the
case of orators, centered on sexual proclivity and the squandering of large
amounts of money on various disreputable pursuits. In fact, based on the
dating of the available evidence, it appears that the disrobing scene, although

the most famous of all the details in Hypereides' bios, was in fact a later
invention based on a parody of courtroom displays of Athenian demagogues

Each of the accounts of the famous trial resembles in some way the

equaIIy famous trial of Perides' Aspasia. In the first, because the action that
brings the courtesan's acquittal involves the piteous shedding of tears and

this in turn inspires the judges' forgiveness. In the second a powerful political
figure and orator saves the woman's life, at least in part, by an emotional
display. Whether either trial actually took place-the possibility remains that
the idea Htered into Iater historical accounts from comedy (although there is

the further evidence in the case of Phryners defense speech of fragments
presemed in the corpus of Hypereides' speechesn4)-the

similarity between

lI3Ibidr308; 314
I141t is noticeabie that there are a striking number of speeches recorded that purport to deal
with hetairni, whether we presume this to be the case because the titles refer to the names of
courtesansor because some other information remains about the triaL It is hard to imagine that
somany women of this type were hied bdore the Athenian courts and even more so to imagine
what the predo-t
charges wouId have been. Johnstone's 1998: passim esp. 2246, 234
observations about the nature of Athenian leg& oratory show that even m cases Iike that
agaihst Neaera where the activities of a woman seem to be a major focos of the prosecution,
Athenian Iaw was formulated m such a way as to consistentIy exdude any direct representation
of women or sIaves as subjects- Instead disputes were conventionaIIy fonnulatd to the utmost
simpiification, cne m wM& there were two paxtiest a pnxembr and defendantrand each of
these was almost mvariabLy a maIe citizen. Perhaps, in nw casesr charges were brought by
slighted Iovers,as Cooper suggests may have been the motivation behind Euthias' pmsgution
of P h r p e (he notes that Iater reports about the rhetorical flourishes of Hypereides indude
cclamrents m his biting wit with which he berated Euthias for initiating a hiaI m sub
£kboIot~s
grounds ashis personal woanded pride at reje&~n by the famous courksan (310-312).
W, however, as
as the stereotypical c h a r a m t i o n of orators as men pnne to
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the accounts, even where they diverge in detail, is striking. This very
similarity, in conjunction with what Harding calls the "typical prejudices" of

Athenian society which were at play constantly in ancient oratoryIl5, could be

the reason for the development of the subsequent tradition that Hypereides
was not only Phryne's lawyer but also one of her lovers. This detail meshed
well with the biographical tradition in which Hypereides was given the

detaiIed characterization of an archetypal demagogue. Not only did he

become a sort of 'composite' orator, one who was "without restraint in the
matters of Iove" ( L d h a a o ~l r ~ p iT& &qpo6icna), but Phryne, his most
distinguished hetaira, aIso became a composite of the various
characterizations that attached to the women involved with such
demagogues. That this is the case is seen by the development of confusion in
the tradition as time went on as to whether there had been more than one

Phryne. The later Hellenistic compilers of hefairai prosopography and
comedic characters noted a Phryne nicknamed Clausigelota ("TearySmile"),

one Saperdion ("Goldfish")[ApoIIodorus, Pen' Hetairon FGrH 288 F208-212

ap. Ath. XIIT. 591C], one Sestus ("the Sifter"), and one the Thespian
[Herodim, Persons Mentioned in Comedy ap. Ath. Xm. 591a]. In addition,
there was the notion that her 'real' name, reflecting perhaps a more

respectable birth than generalIy expected for a courtesan, was Mnesarete.

In any case, the affairs are adduced to be symptoms of these men's
addiction to

Iluxury

and pIeasures and no stories remain which point to

political infIuence on the part of the women. This presumption was to

change in the accounts of courtesans in the HeIIenistic age. It is dear,
however, from the preceding discussion that the deveIopment of a
mvoIvement with coratesatls also satnd9 suspiciously m o m to conventiod preFfdices.
HaveIock 1995: 4H6 accepts the probabIe historid m
e
s
sof the hid but provides a good
discusdon of those dements IikeIy to have been invented after the h e
"S~arding198E 29- Harding notes the simihrity m assumed attitudes made by a comedian
Iike Aristophanes and art orator & hosthenes, coduding that public opinion was molded
eqaally by prejixdices Iikepride m Atheniw atkenship (asmanifest in aspersions msomeane's
origins and in
on the accusation that that person's mother has practiced a trade) and
the corruption of poIitidans (in particuIar its &&ation
ammg the weaIthy as
Ecentiomess a n d excess), whether m the Iaw-courk, the assembly, or the theatre
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pornographic discourse in archaic and ClassicaI Greece showed its

predominant points in all manner of writings, regardless of the expectation
that a genre display fictional characteristics (like comedy) or factuaI ones (Iike

history or oratory). This wilI keep us on our guard against accepting all the
details in the accounts of women who were presumably historicaI figures of
the Hellenistic period, even though the sources tend to be historical works. In
particular we should be alert to po1emica.I characterizations of rders (the
predominant focus group for involvement with hefairai) through association
with courtesans. While the hetaira was undoubtedly an influentiaI cultural
phenomenon, there was dearly a tendency both to characterize women as
hefairai who may not have actually been such and to apply the customary
anecdotes about hetairni to a l l and sundry, whether or not they had actually
occurred.

CHAPTER4

Hefairai of Alexander's Lijkfime

In the transitional period between the dassicaI and HelIenistic periods
when Alexander conquered the world for Macedon, there were the s t k i n g s of a
return to the type of political commentary that had placed Aspasia in a position
of powerful influence over her lover Perides. The main difference was that at this
time such commentary began to occur in 'historicalr genres rather than
predominantly m the comedic ones. This type of commentary is witnessed in the
anecdotal stories about some rather generically characterized women like

CaUixena and Pancaste, said to be lovers of Alexander, as well as such grand and
apparently more historical hefairai as Thdis, the lover of one of Alexander's

foremost generals Ptolemy Lagou (and according to Athenaeus also of Alexander

himself), and w o n i c e and Glycera, the courtesans of his profligate treasurer
Harpalus. We s h d be investigating the accounts of these women, particularly
the more detailed ones, based on the various categories of identification found in
chapter two as well as on the condusions reached in the previous chapter about
the influence of Greek pornographic discourse and the Eves of great classical

hetairai. Another important factor in our discussion will be the evafuation of
specific sources, keeping m mind the condusions reached in the initial chapter on

methodology. Of particular interest at this stage is the apparent renewal of focus
on the men involved with courtesans, to the increasing exclusion of any red
characterization of the women themselves- We shall look at the reasons behind
this development, in particular at how typicd Hdenistic biography encouraged

the stereotyped characterization of "great men" through anecdotes.

I. ALEXANDER i. C f i e n a
AIthough the storieswhich connect Alexander to hetairai have an even less
reliabIe flavour to them than those applied to other prominent figures, it is

important to Iook at them since he himseIf had such a great Znfluence on the

rulers that fonowed him,as did the character of his biographical tradition on the
historians and biographers of his successors. Most important to note u p fiont is
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the genera1 secondary nature of the sources that we have at our disposal, even
though many of these late sources c v be shown to have used more
contemporary writings as their own source^?'^ The story of CaKxena, whose
name perfectly compIements her profession, meaning 'Beautiful Stranger', is said
to have been the first lover of Alexander. Her only characterization is that she

was exceedingly beautiful and, obviously though it is not directly spelled out,
erotically skilled. Certainly the purported relationship with AIexander is not

given out to have been any more than a casual, albeit hard-won, erotic affair.
Thus, even if she is no more than a literary construction, she suits well the
general anaent definition of a prostitute. Further characterization within the
porne or hetaira categories is not provided but we assume that, given Alexander's
status and the position of who procured her services for him-his

father, the Teen and king-,

mother and

she was meant to represent the type of woman who

was in the higher echelon of the trade. Aside horn her apparent mobility kom
her home in Thessaly to the Macedonian court, which seems to have been
another quality of the hefuira lifestyle, there is IittIe we can say to define this
CaUixena as an individual,

Hence we can now turn to the important task of source criticism-through

which we might determine how much of this story can be taken as representing
actual historical events and how much represents the purpose of an author and

the influences of his cultma1 assumptions about courtesans. The sole extant

account of the affair comes in Book X of Athenaeus' Deipnosophisfae,but cites as
the source, via Hieronymus of Rhodes, the peripatetic philosopher Theophrastus.

This is an important factor since the source cited is very dosely contemporary
with Alexander-Theophrastus became the head of Arisiotle's Lyceum at the
time of AIexander's death in 323 BC when he was dose to fifty years old?
For a discussion of the lilreIy sources used by o m extant mnkriaL see Ekbgton 1990:299-301.It
is fiuther adcnowIedged that while we may have some confidence in attributing an odginaI
source when the author states outright that he used a parti&
souxce, m many cases the basis
for atkibtxtion is Iittfe more than styMc considerations: d Tam 194& W-133; Himmond 1983:
passim; HornbIower 1981: 3;16V;HOW-N94:3-4,
HombIower and Spawfirth(eds.) 1996: 1504-05s-v-Theophrastus.
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Unfortunately, however, the fact that an anecdote comes from a contemporary
source, while it may give a story further plausibility through the possibility of

eye-witness experience, does not make it a EactuaI statement. The fist factor to
take into account is the context of the story. In Athenaeus, the quote is recorded
as part of a long excursion concerning the views of philosophers and others on

the detrimental effects of drinking (or more precisely being a "drink
lover"-phi?opotes) as further corroboration to Aristotlefs view that excessive
drink impairs a man's M t y [Problems III. 41. This link between drink and
indifference to sex is elaborated on in the case of Alexander. Theophrastus claims
that his Iack of interest in sex was so alarming that his mother and father, fearing

he might become a gunnis "womanish man", procured this alluring courtesan
CaHixena to seduce him. Despite the hetaira's charms, Olympias had to ask

Alexander to get together with her many times.
Clearly the context of the anecdote in a moraIizing passage on the ill
effects of 1tuuq?Is and the further attempt to adduce actuaI examples m order to
prove a physio1ogica.L theory bring the reliability of the anecdote into question.
Of M e r cautionary moment is the fact that Theophrastus belonged to a school
of thought-the Peripatetic (Aristotelian) school--which was at this point hostile
to Alexander for having abandoned the government of a hee Greece m favour of
the Persian tyranny over an empire. In particular this had been made manifest by
Nexander's execution of AristotIe's nephew, the peripatetic (and official royd)
historian Callisthenes for presuming to criticize h i d w This action apparentIy
provoked an onslaught of attacks on AIexander's character and his inability to
controI himself under the pressures of absolute d e as welI as the pleasures of
banqueting and drinking. Here the substance of later criticism is projected back
-

--

mAs Flower 1994: 92-93 points out, the generaI trend of fourth century populat thought on
personal morafity was the control of appetites-induding drinking-while on a higher
phifosopku'calIeveI, one of the central issues of debate at this tiine was the m o d status of hedm
"pleasme". FIower notes that Antisthenes, Spemippus, AristotIe, Theophstus, and Xenocrates
mote treatises On Ptemme while Phto treated pIeasme m various diaiogues and the histodans
Heradides and CIearchusbothrecordedanecdoteson thein effectp ofIamry.
TossibIy his execution was related to his impIication m the s d e d "conspiracy of the Pages"
m327,thou@ nothing was everproved.
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onto AIexander's younger days at the Macedonian court and a suitable anecdote

concocted to support the trend. This is not to say that banqyeting and the heavy

drinking that could accompany these parties were not in evidence at the
Macedonian court; this was,in fact, how it was often characterized, parficuIarIy
under Philip meopornpus FGrH 115 F236 ap. Ath. X. 435E?C;
cf. Demosthenes
Secmd Olynthiac 17-19?. The notion that Alexander had a problematic Iack of
interest in sex or women in g e n d is a difficult theory to adduce dear evidence
for since there are instances given on both sides of the issue. In a number of cases
this indifference to sexuaI relations with women, particuIar1y those among the
enemy captives, is praised as evidence for Alexander's rnonumentd self control

and even m o d uprightness [e.g. Plut. Alex. 211.In any case this is not our main
concern here in evaluating the historicity of the Cdixena story. It seems clear
that while the possibility that available women (likely to be called hetairai in
Greek sources even if their status was possibly distinct from the category of
prostitute) were a feature of the Macedonian toe where riotous banqueting,
drinking, and indiscriminate sexual encounters were believed to be
commonpIace, the notion that a prostitute had to be hired by his own parents to

cure his lack of sexuaI desire appears dearLy to be a scandal invented to disaedit

Turning to the other significant hefaira account invoIving Alexander, we
find Pancaste mentioned in the works of P h y I Lucian,and AeIian- None of these
accounts specifically calls the woman a hefaira, instead she is descn'bed in two

instances as Alexander's paZlakr's, and in another a s his f m ("bedmateff-literally

%id, 104-111. FIower notes that both Theopompus and Demosthenes had every motme to
exaggerate, yet their agreement wodd seem to c o d i n n at Ieast that this picture of Macedonian
court life was M y widespreadCnot to mention confirmed by accounts of life an AIexander's
own court (cf. l?IutAIex 9. &ll;5Ml;70; Am-4. &9;C
h 8- 1-2).
y
&
%
'
the case of the disreptftabie/Iicentiouswoman who was married by a young man
(MOnimos)of the Macedonian comt-Pantica of Cyprus is the name given by PhyIarchtls FGrH
81 E?f ap. Ath, Mlt 609C-would contribute to proving that such women were indeed about the
court aftracthgmen's attentions and ;tffections.
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"mattress"). Although there are certain features which distinguish a pan&& horn
a Maim, as discussed earlier, the general assumption is that the often temporary

nature of the relationship would have led to intermediate periods m the lives of
women who fit into this category-namely

times when they found themselves

between stable relationships-during which she would have been engaged in a
more typicd form of prostitution until she found another man willing to initiate
concubinage with her? Often,once in an established relationship, a woman

seems to have been treated more like a secondary or non-legitimate wife than a
prostitute. Certainly at least some of the women who were engaged in
concubinage, particuIarLy with an important figure, wodd have been of Iess than
mean status in their own home countries by virtue both of wealth and birth. It is
unlikely that such women would have been engaged in the more indiscriminate

hired prostitution which characterized 'lower' levels of the trade. In fact, this

very quaIity appears to have been a distinctive characteristic of the megalomisfhoi
hetaimi in general: apart from the promiscuous nature of having successive
affairs, she was known for the reality or expectation of monogamy with her
particular 10ve.r.~We may note that Aspasia, although her reputation as a h&&a
is questionable fiom a historical standpoint, was called such in many accounts
over a long time span and yet is said to have been involved in only two
(monogamous) reIationships in her lifetimefist with Perides and then with
Lysides.
As for the characterization of Pancaste, it is once again very thin. She is

said by Aelian to have been originally from Larissa (VH12. 34), a pIausibIe
statement given Philip's involvement in that area as well as the convention of

hetaira Hestyle which made travd an expected aspect of these women's lives. ht
addition, the assumption that she was neither horn Macedonia nor horn Athens
rather shady distinction between pa&& and hetaira is demonstrated w d by Dover 1989:
2l

=Of comse we wilInotice that this is no more of a d e than most other generaIizations appzied
to liefukai-One exception*on a grand sde, is the reputation of the famous L a 3 who was said
(nomy with an dement of the unexpected) to have engaged hoards of Iovers without
distinctionm her &dry with Phrple [ A hXIIL 588C; d Pkto ENjgr. I5 on her "swam of Iovers"
( 6 p a m h 6ap6v)l.
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dso fits the general portrayal of hetairai as 'foreign' women. The rest of her

attributes are further stereotyped hetaira characteristics: she is exceedingIy
beau&& she is presumably skilled in erotics, and she is a suitable model for
portrayal nude. The last of these features, discussed in the previous chapter, was

evidently becoming one of the hetaira signature traits. As was the case with
Cahena, the main purpose of the anecdote is to give further detail to the
biographical portrait of the men with whom she is involved-in

this case for

both AIexander and ApelIes. This partidar story emphasizes two of Alexander's
famous haits: his mastery of his appetites and his extravagant generosity. Here

we see Alexander relinquishing his favourite pallakk, obviousIy disdaining
whatever distress it might cause him in the bedroom, simply to please his friend
ApeIIes who had, in the process of painting the woman's nude portrait, fallen in
Iove with her. Pliny states outright that the inadent was direct proof of his fabled

seIf controI, a trait which Plutarch emphasizes on many occasions in his
biography of Alexander (21. 4-23. 6; 30. 5-6). The fact that ApeIIes could not
control his desires even in his professional life and in view of the fact that the

woman belonged to a friend, and a very powerful one at that, provides
corroboration of the other anecdotes which portray the artist as a se.nsu&."
The variants in the accounts of Pancaste reveal the problems with
accepting the details of these types of stories as historical fact. We must note
straight off that all of the accounts that we have were written considerabIy later
than the events described: Pliny's version, which is the most detailed, is
nonethdess horn the first century A.D.; Ludan's and Aelian's shoe versions are
even Iater, the former from the second century A.D. and the latter Iikdy from the
earIy third. While the extant passages may have as their source(s) more
contemporary accounts, we have no way of knowing what these may have been
since none of the authors cites his source. In addition there is the possibility that
the anecdotal story deve-opedout of both typical characterizations of the men
'%or exampfe: Ath MIL 5 8 8 3 on his vow to make a deIectabIe courtesan out of the maiden
Cars of Hyccara; A t h MIL 590F on his choice of P h q n e as the modd for Or Aphrodite
Anadyomene-
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and out of the prevalence of discourse on hefairai. Even within this small story

there deveIoped divergences which emphasize just how confused and
embellished biographicd accounts could become over time. The first instance of

confusion concerns the woman's name: Pliny calls her Pancaspe, Lucian calls her
Pacate, while AeIian gives her name as anc caste.'^ While the changes in spelling
in this instance are relatively minor, they show how confusion over the identity

of a historical individual can develop. In other cases the duplication of names of
ftetairai rather than changes to them leads to the confusion. We shall look more

closely at this aspect in the discussion of Demo, the supposed hetaira of an
uncertain number of generations of the Antigonid family- It will also suffice to
recalI the noted reduplication of the names of historical courtesans like Aspasia
and Phryne and the popularity of hefaira names that passed between historical
women and literary characters such as Glycera, Habrotonon, and Neaera.
More significant in this case is the confusion over who had modeled for
Apdes' famous Aphrodite Anadyomene. Phy's is the earliest account we have

and he states that "there are those who believe" (sunt pi...pufmt)that Pancaspe
was his mode., implying that variant traditions existed. When Luuan mentions
Pacate in his discussion of the depiction by the best Greek artists of the particular
sections of the most beautiful woman, he states that the body of this ideal beauty

would have to be painted by ApelIes, as he had painted Pacate. It seems dear
that, since the Aphrodite Anadyomene was Apdes' most famous portrait,

Luuan had chosen to accept the tradition that made this woman the model. In a
contradictory version of the story, as we saw earlierIit was the famous Phqme of

Thespiae who, because her exhtcbitionism at the EIeusinia, was credited with

having inspired Apdes to paint this portrait [ A h MIT.59OF-591A].W e aIso saw
that this very tradition was @fe
possibIy an invention fostered by Greek
pornographic discourse and the biographical tradition of the revo1utionary artist
of the femaIe nude. Here once again the details are appIied to yet another
m~dditionaiIyr
m the apparatns to the Lwb edition of Phrs account of Pancspe, cmnpuspm (em) is given as a variant of the name and Pmcizstm is shown as found in SiZl@. Thus Fox El73
gives Campaspe as her namerwhich r d e c b the version used dtlring the Remkmce.
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woman, more than likely on the basis of the same & d a r sort of method of
biography-namely

that the artist who painted a nude portrait of Aphrodite

must have been an extreme sensualist, that the model must have been a hetaira

since these were the only type of women who could do such a thing without
losing respectability (they had none in the traditional sense of women's
reputations~,and finally that the artist must have been erotically involved with
the model given his character and her profession, The further connection to

Alexander and how the artist came to possess the mistress of the great
commander is explained in terms of his characteristic generosity and is

emphasized by Pliny's desaiption of Apdes' respected position as his admired

friend and sole portrait axtist.
One find note is Aelian's evidently transferred anecdotal detail that this

Pancaste was Alexander's first lover. This tradition seems to have been a
prevalent one in Alexander's biography but the possibility of sorting out its

veracity is virtually nonexistent since the detail seems to have been transferred

from woman to woman depending on the author. In most cases attriiutions of

this type are made as an attempt to ducidate some other aspect of the subject's
characterization: there are three different stories inwhich different authors daim
to provide the name of Alexandefs firstIover. Theophrastus, when he named the
hefnira C f i e n a as this first loverf meant to prove (somewhat anachronistically)
that AIexander's lack of interest in hedthy sexual relations was a symptom of his

aIcohoIism-this

is one of the negative traits which fed the development of the

hostile tradition. PIutarch on the other hand, extols the virtuous side of

Alexander's character which the sympathetic or apoIogetic tradition defined in
part as his temperance in the matter of Iove &s.

Thus m his description of

Barsine as Alexander's first lover, PIutarch expIains that Alexander
T
u
s
t how d o d y rnodeIIing forartists was construed as an occupation or pasthne for ficexttious
womencan be seen m PIutar&'s account of Ule Athenian citizen woman EIpinice who was said to
have been proven to have engaged m an illicit Iove affair with the painter PoIygnotus of Thasos
by virtue of the fact that he gave his painting of Laodike, one of the Trojan women that he
painted on the Stoa Poic.de, the features of EIpinice [Cimon 4. 561. Here we see not ody the
tendency to associate disrepuhb1e women with posing for artistJ (nude or dothed) bnt aiw the
consetpent assumption that the woman was the Ioverof theartist who depicted her.
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condescended to have rdations with her outside of marriage, contrary to his
custom, because of her extraordinary high bhth and beauty (Alex. 21.45)).Aelian
makes the daim that the first woman Alexander slept with was Pancaste, his

pullakis whom his hiend Apdes fell in love with. (Vim Hist. XI[. 34).

In this

case the anecdote is too short to reveal concIusiveIy what type of characterization
it was meant to give Alexander, it is simply told in the context of a list of

phcuIarly

prominent love affairs among the ancients. More than Likely the

source for Aelian would have been similar to that of P h y and thus would have
conformed to the positive evaluation of Alexander's

generosity and seIf<ontroI.
If Aelian was aware of any anecdotaI traditions about Alexander's love life, in
partJcuIar any that involved hefakai, he may simply have conflated the details of
more than one such account The main difference in characterization with the
Pancaste anecdote is that AIexander is shown as a man with mistresses to

spare-a 'ladies manf--sincehe has no qualms about giving his favourite up to a
fiend in need, while its application to C a b e n a makes him indifferent to the

physical charms of women. Thus two versions of an anecdote of similar content
can be shown by their context to have entirely different meanings or aims.
11,HARPALUS: i, W o n i c e

We will turn now to a discussion of the two most famous courtesans of

Alexander's day-Pythionice

and Glycera-although they were said to be
involved with Alexander's treasurer Harpalus rather than with Alexander
himself. Harpalus was an important figure among AIexander's chief
administrators and he was appointed treasurer some time after Alexander's
accession to the Macedonian throne. Evidence of HarpaIus' profigacy-which

was to become inereasin& notorious as time went on--came to Iight not long

after*Unfortunately we have IittIe detaiI in our sources for the nature of the
=For frrrther anecdotd stories which reIate to Alexander's attitude to M&ai we may note stories
Iike that of the anonymous harpist-yr&A.tpta who was the lover of Antipatrides [PIut. Mm. 180.
19-2Ul;or of Unna/OuMa, the concubine of AIexander p s . Call. IL a,3ffl; and, reaiting to
women with whom AIexander was not personay invoked but had some sort of dealings
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misdemeanors which caused his 'first' flight or seIf imposed d e not long before
the battle of Issos. The generaI assumption is that the flight was the consequence
of HarpaIus' established weak dispositionevidently some physical ailment
prevented his participation in military exploits ( M a n 3. 6.6). This ailment,

perhaps after promoting the development of a self-indulgent character, led
eventually, despite Alexander's forgiveness of his aimes once, to his scandalous
absconding with a great part of the treasury in his second flight some time m 324

B.C.= It is in the context of this second flight that Harpalus' involvement with
hetnirai is recorded, although other instances of his increasingly decadent
behaviour were by this time starting to stack up [Diod. XW. 108.4; Plut. Mor.
648 CD;Alex. 35.15; Curt. X 1.43-51. Pythionice is the first woman that Harpalus

summoned from Athens from his post at the treasury in Babylon. We shall

attempt once again to evaluate her position by applying our earlier conclusions
to the various accounts of her relationship with Harpalus, keeping in mind that,

as seems to be the case in more and more of these accounts involving poLiticaI

figures, her characterization is very Limited and serves primarily to eluadate the
Fadts of the man under discussionPythionice is mentioned in a surprising variety of sources, including
contemporary ones. The Grst thing we s h d do is look at the terminology used to

define her m these sources in an attempt to evaluate both her position and the
attitudes of the sources

which mention her. The most detailed account of

HarpaIusr reIationship with Pythionice comes horn the historian Theopompus of
Chios, a contemporary of Alexander- Unfortunately his account aIso shows the
most bIatant hosdity and bias against Harpdus, and consequently Pythio~ceas

and thus gives the reader cause for caution in accepting all the d e w of his

through his men, Telesippa, the hefuiru of either Eurylochus plut Her. 40. Pq or Antigenes
[Mw-IMF, 20-ISM, 2fI andanti go^^ hefrrba of Philotas [Mor.339
T o r a smnmary of other theozies about the nature of HarpaIIus' first fight see HedreI 19922l516. The notion that the misdemeanors were symptoms of Harpah' "weak m o d fiExe*'
represents H e ' s theory on the matter 26-1% For a dear chmnoIoglaI dkussioa of HarpaIm'
lifeand adhities see 213-22I "H;rrpaIuss o n ofMachaWrwith its own shortbibliographyon 2W.

w.
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account as historical fact? In his Letter fo Alexander, Iikdy written after the
Pythionice's death in 325/4B.C.m, Theopompus reports what he considers to be

Harpalus' most scandalous crimes against Alexander [FGrH 115 F253 ap. Ath
XIII. 595ACJ.The attack is in three stages, each one worst than the last because it
represents more and more extreme disregard for Alexander's dignity. In the first
section, Theopompus uses his characterizationof w o n i c e as "not only thrice a

mi rphopvov) to show
first how depraved Harpalus' tastes in sexual affairs were and second how he
had no regard for the proper use of the treasury over which he had control. That
he should have spent more than two hundred taIents (presumably of
Alexander's money) on his two monuments for her was likely despicable in
Theopompus' view to start with. That she was the slave of an mI&k (Bacfis)
who was in turn the slave of a barbarous Thracian pome (Sinope) who had
chased her clientele horn Aegina to Athens was even more shocking. Each of the
elements in this characterization, noticeably vicious as they are, can be seen
dearly to have been derived from the typical hostile discourse on prostitution
that had been developing since at least the sixth century B.C. (as we saw in the
preceding chapters). The term porne which Theopompus uses to describe
Pythionice is meant to emphasize her baseness and is supported by his calling
her a slave as well. However, it seems questionable that a man of Harpalus'
station and power should send all the way to Athens, as other accounts maintain
that he did, for a woman who was not of a certain reputation.ven if that was a
slave but even thrice a whore" (pe pp6vov rpi6ouhov,

%ow=
notes m his study of Theopompus that the greater part of what fiagmentq remains of
Theopompus' writings are extant are found in Athenaeus, a writer interested primarily m
anecdotes of scandalous and licentious Uving, Whiie this will have undoubtedIy influenced
posterity's impression of the character and style of TheopomprS work, nonetheless the notion
that he was an extremely harsh critic is confirmed by his reputation even in anticpity and the
prevalence of morakhg passages in what is preserved of his writing demonstrate that whatever
eke he may have written about, m o d explanations and motivations were a p r h i q concern to
hia 1,810 cf. I856 where Flower notes in addition that at times Theopompus had a styIe that
was excessiveIy influenced by rhetoric--a styIe which at times prompted him to write such
sensatio~c
motaIizing passages as F 2258 [ap. Ath. 260D-26lAI. This passage, whose
d @ t y was condemned by ancient and modem critics, reviles Philip'scompanions, caIling
them bed-mates(kaipat)rather Ulan companions(kmipor), hadots (XaCra~&zat)
rather than
soldiers (srpcmiko~t)and m e n - s o d o (bSp&opvot)
~
rather than men--slayers[&Spo&vor).
%d, 258
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disreputable or notorious one. As we saw earlier, the single most prominent
characteristic that defked a pume

in contrast to a hefairawas her anonymity. That

a lowly sIave prostitute should have reached the attention of a man Iike H a r p a l ~ ~

in Babylon where he no doubt had access to all kinds of women (and, as

Diodom suggests, he had long since been taking full advantage of using the
local female popuIation for his sexual gratification [17.108]) is somewhat beyond

the pale of reasonabIe expectation.
Of further interest in calling the ae&ibiIity of this characterization into
westion is Ogden's suggestion that ihe malicious motivation behind it is shown
not only by the general tone but by the contradiction inherent in the claim that
Pythionice's owner as well as h a t woman's owner were both slaves. In Greek
slave law, a slave could not own anything, let alone another slave?
Nonetheless, we must keep in mind that based on the influentid elements of
pornographic discourse found in New Comedy, it was commonplace for a hetaira
to be depicted as possessing two maids. Fantham points out that even the vile

and abusive lover who kept Neaera after she had gained her freedom, Phrynon,
provided her with her two maids. In Greek New comedy and early Roman
comedy which was so reliant on Greek precedents, two maids appear to be a
kind of "routine prerequisite, on par with a woman's wardrobe and jeweIry.""

Even if Pythionice's status as a sIave prostitute is not contradicted by this point
(since it applies fairly specifically to &(d) prostitutes, no matter how sIave-like
their lives appear to remain) it would suggest that there is some fairly intense
rhetorical exaggeration at work here. If Pythionice herself was in fact a sIave, the
pIausibIe assumption is that her owner was not-and

perhaps she was even a

successfd and shrewd business woman, like Neaera's owner Nicarete, who

managed to tum out during @Is

with rather far reaching reputations. In any

case we can see that very IikeIy dements of the fictiond or Iiterary side of

pornographic discourse have entered into or at Ieast had an influence on the
shaping of the historical narrative. ReIated to this apparent aoss over are the
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suspiaousIy coincidentaI names and origins of the slave prostitutes connected to

Pythionice: both Bacchis and Sinope are generic prostitute names, found
particularly in literary works, and the lead whore in the operation is a native of

the typicaIIy barbarous Thrace. We can see how the whole discussion of
Pythionice incorporates the most prominent negative elements in pornographic
discourse-not

that the discourse necessarily always represented a fictional

construct, but the possibiIity is there. One final aspect which conforms to the
topical elements of the discoursem is the notion that w o n i c e , despite her
lowly and presumabIy anonymous initial position, overcame all of this to
become wealthy and adored beyond all expectation thanks to a powerful man's
depravity. The literary topos of freeing a slave lover, combined with the
'historical' precedents of Rhodopis/Doricha and Neaera, provide ample

evidence that men on both sides of the debate saw this as a real possliility.
The second phase of Theopompus' attack on Harp& is his daim that he
was so taken with his porne that while her monuments stood spectacular and
completed for some time, he had taken no initiative to adorn the graves of men

who actuaIIy deserved some kind of monuments--namdy those who had fought
and died in CiIiaa on Alexander's behalf.And while Theopompus himseIf
considers this a step lower even than Harpalus' involvement with oni ice, he
implies that even those who thought nothing of his extravagant love for a

prostitute were shocked by this dereliction of duty on Harpalus' part. In the third
phase of his attack on Harpalus, Theopompus Iays out the Iast and worst of

HarpaIus' crimes with rhetorical flourish. Whereas the first of Harpalus' crimes
is reported to show how he offends the sensibilities of the virtuous individuaI

and the second those of the general popdation who may be more forgiving in

the manner of moral Iapses, the third of his crimes is presented as the worst
because it d&%erateIyoffends or insdts both the gods and Alexander himse.Er
W e should note that, as discussed in the section on prostitute names in Chapter Two,a name
codd be of significance to a hefaira,refIectii~geither her pretentions of grandeur (as we saw with
Herotim+Herors Honour) or an aspect of the profession (as with Aspasia-Wdcomkg).
w o n i c e is a quite elevated sounding name, meaning m
a
r
t Victory, and conher
depiction as a baseborn slave
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specifically his %onours' ( r i p a ~ )It. ~was a11bad enough for Harpalus to choose
a morally disreputable companion to spend his time with and for him to be

utterly derelict in his administrative duties but for him to honour an unworthy

pome with assimilation to the goddess Aphrodite was an act of
presumptuousness that called for dire punishment by the gods and by
Alexander, himself a worthy recipient of such honours. We may be tempted to
see this last accusation as yet another element of Theopompus' irrational attempt
to condemn Harpdus by any means possible, no matter how exaggerated or
unfounded. On top of aIl the other m o r a y cormpt and criminal activities of
Harpalus, he adds the further sensational detail that Pythionice was a whore so
common that she accepted the same price to submit to whoever propositioned

hereUSThe reality is, however, that we have all manner of corroborative ancient
evidence that he did in fact erect these monuments for his mistress. This is a very
important development because, just as the tradition that women of questionable

reputation were the models for

portraits led to the assumption that a

prostitute modeled for the nude depictions of Aphrodite, so here we have a
precedent whereby a prostitute has been raised not only to enjoy the IifestyIe of a

queen but has come to be considered worthy of assimilation to the goddess of
love. That the first element of this precedent was hereupon established is shown
by the fragment of the comic play of Philemon found in Athenaeus in which a

character states, likely to an ambitious courtesanu6: "you will be T e e n of
Babylon, shouId it chance to happen thus:/ you know about Pythionice and

mHower 1994: 259 argues that the precise meaning of this daim, despite the "highLy rhetorid
and hyperbobolic styIe", is that Harpalusract of erecting a deifjhg shrine to Pythio~ceAphrodite
belittled those monuments which were being erected to a deified AIexander. Although Flower
states that few schofars agree with this assessmentand new treatments of AIexander's deification
ignore this passage, the essay ofFox 1986: I18corroborateshis opinion,
=Cf. DaYidson 1994: IV-19 who concludes that according to the conventions of discourse on
prostitutes1a womanrscheapnessand bIafant vulgarity was advertised by her up hont charge of
a partidar fee This is shown, for exampie, by the evidence adduced for La% aged fdt horn
gIorgr she is no longer haughty and overpaid, she accepts the Iowest fees &om any and a11
petitioners and even takes the money right out of the cknt's hand ( ~ & & ~ t oPr
v riic x a p k 3h
Aczp$&n) [Epicrates, AnftXai3,3 &A, ap. Ath XIIL 57UBDIOdAsHenryl988=44sn*.

Harpalus" ( ~ a s i h&TJ~ ~BaBuk6voq,
~'
bo%m
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-/ 6 v IIuetoviqv o ? d a icai

rbv "Apndov) [I5 K-A ap. Ath. Xm. 595CI.
Turning to the other main contemporary source that gives us an account

of Harpdus and Pythionice, Python of Catana's satyr pIay theAgen, we find once

she is called a porne. The claim that she was deified as PythioniceAphrodite is also repeated here, aIthough it is not found specifically stated in any
of the late.sources. According to Snell, the pIay was produced in 326 B.C. during
the campaign in M a and the play was written for the celebration of the
D i ~ n y s i aThere
.~
is some confusion about the dating since Athenaeus states
before citing the fragments of the play that it was produced after Harpalus had
fled to the coast--i
c. 325/4. In any czse the infamy of Harpalus' activities
clearly had reached kand wide by this point. The emphasis in this portion of
the comedy is Hiupalus' pathetic obsession with his prostitute mistress, an
obsession which was likely emphasized to mark the difference between what
Alexander expected of himself as well as his officials-self control and
propriety-and what he was act~~alIy
getting from them? This accusation is
again that

W e r underhed by the name given to Harpdus, Pallides, which according to
Snell is a pun on Harpalusf name and means 'Son of Phallusf-an entirely fitting
name for a man overcome by his erotic obsession with c o ~ r t e s a n sThe
. ~ notion

that Harpalus had deified his Pythionice is expressed both outright by the poet's
description of him languishing despondedy beside "the famed shrine of the
~ as well as the parody in these lines of
whore" (.-.n6pvq~ i h t v b q v a 6 ...),

Sophodesf tragedy EIecfra in which Orestes, returning to his long lost home is
prompted to recognize his surroundings by his pedagogue who points out 'the
famed shrine of Hers'? Certainly the suggestion, however subtle, that the
-

-

=Snd 1 9 e 100
?Ms theme is atso found in Pltltarch's description of Alexander's disappointment in his men
who grew pdua[tp more enslaved to Iuxmious behavfour as his conquests brought more and
more wea1t.h. He apparently kied to show by his exampIe the proper mode of resfrahed
behaviourfbut tfris was for the most part to no avail [Alex 40419neII 1964: 104;but note Suttoa 1980: 96 who €divesthat the name Pallides is a pun on PaIIas
(Athem)-

is the observationof Gnlickm his notes to the I937Loeb franslaatin of Athenaeusf 211n.g.
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shrine to w o n i c e resembIed in some way a famous s e e to the F e r n of the

gods, was a serious criticism of Harpah' outage. It seems possible too that the
connection made between Haspalus and the eastern magi who offer to summon

up his lost mistress' sod was further proof of his utter abandonment of suitable
Macedonian/Greek self-comportment. In any case, there is no real
characterization of Pythionice as an individual in the fragments that remain and
the main focus of what we do have is to mock Harpalus.
We find fixther details about the grandeur of Harpalus' treatment of
Pythionice in some of the other brief accounts. In most of these Pythionice is
described as a hefaira but for the most part this is not a reflection of a positive

evaluation by the source- As was noted earlier, depending on the author's
outlook, the term Maira could be meant in an equally negative way as the term

p m e . This is dearly the case in Dicaearchus' moralistic attack on the extreme
vulgarity of the monument to Pythionice in Attica which HarpaIus had the
effiontexy to erect right dong side the Saaed Way at the point where the town
and Athena's temple first come into view. While Dicaearchus uses the term
hetaira to describe Pythionice, it is not meant to distinguish her among the ranks
of prostitutes as somehow set apart or specid; instead it simply refIects the

despicable nature of the entire trade of prostitution in which all women
involved, regardless of the often significant differences between the various
categories in terms of Lifestyle and expectations, are Iurnped into an equally
negative evaluation. The most shocking dement of the whole business is that the
monument surpasses all others in size, and presumably impressiveness, giving
the approaching traveler the impression that it must have been erected in praise

of a state hero or at the very least with the permission of the demos, when the
truth of the matter is that a renegade Macedonian, with no concern for the wishes
of the peopIe who actually Iive in the area and in particuIar how the identity of
the recipient of the monument might cause them shame, went ahead and defaced
the countryside with his ceIebration of k I o t r y it is trdy beyond comprehension.
An interesting dupIicate of sorb of thisstory is found m relation to the golden or

giIded statue of Phryne the courtesan, aecuted by Praxitdes and dedicated by

the people around Delphi [Alcetas, On the Dedicafory O p n g s at Delphi FGrH 405

FI ap. Ath. XIII. 59lBCl." The similarity to our st0ry comes in the reaction of the
Cynic philosopher Crates (or Diogenes) to the sight of the statue standing

midway between one of the Spartan king Archidamus and Philip, son of
Amyntas. The moralIy offended phiIosopher states that the image was a
dedication to "the Iadc of seIf control of the Greeks" (*G t 6 v rEhhfivov
&~pamuS)-once
again w e see how the discourse on morality of the day used

prostitution as a focus for many of its attacks.
We may keep in mind two important factors that could have influenced
Dicaearchus to present an exaggerated or excessively negative picture of events:

the first is that the author was both a prominent member of the Peripatetic school
of AristotIe and, apparently, an associate of Alexander's implacable enemy

C a ~ s a n d d the
~ ~ ;second consideration is that the moralist attack on Harpdus'
actions was also an indirect way of attacking the sinking morals of the Athenians
in general since the scandal had revealed that many top atizens had apparently

accepted his extravagant briies in return for supporting his cause before the
people. Whatever his personal biases may have been however, the amount of
corroborative evidence for this monument warns us not to dismiss such stories
simpIy because they sound fantastic and contrived according to the
philosophical and popular moral discussions of the day. Especially significant is
Pausmias' apparent eye-witness account of the monument to Pythionice. While

he was travening and writing a distant four centuries after the monument had

been erected, he states that the monument to her, surpassing other of the ancient
ones in size, beauty and noteworthiness, was still standing in Attica [I. 37,5].
f*GXventhe poss'biIity, discussed earIier, that PraxiteIes choice of Phryne as his model for the
Aphrodiie Anadyomene as weII as his relationship with the courtesan were details mvented after
the fact as both sensationd elements of his biography and as confirmation of trends m
pornographic discourse, it is interesting that this story shotdd gain popdarity in later fourth
century discourse on moraIity. Versions ofit are recorded m Aelian, VH DC,32; Pausanhs,DG 27;
PIutarch,Mor. #IA, and Diog-Laert, VL 60
"%skp 1966: 173. Thus*there is a presumed bias against AIexander and given that Harpaius,
even though he may have in the end Men from fnvour, was placed in a high position with a
great ded of power by AIexander the comection wodd have provfded fodder for criticism of
bothmen,
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Flower notes that the foundations of the monument and a plausible

reconstruction of it suggest that it echoed the design of the temple of Athena

Nike on the acropolis; these have been discussed by A. ScholI? This similarity

may confirm that this monument, as well as the one in Babylon at which
Python's comic magi promise to summon up Pythionice to comfort Harpdus,

was also a place of religious significance and represented Pythionice's
assimilation to Aphrodite at Athens. As Flower posits, this would have set a
powerful precedent, and evidently it did given that Demeeius Poliorcetes'
flatterers apparently erected shrines of an Aphrodite assimilated to two of his
favourite mistresses,'J4

Of further interest in our attempt to characterize Pythionice and to
evaluate her position is Pausanias' statement that Harpalus had "mamed"

(Eyqp~)Pythionice some time before his flight to Attica. He says that he did h i s

despite the fact that she "practiced the trade of the hetaka in both Athens and
C o ~ t h "(kratpoiiaav 66 &I

TE

'A&~LS uai h ~ o p i v e q ) .This is an interesting

suggestion, whether it contains any mth in the f o m d sense of the term 'to

marryr or not It provides us with confirmation of the fact that according to
conventional perceptions of Pausanis' day, it was believed that prostitutes, even
those who had a reputation for inddging in somewhat excessive commerce, had
insinuated themselves into formal marriage with important men. One added
complication is that we can not know if this evaluation represents an assumption
current in Pausanias' time or if it reflectslater &tiof what was perceived as
a Hdenistic practice. This latter suggestion seems quite pIausibIe given the
reputation of the age, and p d d a r I y its top repraenhtives, for having suffered
a decIine in moral standards.
The many extravagant honours bestowed on Pythio~ceby HarpaIus
aside, Plutarch offers an additional detail not found eIsewhere that suggests that
their relationship was of a more serious nature than a casuaI hired afhik. In his
LzJ2 of Phocim, PIutarch focuses on chronicling his subject's comktentIy virtuous
lsFIower1994: 259-60 m XS, U :&II
'Ulbid,p.260 withn2l

1995:254-268; on the recomtrttcb'onsee 259-
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behaviour and it is in this context that mention of HarpaIus comes up [21.2-22.
3J.Of all the many important men that Harpalus attempted to gain as supporters

via his bribes, Phocion was one of the very few whom he could not sway.
Ironically this virtuous bent seems not to have influenced Photion's son-in-Iaw,

Charides since Harpalus used his purchased idhence over him to achieve every

wish he had, including securing the erection of his monument for Pythionice.
Plutarch emphasizes the disgracefulness of the undertaking, likely hinting, as
Dicaearchus had done, at the shame which Charides allowed to come to Athens
for the sake of money, as well as the ignoble character of Charides who was both
corruptible by bribes and foul enough to cheat Harpdus by overcharging him for
the monument. PIutarch notes that based on his own impressions of the tomb,

which he daims was still visible in Hennus between Athens and Eleusis, it was
not worthy of the thirty talents charged by Qlarides. This wodd seem to be
significant evidence for the existence of the monument While the chronology of

Harpalus' activities at Athens seems somewhat compressed in Plutarch's
account, the interesting detail that he adds to the story is that Harpdus brought

his daughter by Pythionice with him to Athens on his flight from Babylon
Whether or not he arranged with Charides and Phoaon, in advance of his final
desperate flight to Crete, to have her kept at Athens and cared for by these men,
this is evidentIy what occurred.

Although it seems that having children was not unheard of for prostitutes
(Neaera was said to have brought her two sons and her daughter dong with her
when she came to Athens to live with Stephanus [[Dem.] 59. 38-91 and the
mention of generations of courtesans in a famiIy is recorded on a number of

exampIe Gnathaena was either the mother or grandmother of
Gnathaenion wachon, XVI, X M Gow] while Theodote is said to live in her

occasions-for

luxurious surroundings m thecompany of her maids and her mother D(en. Mm.

IE.11b one imagines that the rearlng of any offspring by the father would be the
exception rather than the de. In the case of Neaera, the concentration m his
attack on her orrSpring, male and female, by ApolIodorus occurs not because the
children are of interest of themselves but because they had been passed off as
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legitimate Athenians by Neaera and Stephanus and had to be cast back into their
proper station. Certainly the acknowIedgment of the younger Perides by his

father late in his life has been seen as an exceptionaI occuxrence, not only because
it violated his own citizenship laws but also because he was forced into such a
radicaI move by the death of his grown legitimate sons. Although we have no
conhimation of this detail about Harpalus' daughter from any other source, the

very fact that it is so unusual would seem to suggest that it was not
invented__especially in view of the fact that it s m e s no apparent purpose such
as blackening or brightening either Phodon or Harpalus' reputation. In addition,
the fkt that the supposed offspring was a female would likely not have inspired
much further comment from our male centered sources, partidarly if the
daughter was indeed respectably raised by Phodon; respectable women in
g m d were not considered a very worthwhile topic of investigation among
anaent Greek authors unless they did something that set them apart from the

norm of behaviour (namely, for the most part, something disreputable).
Therefore the possibility that he did indeed continue to rear such a daughter
reinforces just h o w seriously he apparently took his reIationship with the
c0Krtesan.

Our concluding remarks about Pythionice will reinforce once again the
difficulty in characterizing these women who were at once infamous and
popular subjects in a variety of souces. Despite the many accounts, we can say
littIe about Pythionlce as a person, precisely what types of things she did or
aspired to, beyond what can be S m e d horn the more detaiIed characterization
of HarpaIus. h most ways, Pythionice conforms to the stereotyped vision of the
prostitute that we have seen developing over the preceding coupIe of centuries:
she was oripindy a slave and not from Athens but in time she gravitated to

Athens where the most numerous and best of all courtesans went to achieve their
greatest success. h the same way that the trade at Athens attracted her attention
(or that of her owner) so did it attract the attention of HarpaIw-steeped as he
was in the ways of indulgence he wodd have known that Athens was the @ace
to look for the best h e f k a i in the Greek world. m e the exfremdy derogatory
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term pome was appIied to her on occasion as a way of sIandering Harpdus'
degeneracy, she is also called the "very famous/ most brilliant hetaira"
(bqm&m&q
kaipa) of her day at Athens pied. XW. 108.2-8].The notion, s e e n

before in the case of Neaera as well as in the anecdotal stories about La% and

Phryne in their youth, is that a woman who was once unknown, perhaps even a
sIave, could, by her beauty and a certain will of character, came out a reputation
for herself, eventually winning a man who was in a position to support her
materially, and in whatever other ways a devoted man might treat his lover-in
Pythionice's case this devotion lasted even beyond her death, no doubt a
development beyond either her or any hostile moralists' wildest expectations.
Unique aspects of Pythionice's success, or at least those that may have had
stirrings in earlier instances involving other women but perhaps had never
reached such heights, were two-fold. The first was Harpdus' consistent
k
to her while alive and the second the
provision of "royal gifts" ( B a d t ~ Gpa)
honours of a religious nature that she was granted after her death. WhiIe we
have seen many ways in which courtesans had been connected to Aphrodite,
including the specid shrines for Aphrodite Hetaira, her band of courtesan
supplicants at Corinth, and the various hefairai proposed as modds for Greek
artists' most famous depictions of the goddess, this assimilation of an actual
historical woman to the goddess and the notion that she had her own divine cult
is a seemingy unprecedented honour and evidenfiy an influential one.
5.GIvcera
AIso worth at Ieast brief mention is Harpdus' second Athenian mistress

GIycera, whom he summoned after the untimely death of Pythionice. This

woman is mentioned in both of the two main contemporary sources which
discussed Pythionice, the Ietters of Theopompus and the satyr play of
won-to

each of which the caveats mentioned above appIy-but not m the

other Iaier accounts which deal with Harpdus, except that of Diodotus.
According to Theopompus, Harpddtreatment of Glycera, whom he aIso calls a
pmeI was more m the same vein as what he had meted out for J?yWonice. He
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lavished the woman with gifts suitable for a F e e .not only in private but even
in his official capaaty and demanded that Alexander's subjects heat her as a

queen by crowning her when they aowned him, by addressing her as peen,
performing proskynesis to her and honouring her with the other
deservedly
being received by Alexander's mother and his wife [FGrH115 F254b ap. Ath.
wI.595DEl.Returning to Flower's observations on the significance of the divine

honours granied to Pythionice, he suggests that the force of the other gifts (zak
b p ~ a irefers~ ) back to the acts of

hailing a woman as basilissa and of
performing proskynesis before her.'* That these things should be appropriate to
AIeuander's mother and wife would, according to Flower, corroborate that
&z5

Alexander had by this time begun receiving official divine honours since in
Macedonia the onIy condition that would d o w for a mortal woman such as
OIympias to receive proskynesis would be if she were the mother of a god?& As
far as the slander of Harpdus goes in this passage, the outrages he is continuing

to perpetrate in his Iicentiousness dearly involve his usurping the homage of the
population for himself and his courtesan. It is as if he were undertaking to have

himself treated as another AIexander-it is no wonder that Diodoms claims that
HarpaIus was meanwhile sending benefactions to Athens so that he couId reIy
on a refuge in case his forhmes were reversed [I?. 1081 and that C W u s states
that Harpalus did not even consider awaiting Alexander's return but rather fled
before him since he despaired of any chance of pardon after aII he had done for

so Iong D(. I, 43-51.
In evaluating Glycera, who is characterized even more scantily than
w o n i c e , we may note once again that the term p m e is used to descriie her,
''SConhary to FIower's theory, Carney 1991: 158 posits that the rdationship between the honours
bestowed on Harpalus' courtesans and the practices of the Macedonian court should not b e
considered interdependent While she notes that these honours (in partiaxtar the title of basilissa
and the performance of prosIqmesis) may w d refer to Persian or Near Eastem comt practice
and may have become a mod& for the mgal trappings and titles of Iater Macedonian women, she
does not believe that the circumstancesor inspixation were m any way Macedonian.
'Wower 1994: 261. We should note that the practice of proskynesis was prevalent m Persia and
caused much ourage among Greeks and Macedonhs when Alexander attempted to introduce
the practice at his own coart For a good discusion of the inadents in the andent sources as well
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thus debasing her even huther than the connotations in the term hetaira wodd

have done. Although there is little background provided for her, the implication
is that she had an established practice at Athens-as

is the assumption for most

courtesans in both literary and historical accounts. In addition, the notion of

travel being a significant aspect of the hetaira UestyIe is confirmed by her long
journey to join Harpalus i
n Asia. Her treatment by Harpalus echoes that which

he gave Pythionice, although perhaps to a slightly lesser degree, and the same

observations apply about the poss&ilitythat the notoriety of these actions-even
ones which may have been elaborately embroidered--caused a shift in the
expectations of individual hetnirai as well as those who were the stock characters
as it were of male discourse on them. One interesting detail in relation to the

account of Glycera that differs from that of Pythionice is the suggestion in
Python's satyr play that the extravagant donations of grain to Athens by

Harpalus in fact belonged to Glycera. Whether the insinuation is no more than an
invention for the purpose of getting a laugh or if it represents a real action on

Glycera's part, the idea is conveyed that the prostitute used her own wealth to
provide assistance to her home town- Even if the main purpose was to give a

and H q a l u s at Athens should it become necessary, this is
another instance of a prostitutes' apparent consciousness of her ability to achieve
h e through some kind of philanthropic act. We saw a simiIar tradition grow
up around Phryne who was rumored to have offered to use some of her vast
wealth to rebuild the walls of Thebes which Alexander had destroyed if her
name were inscriied as the benefactor [Cahtratus, On Courtesans FGrH 348 F1
ap, Ath. MIT. 591~1." Similar is the motivation given by the hetaira ThaiS in
Plutarch's version for her wish to b u m down PersepoLis, namely that she and the
other Athenian women in Alexander's train shouId be known to have exacted a

surety for hers&

as schoIarship on them see Hamilton 1969: 150-53 c o m m e n on
~ 54.3-6, 'The Affair of the
Proskynesisf*
"%Jete that the fame of these women did persevere, Propertms writes about the wealth of Phryne
that couid have rebuilt Thebes' torn down walk ...pae deleas pohrif compurtere Tfiebus,/ Phryne
tam multkfizcrak t a v i t k (BookIL6 U.56).
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greater revenge on Persia for wrongs done by Xerxes than aII Greece's famous
admirals and generaIs [Alex.38.21.

In condusion, it seems that the important hetairai of the period of
Alexander's lifetime, the activities ascribed to them and their pIace in the
historical and literary genres of the day, were signiscant in both perpetuating the

already established elements of Greek pornographic discourse as w d as m
providing new and more astounding models for those that came after them.It is
important to note how integral prostitutes are to other genres of discourse at this
time, in particular popular morality and philosophic discussions on the effect of

luxury. These elements also played a part in evaluating the new poIitics of the
day, as can be seen in the biographical traditions and historical anecdotes about
Alexander's successors, to whom w e wiU turn in the next chapter.

CHAPTER5

I. Early Hellmistic Courtesans:

HiFforiM'i-y6 S t a b f Truth b Propaganda
me An tiaonid Successors: Demetrius I Poliorcetes
According to PIutarch, Demetrius was,m the matter of pleasure, reputed
to be by far the worst of alI the kings of his day. H e displayed this weakness of
character through a number of actions: he made light of the institution of
marriage by having many wives at one time and even sIighted these legitimately
married wives by showing no restraint whatever m consorting with many hefairai

and many freeborn women [Demetr. 14.2-31-Certainly in vying with the other
successors of Alexander for the dubious honour of having the greatest number of
mistresses, only Piolemy 11 surpassed him and kom the records that remain
extant, no others even came dose. We should note that although Antigonus

Monophthalmos was more properly a first generation successor of Alexander,
little remains in the sources to indicate that he had a particular interest inhefairk.
As a result we will mention him only in the context of the rather convoluted case

of the hetaira Demo who is variably called the mistress of Demetrius I and
Antigonus I or Antigonus II Gonatas.

PIutarch's Life of Dnnettfus is our longest and most detailed surviving
account of Demetrius and his work is influenced both by the sources that he
chose to use as well as by his own professed program in writing, namdy

biography. There are three main traditions which have been identified as having
Muenced the biographical tradition on Demetrius as we have it in PIutaxch.

These arr: the history of Hieronymos of ICardial* which favoured the Anfigonid
dynasty; an Athenian source that was hostiIe to Demehks on account of Athens'
subject status, and an Epirot source that favoured Demetriusf enemy Pynhos, the
king of Epirus. The mix of these three sources in Plutarch's account provides
some expIanation for the often contradictorycharacterization which he provides
f*~~cording
to HombIower 1981: esp. 14, Hieronymos has oftext been noted for his reliability
and honesty- Thusthematerid that can be traced back to him, primady the epitome m Diodoms,
Etas a c w an h o s t m~eIebrated
trtlstwoorthhs". dc aIso WehrIi. I96k24
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of Demetrius>*In addition we must note that Plutarch, while he provides a mine

of historical details, wanted primarily to provide a biography of a great man-a
biography that was composed for the most part of anecdotes and
apophthegmata. These were features not only of biographical writings but also,

notably, of writings on prostitutes. Certainly we find abundant examples in the
mass of hagments recorded by Athenaeus in Book X m of his D@nosophists, in
particular those of the comic poet Machon of Sicyon whose Chreiai ("Bright
Sayings"), from c. 250 BC, exemplify these features most clearly? Just as these
anecdotal stories in comedic genres give some cause for suspecting their
reliabiIity because of their apparent interchangeability, the same caution applies
to evaluating them when they appear in biographical works, despite the frequent

affinity of the genre, when focused on a king or politician, to political history.
According to Momigliano's study, one of the distinctive features of Hellenistic

biography in particular was the change from encomium and apology to "a

detached, slightly humorous account of events and opinions characterizing an
individual." This was in addition to the preservation of the typical dements of
biography throughout its history: elegant gossip, frivolous erudition, scholarly

zed and realism of details-m
i. Lamia
One of the primary dements in Plutarch's characterization of Dernefrius is

the contradiction m traits inherent in the personalities of the greatest men-those

who enjoy the greatest success also experience the most disastrous setbacks
because they have no moderation &them good or bad quaIities. On the negative
side of this exfreme character was Demefrius' attachment to luxurious living as
'
W I9W.~2s
-or a short explanation of the genre of Machon's writing and his dating e t c see Gow's
htroduction 1965: 3-32 Cf. also Davldson's 1997: 93 comments on Machon and the gave of
c b a in the HeIIenistic period, These types of works he regards on the whole as a popuIar new
nibgenre which f
d on the obscene wiEchns of hefairm'. Machon's book in parti& he
views as an ironic counteqart to the coIIectiom of phiIosophicaL anecdotes iike Xenophon's
M m O i r ~ sNote too that Demetdns' mistresses in pattidar seem to be a popular SUE$for
and Mania [fjcags- m,
XVI.
Machon who records anecdotes about Lamia [hags. XII,,
ISIMomigIianoI993 102-104
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manifested predominantly in his affairs with women (marriages, affairs and
abuses of free women (and boys) and engagements with hpfnirai).Apart from the
briefest mention of a number of other courtesans, generally no more than in a

simple naming, Plutarch's focus when it comes to Demetrius' individual hefairai
is on Lamia. It is a point of agreement in all the ancient sources that mention

Demetrius' courtesans that Lamia was his favourite mistress; in Plutarch she is
mentioned in five different chapters in the context of fourteen separate
anecdotes. Despite the apparent wealth of information provided, we find once
again that there is very littIe in the way of character definition for Lamia. Instead
most of the anecdotes about her are geared towards revealing a particular aspect

of Demetrius' o w n character-in most cases his shamdess Iack of self-c:ontrolin
matters of pleasure. We will approach the information provided by these various
anecdotes in the same manner as was applied to w o n i c e , namely by looking
at how the variables used to define the 'generic' hetaira (as discussed m Chapter
Two) stack up when applied to her individual case. In doing so we will
concentrate on PIutarch's rather Mer account, using the various other sources

which mention her to corroborate or supplement his portrait.
The duonoIogicaUy first piece of idonnation about Lamia provided by
Plutarch is that she was, before meeting Demehius, a member of PtoIemy I
Sotefs entourage [Demefr. 16-3-41.
He suggests that she was famous (x~ptB6q~os)

not in the erotic arts of the hetaira but as an mlefris (flutepiayer). As we saw
earIier, the connection between women who pIayed musicd instruments and the
prostitute's trade was virtualIy automatic in anaent Greece. This does not,
however, prove that she had also been a mistress of Soter since PIutarch goes out

of his way to emphasize that she was not at the time an established h e f a i ~ a . ~
Despite the Iack of evidence that Lamia was a prostitute before her engagement
with Dernetriusrthe influence of male d t u r a I perceptions of mmamied women

skilled in musicianship who spent time in the company of men was
-

---

-

-

-

'90gden's 1999: 241-242suggestion that Lamia, by virtue of her intimate connection with the
Egyptian kin& wodd have been fiee to reto Egypt with the rest of the courtiers whom
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overwhelming enough to Iabd her as such in virtualIy every ancient source that

mentions her. Given that Lamia was not reputed to have been a prostitute before
her affair with Demetrius and that she appears-at

remains-not

least horn the evidence that

to have been involved with any other men, we may notice a

relatively new development in the definition of Maikai at this time: that hefairai
involved with kings were noticeabIy monogamous. While we did note in the
context of dassical prostitution that some of the more prominent women of the
day were known for establishing exclusive relations with a specific man for as

long as such an arrangement remained lucrative, there is little suggestion that
they managed to engage one man and never found a need to move on to another.
Daniel Ogden notes that this apparent lack of promiscuity, although it was not a
hard and fast rule, was one of the distinctive features of the Hellenistic royal
courtesan-a feature that would have defined the woman as a 'non-courtesan'
outside of the royal context?
There are a number of other indications that Lamia was not the typical
hefaira of the sort that we have met up to this point, at least in so far as the
sources do not seem to have taken quite as many liberties in slandering her
reputation. If we look back to a comparison with Pythionice, the most-well
known precedent for the royal courtesan, we have no scandalous details of
Lamia's earlier life as a sIave pme during which she was engaged by one and alI
without discretion. Instead we find, in a fragment of the periegetem P01emon'~
recorded by Athenaeus, M e r positive evidence that Lamia was not a typical
prostitute: PoIemon states that Lamia was the daughter of €he Athenian
(presumabIy citizen) CIeanor and that she had b d t the stoa or art gallery at
Dernetrius magnanimous1y allowed to return home a.€tertheir capture seems to be &etching the
reIiaWtyof the connectionbetweenLamia and Soter a iittIe too EarW d , Zl6
-or a d-tion
of the genre known as pedegesis, of which Polemon was the e d e s t famous
proponent, see Habicht B85:2-3-ff. a h 144146 for a good description of the uncertain value to
h eg
-t
periof I d info~manfsand guides whose a i m was to make money, often by
iinpressing the ttav*
withwildy c 0 1 0 anecdotes
~
about particuIar man-ts.
-or a stmmmq of the works, character and dating of PoIemon see Lesky 1966: 780, where
PoIemon is described as a schoIar mtent of finding the truth iEuough carefur personal
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Sicyon a s a benefaction to the people [On the Painted Sfoa af Sicyon ap. Ath. Xm.

577C3. As Ogden notes, the naming of a father is both significant and

unusual-she

is one of only three royal-courtesans of the time to have a

patronymic listed-since

in the ancient world this g e n d y would have

indicated citizenship and perhaps also high birth.= How she came to be a
musician in PtoIemy's entourage and then a well-known courtesan can be

answered with no more than speculation but given the apparent prevalence of
interaction between important Athenians (or those who wished to become
important by joining the ranks of flatterers/courtiers of the various Hellenistic

kings) we might imagine that Lamia had been trained in musicianship and
brought to Alexandria by her father and that when she was captured by
Demetrius and managed to insinuate herself into his affections that she was
IabeIed an hetaira-and even in one case one among "those [infamous] whores"
(n6pvat k ~ i v a y of
) Demetrius B u t Dmetr. 24. 11. Such labels would have
served well to discredit Demetrius' taste in women as well as being a natural
assumption among Athenian male authors.
Also a clear possiility, however, given the definite hostile bias of many of

the sources on Demetrius, is that Lamia was in tact not a musiaan at all and that
the label of nulefriswas attached to her name in order to both undermine her
status as one of Demetrius' favourites as welI as to implicitly condemn
Demetrius for initiating such an attachment. Also significant in evaluating the
nature of Lamia's original status is that if she were in reality the legitimate
daughter of an Athenian citizen, there wouId be very IittIe precedent for a

soaaIIy acceptable education m musicianship. WhiIe things were undoubiedIy
changing in the Greek worId during the Hellenistic period with the gradual
mixing of oriental and European cuItures-according to Pomeroy there is
evidence for an at Ieast rudimentary education for girls in the traditional boy's
-

-

-

investigation in nearly aII Greek areas. It is also nofed that he was active at Alexandria horn 202
to I81 BC, makinghim rdativetydose m h e to the events in question,
Waden199% 285-246- We must also bear m mind however the possibility that, even if her father
was a citizen and even an important or weaIthy one, her mother was a foreigner or even a sIave

~

d
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athIefi~,music,and reading in some areas of the Greek world-it

is unlikely that the traditionaI expectation that women be educated in matters

which pertained to the protection of the household and nothing beyond this
would have changed much by this time.w In addition, as Marrou explains in his
study of education in antiqyity, music had gradually changed from the archaic

period and become elaborately technical, thus losing its place in typicaI boys'
education by the HeIIenistic age. It was professionals who took the place of a
population 'liberally educated' in music (and similarly in dancing as well),
professionals who were popular and w d paid but despised not only as people of
questionable morality but also as bamusoi-"trade~peopIe".~ Undoubtedly if

music and dancing, when mentioned in the context of women's participation,
had been traditionally assodated with prostitutes, the growing trend of
associating even male practitioners with questionable backgrounds and IifestyIes

wouId have further emphasized the non-respectable nature of being a musician.

It seems, from the emphasis in the sources on Lamia's skill in flute playing, that
the aim was to portray her in no uncertain terms as a professional. If this
representation reflects more than simply the hostility of the source, there can be

little confidence in assuming a respectable citizen birth for her.
Leaving aside the question of Lamia's precise origins, it is dear that there
was no dissension m the sources which remain about her being identified as a

prostitute. As noted in part above, she was on at Ieast two occasions c d e d a

pome [ D e -24.1; Phylarchus FGrH 81 F12 ap. Ath. XIV. 614F7,on numerous
others she is cded an mrlehis [Lynceus of Samos Bmrquef Letters ap. Ath. III. lOlE
and W.128B; Ath. Xm:- 577C;Machon XIII Gow; PIut. Dm&. 16.3; 27.41, and
and as the off%pringof such a union that she wouId have been exduded from the typicd lifestyle
of a citizendaugfikr.
*Pomxoy 1975: 74 on CIassid Athenian women's education; 136-137 on HelI-c
women's
education,
'S%MarroaI933 137-f41
Tt must be noted that in the caseof the second instance the context is exdwge of jibes between
the two successor kings apparently most hostile to one another-Demetdas and LysimachnsQearLy their disdain for one another codd have easily encouraged them or t h e comtiers to
embroiderr exaggerater or even invent s ~ o l ; l sdetaiIs to accompany their often humorous
danders*
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still others a hefaira plut. Demetr. 27.1; Ad. V H XII- 17;Clem, Profrept. TV. 481.

We may assume therefore, based on the apparent lack of conformity in Lamia's
characterization to the general definition of a prostitute, that there was a sort of
expansion within the category of the hetaira- This may refIect a swelling in ihe

numbers of heiairai as a resdt of the sheer popularity of the women (i.e. the ranks
were being filled by women who would not typically have been seen or have
seen themselves as prostitutes). From another perspective, this newIy atypical

category of women called hetairm' but not easily defined as prostitutes, may have
been a development spurred on by the style and organization of the courts of the
various newly established monarchs. Some of these were situated in the east and

thus likely were influenced by the customs of the previously established oriental
monarchies;as such they would nonethdess have been defined by Greek authors
using Greek terminoIogy- The notion that a typical eastern king had always had
a great supply of women availabIe horn his exdusive harem-many of whom
were in fact the daughters of important or at least ambitious families-may have
had some influence in the development of court organization. It B possibIe that
Greek authors would have seen this practice as involving women whom they
conventionally referred to as hetairai- This would not necessarily define them as
prostitutes in the sense that pomai were defined, but more as captivating women

whose goal it was to benefit (primarily finantidy) from engaging in sexual
reIations with powerfid men outside of the socially acceptable role for
'respectable' women of legitimate marriage and proaeation. The unusual

circumstances in the eastem, but in many ways still Greek, HeIIenistic scenario,
where the women aIso were apparently Greek, were in part that their
involvement with a partidm king did not, in so far a s the sources provide us
with any evidence, seem to confer any benefit on their fiudies. While it is not a

hard and fast d e , m particuIar m the case of a number of Demeb5usrmistresses,
the possibility &ts
that the M&a in the new context of HeiIenistic royaIty
represented at times a woman of reasonably respectable birth engaged in an
exdusive rdationship with a king who might never move on to purme other
attachments(aswould tend to be one of the more concrete aspects which defines
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prostitution in general)?' Thus, although Lamia's presence in the train of
Ptolemy I's navy presents the slight posstbility that she had been his mistress, it

seems equally possible that the extent of Lamia's practising of the hefaira trade as
it were was her involvement with Demetrius.

Unfortunately there are no clear cut answers regarding any of the
courtesans in our study, a problem which is the result in part of the sparseness of
sources and of their often questionable reliabfIity. There are a number of aspects

to Lamia's characterization which might contradict the above theory that
perhaps she was not in fact a prostitute. The first is PIutarch's statement that she

was one among a number of 'well-known/ infamousr prostitutes [Demetr. 24-11

and secondly there is the fact that her name is quite suited to a hetaira of the
professional variety-according to Gow's commentary on Machon's Chreiai,
Lamia is approximately translated as 'Vampire"."' In connection to the name we
find that one of the prostitutes in another famous hefaira anecdote (involving
Themistodes and his prostitute-drawn chariot) is also named Lamia, giving the
impression that the name was a common one for prostitutes [Idommeus ap Ath.
XIII. 576C=FGrH 338 F4'67. In addition, Pape and Bensder's Iist of the name in
their prosopographical dictionary of Greek proper names gives a great number
of occurrences of the name Lamia in ancient sources, only a single one of which
could be taken as refixring to a 'respectabler woman rather than our hefaira?
None of these factors can, however, be used to define Lamia conclusiveIy as a
'Wote Ogden's 1999: 216-217attempt to set forth crit&a which may have differentiated royalcourtesans from non-royal ones and the problems with creating a paradigm for either category.
1965: 94. cf. OCD III 81Zr where Lamia is expIained as a mythologid nwsery mom bogey
who snatchedaway Mdren.
may keep m mind here that this Idommeus of tampsacus appears to have been something
of an unreliable and sensationalistic source given Cooper's discussion of his part m the
devdopment of the tradition that Hypereides, Iike most orators and demagogues, had an
unhealthy obsession with prostitutes. His typecasting of politiaans m generai as these types of
characters should cause suspicion m evahating such anecdotes. CL above, Chapter Three-O f
course the observation that Canda was a typical hefairuname holds true regardIess of the veraaty
of thep d & anecdote
lapape and Bensder 1959: 767 no. 4; d Osbome and Byrne (edk.) 199k 279 s.v+Aapia no, 3=IG i?
11941.ff. aIso Ogd& 1999: 249-250 commen€son the name Lamia about which he agrees €hat
despite the occunence among r e s p d I e women in Boeotiarit was primariIy a name adapted to
theWzikprof=-on.

'we
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prostitute since the accusation that she was a pome, an aulebis, or even a hetaira
couId very well be the exaggerated slander of a hostile source and the name
Lamia is just as IikeIy to be a nickname as a real name. It may weII replace a

different birth name, perhaps even a more respectable sounding one. The
practice of assuming or being given a nickname appropriate to the trade was
apparently quite commonpIace among hefuiruk Phryne is said originally to have
been called by the noble sounding name of Mnesarete [Aristogeiton, Against

Phryne ap. A t . . Xm. 591E],while Aspasia of Phocaea was originally called Milto
[Xenophanes, ap. Ath. XIU. 576D],and Mania apparently exerted a great effort to
have her childhood name of Melitta lapse from general use wachon, XW Gow].
If the sources, determined to attack Demetrius for his obsessive involvement
with women and Iwcurious banquets of the sort that prostitutes would be
expected to be in attendance, desired to find a suitabIe nickname for her Lamia
would certainly have been an effettive one. More likely than this rather htastic
scenario however, is that Lamia herself was aware of the allure of the hefaira, as
exemplified by the most successful women who had preceded her, and based on

Lhis she chose the name Lamia as a manner of identifying herself and giving
herseIf further appeal. If PIutarch's statement that she was already famous as a
flute pIayer before she had taken up with Demetrius is accurate then her choice
of name was Iikely already well established--or else we would likely have an
instance of another name for her cited somewhere in the sources, as we do for

many other famous courtesans.
Another significant aspect of Lamia's biography is the divine honours
which she and her f d o w courtesan Leaena were apparently granted by the
Athenians. While such actions-namely
('%&veds")

the dedication of temples to the mmenai

of the Macedonian king-were

to become almost comrnonpIace

during the HelIenistic period, whether bestowed on the f i g s themseLvesrtheir

Iegitimate wives and childrenr or even impoaant members of their court, the
phenomenon was still reIativdy new at this point- The major precedents that
existed were honours granted to Alexander and those reputed to have been

bestowed on Pythionice by HarpaIus. As such it is important to note how such
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historical incidents, even when involving prostitutes, seem to have had a

profbund impact on the shape of Iater events; evidently the precedents provided

by the lives of earlier hefairai, keeping in mind the innuence on them by the
incorporation of various dements found in pornographic discourse (fictional and
historical), did in fact influence the expectations of these women and their
evaluation by their male commentators. This aspect of evaluation is partidarly
important here in the case of Lamia because we find that two of the major
sources (those found in PIu€arch's Life and the fragments recorded by Athenaeus)
that report the honours given her are based on the accounts of authors both
hostile to the still relatively new monarchical government at Athens and given to
a moralidng agenda?
The predominant authors of these types of negative anecdotes Iikely made
up what was noted earlier as the hostile Athenian strand of the biographical
hadition on the Antigonid dynasty. Included among these authors whom we can
identify are the tragic and moralizing historian Duris of Samos and Demochares,
the anti-Macedonian orator (and relative of the quintessential opponent of
Macedonian expansion Demosthenes). Although Duris does not specifically
describe the inadents involving temples for Aphrodite Lamia and Aphrodite
Leama, he goes into detail recounting the hymn composed in honour of
Dernetrius as the divine son of Poseidon and Aphrodite. Given the strong
resemblance of passages in PIutarch which aim to characterize Demetrius as a
slave to excess and iwcury to the fragmentsof Duris' history, in addition to his
recognized disdain for flatterers and his noted fondness for the use of courtesan
anecdotes to exempIify moral degradation,'" there seems Iittle doubt that his
history contributed to those portions of Demetriusrbiography which deaIt with
IbS~
additiond
n
significant source for the existence of such a temple to Aphrodite Lamia is found
m a fragment of Polemon's On The Pained Padr in Sicyon where it is the Thebans rather than the
U m i a n s who dedicate the temple m their d f e to fIatter t e r D e m [hg-I5Preller ap Ath
VL 253BI. Given that PoIemon was mvoIved ht writingLiterature based on persod investigation,
there is a possibility that he either saw the tempIe which had been so dedicated or eIse that he
was shown a temple and fold the I d tradition that it had been dedicated on behalf of one of
Demetriusf ~ e s s e s ICn this case w e have no way of t&g the biases if any of tfie original

sourceorreport
'66WehE 196& 26; Kebric I97E55-60
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hefairai. NotabIe as well is the apparent naturaI connection in Greek writing on

the hetairni and the parasifoi/kOtukes; according to Davidson these two categories
of individuals were presented as counterparts to one another, particularly in
comic Literature like Machon's ChreiaL1" Returning to the reported identification
made by #heflatterers between Demetrius and Poseidon, the significance Iies in

the fact that Demetrius himself had promoted his comection to Poseidon, at least
since his naval victory at Cyprus in 306 B.C.-when

he is supposed to have
acquired Lamia--by using depictions of Poseidon on one side and himself on the
other of some of his coinage:67

Clearly, the successfd flatterer, a category of individuals who were
quickly prolifmting at this time (Athenaeus devotes a great deal of the sixth
Book of his Deipnosophists to desa+bing their activities and the attacks on them
by various prominent authors) would have gauged the potential success of his
flatteries by the disposition of the reapient. It would seem then quite likely that

Demetrius, just as much as he promoted his connection to Poseidon, would not
have been adverse to encouraging his assoaation to Aphrodite through his

apparently wd-pubIicized relations with all manner of women. Although the
hostility of various writers to the practice of extreme flattery of powerful men
codd have led to exaggeration and even invention of ever more shocking
instances of such activitiesr the prominence of the practice in such a great
number of contemporary sources shows that it was in fict a realify of the times.
Perhaps Demetrius' indecent activities in the back rooms of the Parthenon are
not so much slander to be dismissed automatically as they might first appear.
CertainIy we may keep in mind that he was, according to Phylarchus (FGrH 81
F12 ap Ath. MV. 614EF), renowned as "one fond of jesting" (qdhydq); the
comedic atmosphere, notably quite coarse and d g a r , surrounding many of the
anecdotes invoIving him and his mistresses is very dear and seems to confirm
'66oavidson199E 93
wehrli l968: see coin plates b e e n l92-3and Appendice N m t i c p e 2 Demetrios, 2 3 2 4
Notably, such an assumption had been made by a prominent Macedonian general before
Deme-y
"White" Ueittts m 32312 BC after the battfe against the Athenians at Amorgus.
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this characterization (cf. Machon, Xm Gow). We should aIso note that there are
additional stories descriiing the deification of Dernetrius' legitimate 'first' wife

(this is not a certain fact but when kings were polygamous it is often assumed
that the mother of the heir is to be considered the chief wife) PhiIa: in a comic
fragment of Alexis' Crafeias a symposiast calls for Libations to be poured to
Antigonus and Demetrius, the Saviour gods, and to Aphrodite Phila [I16 K-Aap.
Ath. VI. 254A]and in a fragment of Dionysius' Onomasticon the dairn is made
that 'those around Adeimantus of Lampsacus' (perhaps the same one named as a
parasite of Demetxius who also received divine honours-see below) set up
statues and a temple for Aphrodite P M a as well as naming the location
PhiIaeum [ap Ath. VL 255C].

If we accept that such honours were being granted, apparently on quite a
grand scale, to Demetrius, his father'@and wife, and certain of his (likely chief)
c o d e r s , the subsequent step of granting divine honours to his apparently
favourite representatives of Aphrodite (despite the fact that they had earned the
reputation of being hetaira0 may not have been as shocking as the opponents of
these acts would have us believe*Demochares states that Demeew himself was

appalled by the depths to which the Athdans

had sunk when they went so far

as to honour not just him but his parasites and hefairm' as well [FGrH 75 F1 ap.
Ath.

VI. 252F-253B]. This could clearly be a rhetorical flourish aimed at

convincing his audience ofFst how disgraceful the Athenians had become rather

than a fadual report of DemeMus' actual readion ta the actions. In view of the
probabiIity that the term parasites, used to desaibe the men connected to

Demetrius before whom the Athenian population apparently abased themselves,
is a misinterpretation of at Ieast some of these officials' actual roIes at the court,
we may once again stress the poss~'biEtythat the women so honoured had a
P1txtarchrMwc 338Ar states &at he '?hadhiindf publicly named Poseidon and
a trident'?
( n ~ ~ t &&qpp&Oq
iv
mirpiarvw &p6p~t.)
T o r a good discussionof the Hdenistic d e r d t in connection with the Antigonids and the
Greeks see Billows 1990: 233-36. The Antigonids were apparendy the first Iiving men after
AIecander to receive extensive honours horn &e GteeksI Iikeiy as a r e d t of their official
propaganda by which they represented hemsefves as the restorers and protectors of Greek
autonomy.
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status and role not precisely defined by the derogatory

Greek concept of the

heiaim as prostitute?

Whether it has any significance for the status of Lamia at Demetrius'
court, there are a number of details reIating to her which are strikingly similar to
those about PhiIa. There is, of course, the dedication of temples and other
honours in the joint name of Aphrodite and each of the women mentioned
above. Another detail is that like Phila, whom Demetrius had mamed on his
father's advice despite the disparity in their ages, Lamia was said to have
captivated Demetrius for the long term in spite of the f a that she was "already

past her prime" (6611 napqqtamia~)[Plut. Demefr. 27. 4, cf. 16. 3 where
Demetrius is descriied as "by far younger than her" (xoki, veckepov kaufi31.
Plutarch states that because of her father Antipater and because she had been

married to Craterus whom the Macedonians respected,Demetrius held her in the
greatest esteem and honour of all his wives-certainly it was his son Antigonus
by her who became Dernetrius' heir. Ironicallyr Plutarch goes on in the very same
chapter to describe how lightly Demetrius took his marriages and how he
lighted Phila by engaging many hetuirai and fiee born women [Dm&. 14-2-31.
Given the fact that according to at Ieast one (unfortunately unidentified) source
in Athenaeus, Xm. 577C,Demetrius had a daughter by Lamia and named her

PhiIa, there is little doubt that Dernetrius did not fed much in the way of
loyalty-at

least not in terms of respect for her position-to

his wife Phila. And

'68See the brief discussion above (p. 83). In our case here the derisive terxxts &oh("flatterer") and
pmasifos ("parasite") are applied to c o d e r s who were officidy known as ph7ui ("fiends") of
the king and heId signiscant administrative positions. For a summary of the ranking of the
various groups attached to the royaI PtoIemaic court (and likely other Macedonian based
kingdoms) see Fraser I972102-103.Of the five groups anked, the one known as oi cpixor was
fourth and formed a 'privy council' of the king. So Demetrius' ctose assodate O x y h m k , who is
recorded travelling to negotiate with other rulers in an ofEiaal capacity as Demetrius'
representative (Diodorus. 21. IS), as weIL as being appanmtly hdd up as an example of the h e
qrraIify of fiends at his court by Demetzb himdf (Phylarchus, FGrH 81 R2 ap. A& XIV. 61is sIandered dong with Bttrichus and Adehmntus as one of the king's kotukh for whom the
Athenian popdation had disgraced themsdves by making altars and shrines, pouring Iibations
and chantingpaeans to. Undoubtedly, the bitterness of Demo&ares, a proponent of democracy
who found himseIf now a kings d i e & , influenced his evaluation of the circumstances,
especiaIIy m view of the apparent ease with which many Athenians seemed to be accepting this
new position m the formof attempting to outdo one another with gross htkries of the n& mler
(asseen not onIy herebut throughontPIutar&s Lzjk ufDemefrk).
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of course, from Lamia's perspective it may have been something of a coup to

have achieved such a lasting place in Demetrius' affectiom that the choice of

such a name wodd be ac~eptable.~
As far as the other criteria that seem to have been part of defining a hefmyu
in the various genres of ancient Greek pornographic discourse we h d that

Lamia was renowned not only for her beauty and charm-which, unusually, she

maintained even in her later years @?Iut.Demetr. 16. 4]ln-but she also possessed
that sharp, and often subtly coarse, wit for which the greatest hefairai of the
preceding period were renowned. This feature appears to have remained
prominent for the most part among the Athenian hetairai, at least when the
anecdotal accounts of Athenian women involved with Demetrius are compared
with those told of the courtesans of other kings. The majority of such anecdotes
are to +befound in Athenaeus who was particularly interested in such scandal-

rich and s ~ o ustories;
s
he records in particular those fkagments of Machon's
Chreiai which dispiay this wit. Gow notes that despite Machon's incorporation of
more public figures into his comedic writings than was the custom at this time in
New Comedy, the concentration was nonetheless still on figures drawn from the
demimonde: courtesans, gourmands, and parasites. Even where powerfd
poIitiaans are drawn into the discussion, these men are usually the jokers or
protagonists wMe the affect of their sharp wit on their subordinate victims is
-

-

* The statement that Lamia and Demetrius had a daughter together comes in the context of a
listing of prominent men who were either said to be the sons of prostitutes or to have had
children by such women. A source is cited for both the anecdote befote this one (Carystius'
history) and after (Polemon) but whether this one beIongs to one of these two authors is
indeterminabIe Ogden 1999: 262 citing the anecdote about Phila's temple, statues and namesake
town which was dismssed above, mentions the possibiIity that the P M a here mentioned could be
Demetdd daughter by Lamia rather than his wife PhiIa Given that the predse woman is not
s p d e d and there is no other corroboratingevidence for this daughter while the comic hgment
of Neds seems to allude to Phila the wife, I would not push this identihtion Additionally, we
may consider that this divine assodation of Phila had some intIuence on the subsequent (?)
to fie SeIeudd Antiochus, of Stratonice,
quident divine association, when she was
daughterof Phila and Demetrbr,with Aphrodik in SmymeMacurdy 193282 ating Syaf 990.
W e &odd remember, m the context of pornographic discoursehow often older prostitutes are
reviIed and despised, even once Earnous women like Lak and Gnathaem are mocked merdesdy
once they have passed the pomt when they can no Ionger a t h a a wealthy lovers Fpicrates, Anfri
Lnts ap.Ath MIL 570BD says that m her old age Lafs is now "tamed" (n8am6S); Machon XVI IL
30041calls Grtathaenaa "a perfiect c o ~ "
sop*],

"

(e
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where the humour is drawn from." This change m the focus of comedy during
the early H & H c period is a very important development since it would have
influenced pornographic discourse on a much wider spectrum than just within
comedy.
Certainly this change of focus would seem to have encouraged the

development of the sort of literature being written by men like Lynceus of

Samos. His Banquet Letfers would have been historical to the extent that they

were accounts of actual evenmuch as Lamia's banquet in honour of Demetrius
[apeAth.

lOlE; ISL 128AB; PIut. Demetr. 27. 21-but more than likely the

demand for scandalous and gossipy details would have exerted a powerful
infIuence on the shape given to the events witnessed. Intestingly, Lynceus is
given by Gow as the most probable source for Machon's tales about hetairai,"
thus showing how these anecdotal stories passed back and forth between genres.
Also influential would have been the debates raging in phiIosophy and popular
morality at this time1" in which these figures of the demimonde played an
important part as representatives of the baser side of men's character. As noted
above this concentration on moraI evaluation was an important aspect of
Plutarch's biographicaI account of Demetrius and it is Iikely that at Ieast in part,
he used Duris of Samos and his brother Lynceus as sources? Both Duris and

Lynceus were contemporaries of Demetrius and although they were writing in
quite diverse genres-Duris a' 'tragic' history and Lynceus "inconsequentiaI
chatter" about a range of Me's p1easuredn-each of them was noted for the

prominence of courtesans m their accounts+
It is in relation to this popularity of hefuira conversation or witticisms that
we meet some of Demetrius' other mistresses, aIthough none are characterized

nearly as fully as Lamia-at least in the context of describing their rdationship to
Demetrius. AIso m connection with his other mistresses we meet one of the
%ow l965: 19

%*m

w4Asnoted eartierm Elower's dismsianof Theopompus' momkingpassages, d.n I29above

'75Ke6rir l97E58; for Dnds'background see esp. 1-9
='%id, 518,20
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distinctive differences which apparently distinguished these Athenian hefnirai
born their 'royal courtesan' (as Ogden calls them) counterparts at other earIy

HelIenMc courts, namely how much more doseIy they fit the paradigm or
construct of the hetaira which was developed in the classical period. There are

two,possl%Iythree, other mistresses connected with Demetrius who were said io
be Athenian women; these included Leaena, Mania, and Demo (if this woman
was not one and the same as Mania, a s Plutarch suggests, 27.4). Leaena, while
she may have been important enough at Demefxius' court to inspire the Athenian
flatterers, has next to nothing said about her to fill out her characterization. We
have already discussed the various probIems surrounding the possibility of her
divine honours in the section on Lamia above. CurrentIy aII that can be said
about Leaena is that, like Lamia, she possessed a name which was apparently
quite popular among courtesans, it means "Lionesst r .177
ii. Mania MeEttal

Mania on the other hand receives quite a MI charaderkation, especially
in the matter of her distinguishing sharp wit. Mania in particular seems to

resembIe more dosdy the top hetairui of the earIier period than the exclusive
royal mistresses of her own day. In addition to her relations with Demetrius

[PIut. Dm&. 27.45; Ptolerny of Megalopolis, Hi;sfmksof Philopafor ap. A h . MII.

578A;Machon XV U. 226-30, Gowl, she is said to have been involved with two
famous Olympic victors-the pancratiasts Leontiscus and Antenor Machon XV

1I. 218-25,Gowl-as weII as being hired out for symposia at which an unspecified
number of men were intimate with her Machon XIV 11.199-210, Gow;XV U. 23157,GowI. It is noticeabIe that although other hefairai were at times slandered for
being involved with an excessive number of clients (as Theopompus accused
Pythionice), the abundance of details m these anecdotes about Mania is quite
extraordinary. Unf~rtunateI..,
the consideabIe c o ~ o surrounding
n
her name
IikeLy amounts to an increase in the possibiIity-already common it seems m
mOn the popuIarity of ttds and other names for M M drawnh m the a n h a I kingdom see Gow
196593where he also ah, for the ~
*
o hfmce
d ofLeaena LG? ii/iii ID60 .
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hefaira anecdotes in general-that some of these stories were simply popdar for
their amusement value and were not in fad specific to a partidar courtesan. A

case in point is the exchange of abuse between Mania and Gnathaena recorded in

hagment XN of Machon; the same scenario is recorded in a fragment of
Lynceus' Rnninkcmces, only this time the abusive remarks are exchanged

between Phryne and Gnathaena [=A&. XUI. 584CDI. It is interesting that a hetuira
such as Mania who appears to have had more in common with famous
courtesans like Gnathaena (who, despite her great popularity in the sources, was

the lover of a famous comic poet and even some insignificant men but never

anyone in a position of ultimate power) managed to initiate an affair with
Demetrius. Ogden aptly concludes, in relation to the confusion over attributing

anecdotes to spedfic courtesans and in paftidar these Athenian ones involved
with Demetrius, that the world described by the sources is "an idealized and

largely confected [one] in which all the courtesan 'names' couId be associated
with above alI Demetrius...and after [him] any number of famous Athenians of
the early Hellenistic period"?
iii. Demo Mania1

Another fador that leads to confusion in this case is that the appellation
Mania was a nickname that came to be so popular that the courtesan's real name
MeIitta fell out of use. Further, a hetaira that may or may not be the same as this
Melitta/Mania is called Demo by Plutarch and described as having the 'surname'
Mania (fi ~ K & U P Mavia)
~
[Dmefr. 27.41. It is impossible to sort out the
identity of these women based on their names and it is made even more d i E d t
by the apparent popdarity of the name Demo among hefairai.As we saw earlier
m &apt- two, it was already a common prostitute name in the archaic period. It
may be that the content and tone of the witty anecdotes that PIutarch teUs of
Demo suited so well the accounts that he had of Mania that he assumed them to
be one and the same person. PIufarch mentions this Demo again, 24.1, along
Wgden 1999: 234. W e shotdd note also that a rehtionshipbetween the famous Ghathaena and
Demebksis vagudy impIled m the very Iatefictid Ietters ofAlciphron (4.16)-
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with Lamia, Chrysis, and Anticyra, aIl of whom he categorizes as the pomai with
whom Demetrius reveIed in his lodgings at the Parthenon, defying decency in
the presence of the virgin goddess. While not alI the names of the courtesans are

repeated we also find this anecdote in a comic fkagment of the contemporary

poet Philippides [25 K-A ap Plut. Dm&. 26. 41 as well as much Iater in the
Christian writer Clement of Alexandria's attack on the deification of mortal men

by pagans. In Clement's account the Athenians are ridiculed for having
proclaimed Dernetrius a god, a man who, since he could not consummate his

maxriage to Athena herself, brought Lamia into the goddess' bridal chamber to

take the her place [Exhwfatiun to the Greeks N.481.
Although Chrysis and Anticyra are for us no more than names, an
interesting if confused story is told of the courtesan Demo. Athenaeus records
two contradictory fragments about whose lover Demo was. The first, from the
history of Ptolemy of Megalopolis, states that Demo was the lover of Antigonus
(whether Monophthalmos, the father, or Gonatas, the son, is not suppIied) who
bore him a son named Alcyoneus [FGrH 161F4 ap A t h MII. 578AI. Noteworthy
is the fact that we have only small fragmentary remains of this historian but he is

renowned for the scandalous nature of his writing.'7P This AIcyoneus is

mentioned by Plutarch in his Life of Pywhus, 34.34, as the son of Antigonus II
Gonatas, but no indication is given of his motheis identity. If we assume that
Ptolemy's reference is correct it would seem to indicate that the reputation of a
woman who bore a king a M d , whether she was cded his hetaira or his pallacis

did not preclude that child pIaying some kind of role in his or her father's official
poIicy. This suggestion is corroborated by the instances of theMdren of some of
the other HeIIenbtic kings whose mothers were reputed to have been courtesans:
Ptolemy I had three children, Leontiscus, Lagus and Eirene, by Thds
(CIeitarchus, FGrH 137FII ap. Ath. MII. 576E;JustinXV. 2,7); PtoIemy Physchon
had a son Apion by either Eireneflthaca or another paelex=paflakis (Josephus,
%WaIJxdfs 1957:VoL I30 ;Vol II33 commentson Poffiius' use of Ptolemy as a source
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Againsf Apion 2.5; Diodorus, 33.13; Justin, 39-52));and Eumenes III may have

been the son of Eumenes II's 'Iyre-pIaying concubine' (Justin,36.4,6; Eutropius,

IV. 20):"

We will discuss this possibility further in the section on the early

Ptolemies. Ogden argues that this Alcyoneus was even, up until the birth of

Demehius II Aetolicus, the designated heir of Antigonus II!L"
The contradictory version of the story of Demo is more detailed in some

ways but far more frustrating. The source for the account is cited by Athenaeus
as the Histories of Heradeides Lembos [FHGiii. 168 F4 ap Ath. MII. 578A81 who
wrote under the sixth Ptolemy but may have used the closely contemporary
second century B.C. Diadochai by Sotion of Alexandria."

According to this

version, Demo was in fact Demetrius' mistress, as apparently confirmed by her
mention in Plutarch's Life (if Demo-Mania is m fact one person), but his father

Antigonus "fell madly in love with herfr(fi h ~ a v i i v a t )In
. the icmomorijyus("The

Sky-Man"), IS, of Lucian, although it is a very late source, we may have a
confirmation of sorts of this story: the character Menippus daims that whilst
flying above the earth he observed "Antigonus committing adultery with the
wife of his sort"('~vziyovovp o t p ~ o v r aTOG vioG i v yuvailca).Presumably, if it is
based on the same story that we have here, the son is Demetrius and the woman
Demo. However, this is not stated outright and given the number of wives
Dernefxius had it could conceivably have been referring to an affairwith any one
of them? In the course of some &own
circumstances in which Demetrius
q e s e citations are &om Ogden's 1999: 232-237notes on the discussion of possible o£@ring of
Heknbtic kings and their courtesan mistresses, specifically notes 11,13, and 14' 252-3. Ogden
gives further possibilities but they do not concernus here at this point.
wlIbid,233 with n 2Itr=ting Plutarch, p V n h 34 and Diogenes hertius IV. 412and VIL 36,253.
Also noteworthy are the other biographical details about (H)AIcyoneus cited here by Ogdenr he
was educated by a distinguished Stoic-Persaeus; he was an important generaI m his father
Gonatas' army; after his death he had an extravagant a n n d festival instituted m his honour. For
Ogden's account of the possbIities for coditsion m the literary traditions on Demo hers& see
247-241966: 690
*We should keep m mind that these are mere specdations and it is jitst as poss~ible~
when
recalling the h e of Antigonus and Demehms' amiable relations, that this storg was invented
either to disaedit the kuthof their unmd doseness and that Demetrius' p h e t l o d fondness
for women, wfves and otherwise, provided a good starting point for the creation of a feud
between the two.
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and his friend -emis

jointIy "committed aimesff( m v ~ ~ a p a p & v o vof
~a)

some sort and Oxythemis had Demo's maids tortured to death, Antigonus
punished Oxythemis for his adions by having him put to death We are given no
indication of what these crimes may have been but the vague content of the

anecdote implies that the crimes and punishment of Demetriusrfriendfwho was,
based on the number of times his name occurs in the sources, a close and
important associate of Demetrius, were connected with the affair by Antigonus

with his son's mistress. All we can speculate is that the story sprang up as
anecdotal confirmation in Demetrius' biographical tradition of the man's

extremes when it came to women. Perhaps the fact that he would conspire in

perpetrating some kind of aimes in retaliation to his father's theft of his mistress
is meant to show just how desperately obsessed with love affairs Demetrius
was-to go so far when he and his father enjoyed such a close and reputedly
respectful relationship. What the detaiIs were surrounding Oxythemis'

punishment and the exact nature of the crimes he committed will remain a

mystery given the state of our sources but it seems more probable than not that
there were some kind of poIitical reasons behind it involving more than just a

spat over a hetnira.

In conclusion, while Demetrius' fondness for women and the fame of his
involvement in particular with hefairai have given the Antigonid dynasty the
reputation of prominence in courtesan history (Ogden notes the possibIe

relationships between Iater Antigo~dsand courtesans as well as the apparent
prominence of the offspring born them), there is not a great deal in the way of

hard and fast evidence for an especially powetful or MuentiaIposition for these
women in affairs of state The onIy direct identification of a child who went on to
enjoy a powerful position is AIcyoneus yet the confusion surrounding the
identity of his mother prevents us from drawing any signiscantcondusions born
the story. In addition, the short mention of the Samian courtesan Myrrhine, to
whom NicoIaiis of Damascus daims that Demetrius "made her a partner in his
royal estate excepting the diadem" ( E ~ o roG Sta~pa~og
~orvcuvbvd x f~l ~
$a&aq)
[FGrH90F90 ap. Ath Xm. 593A1,seems b show that the benefits that
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he confined on his mistresses in general did not include any official recognition
of their position in terms of the political hierarchy. Even though it seems dear
that certain of the mistresses of Dernehius received his favour in terms of
financial benefits, we may note that the clearest instance of this type of success
for the royal courtesans has its reliability brought into question first by the
distinct tone of a hostile bias from the source as well as by the clearly anecdotal
qu&ty of the story as exemplified by its interchangeability. The story occurs in
Plutarch's Oem6us and involves his hasty leveling of an exorbitant amount of
money from the Athenian population as though for some important state
expense o d y to have it passed to Lamia and her fellow courtesans to buy soap
and perfume with [27.1-21.While ArsinoE 11is said to have received the revenue
horn a small city from her husband PtoIemy Philadelphus to cover the cost of her
unguents and personal adornment, a daily amount of one silver
the
fabled wealth of Egypt and the precedents for luxury among royalty wouId have
made this more understandable in the circumstances. At one moment Plutarch
states that this action was by far the most distressing to the Athenians of a.U the
things that Demetrius had done to them and their aty, as a result of the shame it
caused them-presumably to have come to the point where their integrity meant
nothing as compared to the It.umies of prostitutes. He then goes on, directly
following this accusation, to say that other sources daim instead that this was
done to the Thessalians rather than the Athenians. The kerneI of truth as it were
behind the anecdote is Iikdy that Demetrius was resented by any number of
subject cities for usurping their wealth for his own purposes, while the notion
that he made a habit of using those funds to support the luxuries of prostitutes is
a fitting moral criticism with which to emphasize the in@tice done to those who
had suffered the treatment.

mP~meroy1985: 14, d.h45 Y7: the source of this infomation is Diodorus, L 52,X Ogden 1999:
I29 (dn. 74 for source h€bnnation,mainly insaipti0na.I.)aIso notes the generosity of Anfiochus
II toward his divorced wife Lao&=, to whom he sold for a nominaI smn, lands at BabyIaa and
Borsippa, relieved them of taxation Hid granted her the revenues so that she might maintain
haselflalcidlty-
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It seems dear however, that whatever the moral and political biases of the
somces, Athens remained strongly under the influence of Greek pornographic
discourse and thus also it is Likely that hefairai themselves remained a prominent

feature of the Athenian landscape. The notion that the Hellenistic period was an
age of unusud decadence and moral decay, exemplified prominen~yby

the

greatest men of the day, probably refIecs reality as well as the influence of

tradition and social perceptions. It may also rdect some of the more pronounced
limitations on political commentary (brought about by the new structure of
kingdoms with absolute d e r s ) forthe literati who wrote the important works of
the times. One of the most noticeable developments in the characterization of

hetairai themselves is the gradual distinction whereby the courtesans of royafty

began to be distinguished &om even their most famous earlier counterparts. This

change becomes even more well defined when we turn from Athens to
investigate the activities and status of courtesans at the early Hellenistic court of
AIexandria-itself the city which would come to replace Athens as the artistic
and intelIeduaI center of the wideIy expanded Greek world.

Ptolemm'c Successors
I, Ptolemv I Sot- Thai3

PtoIemy Lagou, one of Alexander's foremost Macedonian generals,
founded the Ptolemaic dynasty in Egypt-a dynasty that ruled this kingdom for

the entire Hellenistic period; indeed, it was the collapse of the Egyptian kingdom
upon the death of Cleopatra W in 30 B.C. that has come to define the terminal
date of the era. Ptolemy's adfvities are important because they set the tone for

the court founded at Alexandria as well as providing precedents for his own
successors (just as Alexander had done). The ptecedent which he set in relation
to affairs with courtesans is an important one since he is une@vocally named in
a variety of sources as the father of three children by the well-known Athenian

hefaira Thdis. The significant factor is that these children were apparently
recognized by Ptolemy-whether
uncertain-and

simply acknowledged or legitimized is

they seem to have had an official roIe in his governing policy.

Reconstructing the &onoIogy of events that led to such prominence for Th&

is

a more complicated matter- Apart from the record of her children's names and

their acknowledged royal paternity, there is onIy one major incident recorded in

T h e ' own biographicd tradition-her involvement in the firing of the palace at

PersepoIis by AIexander m 330 B.C. Even this incident does not in most vemions
connect her with Ptolemy and her part in the proceedings rdates to an evaluation
of AIexandefs character without any reference (as we might have expected) to

an erotic attachment-There is a general consensus in scholarsship on AIexander
that the details of the event are greatIy sensationalized in the sources and some
important early sch01ars even dismissed Thdis' involvementas sheer invention?=

We shaII look at the detaiIs of the accounts with a view once again to
determining not ody how pornographic discourse pIayed a roIe m shaping the

story but aIso just how accurately Thaij can be defined as a prostitute- It wiII be

?runt 1976: 5I4-516; on the invention of Thai-s'roIe by hostiIe sources see Tam 1948: 48 and
Hamxmnd 1983: 85
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important as well to evaluate any significant differences between her role as an

Athenian courtesan and as the mistress of an Egyptian king.
The Persepolis incident evinces a number of quite important divergences

within the source tradition, from attributing to Thak the position of chief
instigator of the firing to giving her no part at all. Interestingly, her connetion
with PtoIemy at this early stage is not established in any of the main sources

except the late Lifi? of Alexander by Plutarch, whose original source for this

pariidar piece of information we cannot determine with certainty. The earliest
traceable sources for the firing are curiously contradictory: Athenaeus records

the statement of the contemporary historian CIeitarchus that "she was
responsible for setting fire to the palace at Persepolis" (ai6as y n r o p b q ~TOG
ipxprlfivat T& kv nep~m6hE1.
Pa&za;

FGrH 137RI ap. A h MII. 576E).M a n

on the other hand, often considered reliable because of his extensive use of the
contemporary works of participants in the recounted events (nameIy Ptolemy
himself and the historian Aristoboulus), is silent about anyone but Alexander
precipitating the firing. He states additiondy that he was advised against it by

his general Parmenio rather than goaded on to it [Anab. m.18,ilJ. Regarding the
supposed romantic/sexuaI connection between Ptolemy and T h e , even the
contemporary Cleitarchus, on whom many of the Iater sources that mention
Tha& may very well be based, does not mention any such relationship-at Ieast
in the form that Athenaeus preserves i t DirectIy following the CIeitarchan
kagment Athenaeus, MII. 576E, states that after Alexander's death, she "was
married" (&yapf@q)to PtoIemy. It is not dear, but the source for this information
about Thak may be the Cmmmtmies of Ptolemy Vm Euergetes It which are cited
m connection to the fkagment right after it--a late but presumably well-informed
source, FGrH 234 F4. Apart from this brief statement and the irtsaiptiond
evidence mentioning their offspring, PIukuch aIso connects her to Ptolemy,
calling her "Thara woman of Attic birth, the hefai?a of PtoIemy who later
became king" (8aiq iII~otpafouroc ~ ~ ~ ~ ~5stepov
o L kctipa,
v z yo b ~o ~
'Am* Alex. 38.1).
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Athenaeus is done in making the suggestion that ThaS was the hefaira of

Nexander himself; this is very mely an assumption based on nothing more than

his own inference. While Athenaeus impIies that she was engaged in relations
with PtoIemy-and

significantly he speaks of legitimate marriagmnly*a

her

reIationship with Alexander ended as a resuIt of his death, we may safely

question the reliability of this interpretation. This is because the ages of
PtoIPmy's and Th&'

children, who are mentioned here in Athenaeus and
elsewhere,have been roughly calculated to show that a relationship between the
two would necessarily have been under way before Alexander's death, and even
likely by the time of the firing>" In addition, Plutarch's statement implies that
the reIationship was initiated before Ptolemy became king of Egypt Although
Th&' presence at one of Alexander's banquets may have caused Athenaeus to
assume that there was a relationship between them, it is more reasonable to
assume that she was there mixing with the foremost generds because of her
attachment to Ptolemy. Her presence and supposed influence over Alexander
could still be an effective tool for criticising Alexander but any personal
connection between them is unsupportable. Evidently, it seems that it is not
amiss to doubt the validity of a source, even where another account appears to
back it up.
One subject upon which all the extant sources seem to agree is the fact that
Th& was (or at least had at some point been) a hetaira. As is common in many
cases where a variety of sources descnie a particular woman, the terminoIogy
varies as does the meaning of a parfidar term in the context; thus it is d E d t
to say precisely whether ThaYs had ever been involved in commercial
prostitution. Diodorus and Curtius imply that she was one of the many women
accompanying the m y ' s train in Asia (i.e. hefaifair panakaz' and slavefcaptive
women among others)-the former calIing her simpIy a hefka, 17.72,2, the
Iafferdesmiing her more M y as one of the "women whom it ceaainIy wouId
not be an abomination to violate, seeing as how they were concubines
Tam 1948 Appendix 18 324, ating for evidence of the son's ages Dittenberger, SyfZ? 314 and
fastin XVc 2,7.
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accustomed to Living with armed men more licentiously than is fitting"

(fmzinae..., nun quidem quas violme nefas essef, qulppe pelices licmtius quam decebtzr

cum amato uivere assuefae)and as an "a drunken whore" (ebriumscorfum), V. 7,24. Curtius' history has had its reliability c d e d into question for its blatant

conforming to the hostile tradition concerning Alexander in which the king's
innate character flaw allows him eventually to succumb to wickedness and
megdomania? The account of events involving Th&

strives to characterize

Alexander as utterly lacking in seIf-control and as a man with an inherent love
for luxury and excess-ironically both qualities are emphatically denied in
accounts sympathetic to Alexander. The depths to which he has sunk are evinced

by his mindless acquiescence to the whims of the drunken whore, the criticism
being that this military leader, capable of every briIIiant feat of tactics and
planning, should out of the weakness of drunkmess and love of Battery, behave
completely without foresight. As we have seen so many times in accounts
involving great men and courtesans, the woman receives no more than a

stereotyped characterization-she is drunken and entirely without the feminine
virtue of sophrosynp-meant only to eIucidate fbrther the critical evaluation of
the man.

Diodorus' version of the inadent is quite similar in the chronological
order of events to that of Curtius, yet the characterization of AIexander and the

evaluation of his behaviour are less blatantly hostile. Rather than representing
AIexander's inappropriate devotion to debauchery, the bangueting and drinking
are presented as justified activities after a long bout of campaigning and
victorious battIes; there seems to be very little negative moral judgment here. The

hetaira Thais is described as having made the initid suggestion that the
achievements of the Persiansbe destroyedbut this soonerupts into a damour by
Mexandefs c o m p a ~ o mwho themsdves give the nobie reasoning that firing
-

mbid 1948: 47-8
-or an d e n t discussionof the Greek concept of sophrosyne as the dhte f m e virtue
see North I9T: 35-48, TeIkgIy, the greatest aspeck of this multi-faceted virtue as North caUs it,
are Qtdet, inconspicuous behavior, obedience and chastity. AIl of theser we have seen, are
antithetiad to the qualiries that define thek f a h -
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wouId be appropriate retniution for the outrages perpetrated by the Persians
against Greek temples in the Persian wars. The satisfied tone of Diodonts in this

passage reveals his bias in favour of Greek interests and Likely also explains the
absence of the subseqyent regret of AIexander over his actions which is found in

the other accounts. Once again we can see the extent to which the biases of an
author can shape his narrative-in

Ulis case through his selection of sources.
Diodoms likely chose sources that reflected Alexander's official panheuenic
propaganda and also that praised him for it.
Regarding T h a , IittIe is added to what we already know of her but
Diodorusf note, 17.72,6; 2, that this hefaira was a "female atizen... whose origin
was Atticfr(yuvi( noktnq... ' A m ~ q6k rb yhog), reinforces his apparent Greek bias
even though he is not overtly positive in his attitude towards prostitution. As we
noted earlier, free Greek and specifically Athenian birth was apparently at times
indicative of special status for hefairai. UnfortmateIy we can give no partidars
of what this special status may have entailed in terms of benefits to the woman
case, nothing is said about a specific man to whom Thab may have
and, in
been attached. If we assume that she was in fact Ptolemy's mistress at this time
but that it was simply not mentioned in this version, we codd infer that her
supposed citizen status and whatever qualities it entaiIed attracted the attention
of a particularly high-ranking general and that the attraction was strong enough
to maintain a lasting reIationship that saw the production of at Ieast three
children. There is no question, though, of her portrayal as a hetaira, to whatever
extent this was a positive evaluation in the case of Diodoms, as opposed to a
respectable woman since her presence at a banquet in the midst of heavy
drinking and maIe company would have sufficiently defined her as
~uch~-particuIarIym accounts written from the Greek point of view. One final
important detail, and perhaps the most conaete one, that the story provides us
with is the collfirmation of the fact that prostitutes (who could have been Mabai,
%ApoIIodooms, h providing proof of Neaera's identity as a prostitute, mentiow repeatedIy
how she drank wine m the company of me!r+as was the custom of any h&&a [ @ h x t J 59.24; 28;
33;481.
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pallakai, captured slave women or transientp m i attracted to fo11owing the camp
as it passed through their vilIages) were indeed a part of the army's train?"

This

same pidure of typical army makeup and organization is also found in
P1utarch's account of the incident, to which we will turnpresently.
Plutarch's (Atex.38) version of the Persepolis incident dispIays dements of

the strands found in both Curtius and Diodom. Relating to the conclusions
reached above for the nature of the Macedo~anarmy's composition, Plutarch

records that Thdis, both to flatter and amuse Alexander, made a speech in which

she referred to the long hardships she had endured wandering over Asia. We

may assume that hefairni were indeed among the camp followers and that the
motivation behind their attendance, despite the hazards, was the profits they
hoped to share with their lovers upon the distribution of booty at victorious
battles. Very likely, the most common aspect of the relationships formed on
campaign was their transitory n a t u r ~ v e n
in the, apparently numerous,cases
where children were produced? If this abandonment at the end of the conflict
happened even in r a w cases such as legitimate marriages to IocaI women of
noble fimdies, as may have been the case with all but one of the wives from the
mass weddings at Susa (namely SeIeucus and ~parna)l*,the IikeIihood that
relationships with prostitutes and concubines were terminated is even stronger.
W o t only is this contIrmed as a practice popdar m the east in g a a a l [see Montserrat 2996: 31
on the commonness of this practice m Egypt1 but we find precedents m accounts of Greek battIes
as w& In Alexis of Samos' Smnkm A m k , FGrH 539 FZ ap. Ath. Xm, 572F, we find the anecdotal
story that the Athenian prostitutes who accompanied Perides army on the siege of Samos
dedicated some sort of monument to Aphrodite 'In the Reeds' with the profits they had raised
from their seductions. Xenophon, Anah IV. 3.19, mentions that the many hefainn' in the camp of
the Ten Thousand joined in celebrating the favouabIe sacrifices undertaken right before the
battlePIutarchrst i , uf Eumems, the Argyraspides are said to have betrayed their own commander
Eumenes to the enemy Antigonus over the return of their baggage without which they chimed it
was not worth to IiM out theif oId age after all the fighting and hardships they had endured [I?.
1-2;18.11. Apart from booty they had won, this baggage is oukightsaid to mdude their grmarkes
("wives/wornenJ') and no dottbtchiIdren as weIL
-den
199% 119. It should be noted, however, that it is not certain whether Sel.euctfs retained
Apama after AIexander's death or simply renewed the relationship when he became satrap of
Babylonia in 320 B C Ih addition, as far as conaefe evidence goes, ody Craterus among
Alexander's officers is known to have repudiated his barbarian wife, Amestrb, and he did so
only afterproviding her with a new husband, Dianpsiosof Hetadea Pontica, Memnon*FGrH 434
m 5 le4=E%ot BibL 224
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Thus, the fad that Tfiak, after managing to estabbh herseIf exdusively with

PtoIemy and bearing him three children, was presurnabIy taken to Egypt after
Alexander's death along with her children is an unusud coup.
Returning to the specifics of the Persepolis incident, PIutarch places fdI

responsibility for the exhortation to bum the palace on Th&, while at the same
time noting that the reasoning was in its& noble and just. In this case it seems
that the positive evaluation of the burning by Greek sources (as a irf%uteto
Alexander's concern with avenging the wrongs done to them) influenced
Plutarch, but the negative portrayal of the fad of its instigation by a prostitute is
also present. We cannot know whese the attachment of the story to the courtesan
originated but given the plausibility of the true motivation being a poIitical
statement by Alexander to the newly subjugated PersiansN3(a scenario which
Plutarch dudes to as one of the other stories in circulation, Alex. 38.4), the fact
that he later abandoned this tack in favourof presenting himself as the legitimate
successor to the Persian throne and as a rightful Pmim king may have spurred
those Greeks and Macedonians who resented this change of heart to attn'bute the

motivating force behind the adion to a disreputable source, thereby criticizing
Alexander. It is easy to see how a hostile source would have madmized the
v s d i t y of its criticism by attributing the inspiration for the action to a hefaira,
thus playing on the fear of the cormptibiIity of powerfd men by women and of
the possibility of such women (indeed arty women) Muencing important
p0Iitica.I decision-making. The reality of any such influence is more than a bttfe
doubthd but it certainly exercised the imaginations of a.U kinds of Greek authors
and partidarIy a good number of the historians of the D i a d o c h ~ iIn
. ~any case,
-runt

1976:Appendix 10 514516.

=As was noted earlier, the fear of prostitutes' itmate ability to m e & havoc on male society was
not restricted to Greek cultures. Montsenat 1996: 114115states that such kars e@y exercised
the imaginations of eady Egyptians,ating as evidence thepopuIar Demotic stozy-cycle of Setre,
a son of Ritmesses II, and the nightmatish Tabubn who extracts from him a deed for aIL his
material possesions and Ieave fm his chitdren to be murdered m retum for sex. It seems possibIe
that the growing prevaIence in Greek accounts of Haenistic politics of connections between
courtesans and kings was Muenced by the t t a d i t i d fear that eastem d t m e s were natrnalIy
corntptibIe by womeh TMs likdy combined with a fear inspired by the growingsignificanceof
women in a m o w c h i d government A perception of an increase of Muence among even
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PIutarch's description of Thdis is dearly not favourable: he states that although
the speech she uttered befitted the character of her native country-Athwit

was "rather more lofty than proper for one like her" (namely a hefaira) (pdrova

66 6 K ~ T 'aCrfiv, Alex. 38.1-2). Thus in a somewhat contradictory manner this
version manages to praise those elements of the firing which reflected a
favourable motive of revenge for Greeks while at the same time criticking
AIexmder for having to rely on the exhortations of a woman. This criticism is

further intensified by the fact that the woman was a prostitute. Although, as an
Athenian, she was rightly inspired by patriotism, her lifestyle in the company of
soldiers and drinking, far fiom the duties in the home of a respectable woman,
nonethdess defined her as disreputable.

An important innovation found in Plutarch's version of the story, as we
have mentioned above, is his statement that Th& was the hetaira of Ptolemy, the
one who later ruled as king. Here we have a corroborative piece of evidence for

the involvement between the two starting while the Macedonian army was stilI

on the campaign trail in Asia. If this is the case, it is IikeIy that, similar to other

royal mistresses, she wodd have conducted a monogamous affair with Ptolemy
over a relatively extensive period. In any case, we have few instances dearly
attributable to our specific courtesan, beyond Athenaeus' uncorroborated

statement that she was the mistress of Alexander, that she had any other Iover(s).
We should note here that there me in fabthree brief mentions of a Th& in other
contexts horn anaent literature-a pIay of Menander, lost but for the title Thai3
and a scattered fragment of speech, and two anecdotes from (possibly)
Aristodemus' L u d i m s Memoirs in which Thai$' witty speech to "a swaggering

Iover" ( c k h ~ i v&paari(q) and another about a particuIarIy smelly Iover are
recorded [ A h Xm. 585DEl. These instances d o w us to enterfzhtwo u n i p e
-

-

legitimately respectabIe women sucIt as the kings wives and his mother was bound to lead to
exaggerated reports of the concurrent irtMtration into positions of influence of dangerous
women-ine@tima€e comtptive prostitutes. lh either case the cdtidsm was against women
stepping outside their proper sphere into areas which righffdly were tEte sok concem of men
and the criticism gained even more force and effectiveness if the women were themselves as
prostitutes aIready one step outside the proper bounds of fkminine beEtaviour. CIedy, this is the
desired efEed ofthe presentcriticbnIwdedagainstThak.
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scenarios about the life of this courtesan. The first is the possibility that these

generic anecdotesm may have been pIaced in the mouth of Th&, and/or that the
play was named for her without necessarily displaying any specific historical
factuality, because she had gained a parfidarly spectacular reputation. In W
scenario, the fame of the historical Th& would have made her name a by-word
for the clever or audaaous prostitute. Conversely, it remains possible too

(although this seems quite remote) that here we have proof that Th& did indeed
engage in the typical promiscuity of the Athenian commercial hetaira in her Iife
before she so engaged Piolemy. In either case her notoriety is affirmed.

The fact that Th&'

children are shown to have been brought to Egypt and

even to have played active miIitary and political roles makes it quite Iikely that

she too went to Egypt with him in 323 B.C. Although their two sons seem not to
have had daims to the succession after Piolemy's death, they were, nevertheless,
not abandoned or hidden away as nameless nothoi. TraditionalIy, the eldest son

of a Macedonian noble received the family name.= The fact that Piolemy's son
by T h e was named Lagus would appear to have some significance in this
context since it would mean that the son of a hetaira who was presumably not

Iegitimately married was in hct considered legitimate by Ptolemy. The question
of whether any such legitimacy was recognized later on in the context of
~eIIingLy,the joke about the lover who s m d s Like a goat--an animd considered to be
characteristidymdodorotts and lustful-is told with a slight Mliation in connection to Phryne
directly foIIowingour witty response of ThaS.
=Ogden 1999: 69 Also notable, though perhaps not entirely accurate, is Macmdy's 1932: 102
observation that the PtoIemies did not give the dynastic name to illegitimate children. We have at
Ieast one possible instance m Athenaeus where an illegitimate son goes by the name PtoIem~the
PtoIemy who commanded the guard at Ephents and who was accompanied to his death by his
faiW hefaim Eirene is said in GuIick's note on the passage to be the son of PtoIemy II and a
concubine (the citation appears m Athenaets, Xm. 593Al3, between fragments of NicoIaiis of
Damascus, FGrH 90 WO and Phylarchus, FGrH 8Z F24, leaving the exact source uncertain)).
GuIick fidher directs the reader to BevanFsHouse of S e l a r m 1902 L 174 for more detailed
information, Ogden fbrther notes that there is a great deal of confusion over the identity of this
son, known -0usIy
as 'TtoIemy the Son" or "PbIemy of Ephesus"- He may be the same
PfoIemy as the one h d described as Philaddphus' coregent m papyri fiom 267-59 BC a s we?I
as the one described as the governor of Ephestxs. If these identifications are correct he is,
according to Ogden, '*surely the ddest son of PhiIadeIphns and AninoG I" who, after being
named crown-pricerrevolted fiom his father and was dispatchd It was Bouch&Lectercqwho
dissociated the two PtoIemy's and conjectured that ~EE one at Ephesns was a bastard son by a
co-79-80
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Egyptian royalty has resuhed m various daims by Hellenistic s c h o l d but it
does seem unlikely in view of the apparent ineIigibility of these eIdest sons for
the kingship. Perhaps their legitimacy was recognized in the context of PtoTemy
as a Macedonian general but once he assumed the role as king of Egypt and

founder of a dynasty and chose PtoIemy as the dynastic name, the significance of

the name Lagus feU away. Even so, the apparent position of Leontiscus, the
second son, as a military/navaI officer at the battle of Salamis against Demetrius
I Poliorcetes in 306 [Justin,15-27]and the marriage of Eirene to the Cypriot king
Eunostus of Soli at an uncertain date [(?)PtoI.VIU Euerg. 11ap. Ath. Xm. 576El

which was more than likely an arrangement that reflected political
considerations both give aedence to the notion that Thai$ and her children held
some kind of favoured position at PtoIemy's court.
The final important question is why Thdis was not mentioned in that
detailed account of the Persepolis incident which was apparently based on
Ptolemy's own history, that of Arrian. We can do no more than speculate, but the
possibility exists that if Thalss' reputation as a hetaira was so definitively
established, Ptolerny wouId not have wished to bring up her participation m any
events while they had been on the campaign trail, thereby exposing her
reputation to further suspiaon. In addition, noting that Ptolemy wrote his
history late in his Life at a time when he would have been sorting out the

the steps he
apparently took in giving an account to the people about his unusual choice of

complications surrounding the naming of his heir-namely

his youngest rather than eldest son to succeed him [Justin, 16.2,n-it

would

have been unwise to bring to mind other potential rivals as wd.
As noted earlier, there existed two traditions that influenced the
deveIopment of AIexander's b i u a~ hostiIe one and a positive or apoIogetic one.
PtoIemy, deriving the legitimacy of his daim to Egypt from his signiscant
position in AIexanderrs hierarchy of officiaIs, was a representative of this
'% noted by Ogden 1999: 69: according to ElIis 1994: the children were 'probably not
Iegithhd' h
t the union that produced them had a quasi-IegaI status; the daughter Eirene is
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apologetic strand and thus wouId have been interested in countering the hostile
accounts of Alexander as a drunken despot These qualities were likely
contradicted by emphasis on Alexander's military genius, his great self-controlin

they food, drink, or sexual), and his unstinting
generosity with his hiends, alI of which we saw in the earlier evaluation of
source material on Alexander (Chapter Four). The notion that Alexander had

a i l matters of appetite (be

been influenced to an action by his drunkenness and the exhortations of a

woman, whether she was the mistress of Ptolemy himself or a notorious camp
foIIowing prostitute, would have been seen as a black mark on Alexander's
reputation and thus have required revision. This presumably would not have

been a diffidt task for Ptolemy, nor would it have come as a surprise to his
readers since, at least in so far as we can judge from the use made of his writing

by M a n , the overwhelming focus of the work was on military and political
events-leaving littie space for such sensational or personal details as relations
with women. From this observation we might assume that Ptolemy was less
infiuenced by the trend towards biography and its anecdotal style than many of
the other authors who wrote about this period. Whether the account as we have
it in Arrian represents the truth as seen by a direct participant or a cover-up by a
sympathetic source is uncertain. It should be kept in mind that even in Man's
account Alexander is not portrayed entireIy favourably since he is shown to have
rejected the competent advice of one of his Ieading generals. Nevertheless, it is
certainly not as damaging as those stories in which Alexander was hopelessly
drunken (with the result that he became prey to any wiId suggestion set forward)
and surrounded by a mob of rowdy prostitutes. The very existence of so many
possiiilities shows how ciiEicuIt it can be to evaluate the truth behind a story,
espeady where contradidory versions abound.
We may conclude in evaluating the status and position of Th& that
although there is IiWe reIiabIe evidence for her Iife before she took up with
PtoIerny, she would very likely have set aside the e1eme.t of promiscuity
said by Pomeroy I984 to have been Ie&itimatebut by Bou&&Wercq 1903-7to have been a
bastard-
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involved in being a commercial hetaira mfavour of maintainingthe bendits of an
excIusive relationship with a very powerful man. The emphasis in almost all the

sources on her Athenian or Attic birth could perhaps represent a false portrayal
of her as a M i r a m but whatever the respectable cpaIity of her life at Athens may
have been, her attendance of the army's hainin Asia as well as of the celebratory
banquets of soldiers-even though the fact that they were the top nobles and

generals would have put her in a class above many of the other women 'in the
baggage' as they called it-would have quiddy dispelled any such appearances.
Whatever the truth may have been and despite the virtual unanimity of the
sources regarding her profession and character, there seems IittIe doubt that
becoming a mistress to such a powerful man (and perhaps she was still his
mistress when he became king) changed her life dramaticdy. The fact that
Ptolerny acknowledged the paternity of his children by Thak may represent his
esteem for her in spite of her background or perhaps her own adherence to the
lifestyle of a respectable woman-in all but name a wifer if an insignificant one.
This latter scenario seems quite plauslile given the fact that like any respectable
Greek woman she fades into proper obscurity once she is well established with
PtoIemy. We may be seeing here once again the profound influence of
pornographic discourse on the shape of an account and evaluation of an
historicd individual. At Ieast a striking1y similar scenario is played out in one of

the hefaira plays of Menanderrthe PenXeiromene (or Closely Cropped Locks). Here
the hetaira GIycera, the concubine of a soldier, is proven to b e a citizen
abandoned at bisth and thus qyaEed for a Iepitimate marriage. Her marriage is

arranged at once between he.newfound f a t k and her erstwhile lovmr whiIe
she, once outspoken and independentrfades into the dent background?
It seems clear that evert if this nomind legitimacy would have deared her
reputation, as would meIy have been necessary in order for her daughter's
%dC 2 6
-or a p d evaIuation of the outcome for the condine in h i s pIay see Konstan 1982 W.See
also I34 where Konstan qyotes the a d h t observation of Nicole Loranx that upon her
e w rtheAthariangirl "eam~the right bbe
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reputation to be pristine enough to warrant a royal marriage, it did not make her
a peen as was suggested by at Ieast one early sd.lqIa.on the subjectemIn this

respect Th&

is less notorious than a number of grand courtesans who had

preceded her (partidarly F'ythionice and Glycera) as weII as some that followed

her (such as Ptolemy N Philopator's Agathodea). Yet the example set by
Ptolemy's 'official' use of the childrenproduced by their union was not followed
by his direct successor, even though he was the most notorious courtesan user of
the long lasting PtoIemaic dynasty and, for that matter, of all the successor
dynasties. The primary difference would seem to lie in the respective reputations
both of the two kings themselves (Soter being renowned primarily as a military
man while Philadelphus was described as "amorous" (hpcondd [Theocritus,
XIV. 61D as welI as of the women with whom the two were involved. We will
compIete the present investigation of Hellenistic courtesans by discussing the
hefakiziof this second Ptolemy.
Pfolemv II Philadebhus
PtoIemy II Philadelphus, who ruled from 282-46 B.C., although he had a

reputation for womanizing, nonethdess appears to have dispIayed a great deaI
of competence in ruling Egypt, a notion contrary to the assumed prerequisites for
kingship in the anaent Greek world. Of course this applied especially to the
exploitation of the country for the benefit of royaIty, a governing policy at which
he was extremely effective, in partidar through his institution of one of the
most extensive taxation systems ever seen in the anaent worId? This excellence
in administration would seem to mitigate the impression that certain sources
give that Ptolemy 11was incapable of any activity but pIeasure seeking PtoI. Vm

Euerg. II FGrH 234 F4 and Polybius XIV. 11.1 ap. Ath. MIL 5 7 m . Neveaheess

the fact that the entire administration functioned for the soIe purpose of
--

Wcht 1932: 343-4. Here he calls T h e "the &st splendid star in the heaven of Greek
prostitutes...[ who was] one of the many hetubtzi who misused the power d their beauty m
politid a f h h - " The notion that Thai%became PtoIemy's queen is refpied by the utter lack of
mvoIvement in the S U C C ~ Rdeckions of Pbiemy by their two sons who were dearly the eldest
ofhis 1 2 c h i l k
2mGraIltI98244

enriching the royal family and those upon whom they chose to confer benefits

( m a y the Greek and Macedonian population of Alexandria) leaves Iiffle doubt
that there was an excess of affluence at the Ptolemaic court which codd, in turn,

have led to the types of indulgences that are repeatedly mentioned in the
sources. In addition to this there remains a popular notion that PhiIadeIphus
achieved his success in economics and empire building thanks to the inspiration

of his sister-wSe Arsinoe p,
an idea that supported the traditional western

(Greek) view of the east as a place where men became feminized by great wealth
and submitted themselves to the whims of "unnaturaIIy ambitious" women?

This type of criticism, at this time in partidar, may have been influenced in part
by the various hostile reactions attributed to the Greek and Macedonian
populations to the brother-sister marriage of Ptolemy and Arsinoti. Apparently
the outraged reaction was given written verse form by the kinkdologos Sotades of
Maronea. Athenaeus cites the historian Hegesander for the reaction of
PhiladeIphus to the crass abuse Sotades had heaped on him and his wife: his
general Patrodus caught Sotades at sea, sealed him in a Ieaden jar and sank him
[Powd FI ap. Ath. MV. 620F-621BI.No doubt, further hostiIe propaganda
sprang up among those who wished to condemn the unnaturai union; some of it
branched out to indude attacks on PhiladeIphusf other erotic activities. Of
%id, 195-96;Macurdy 1932.UI-130;the legitimacy of this claim is challenged by Burstein 1982:
202-203 (cf. the comments on the schoIarly debate by Pomeroy 1984 1740)on the basis of the
ancient sources whifh daim little in the way of political Muence on the part of Arsirtoe IIr
certainiy her greatest honours were granted to her after her death. Burstein acknowledges that
the inhence of queens (and whoever else was in a position to influence the decisions of kings)
was a dear featme of the Hdenistic kingship, as attested in inscriptions. Very often the queens
were honoured for particdar benefactions and intercessions on behalf of aties. a 0 8 was
without a doubt no different-it is rather with daims of her outright conk01 of the government
and of foreign policy m g e n d that Burstein takes greatest issue (205-2I2) This wodd
corroborate our suggestion above (n. 194) that a significant position for a woman, evert a
respectabie one, was a stue s i p of a man's weak and c o m q t character. The sheer number of
acwations of PhiladdphusCinvoIvernent with courtesans, in particular where nothing but a
name exists?may reflect an attempt by the sources to codinn that he was indeed under the
control of his wife.
W o r exampIe, PIutarch [Cleom 331; PoLybius DW. II-fI and Strabo [Geography XVIL I-lII all
refer to the cormption of the Egyptian Iting PtoIerny N PWopator by I ~ o u living
s
and its
dtimate end m women wieIding pow- cf. Pomeroy 19% 53, notes that this was a theme
prevaIent throughout PtoIemaGchistory- The connection between the &&nhcy of men and the
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further interest is Dominic Montserrat's discussion of €he general
characterization of Egypt in the ancient worId in rdation to erotic matters, and in
partidar to prostitution. The notion of Egypt a s "a garden of earthly delightsr
the ne plus ultra of hiidinosity where sex was easily available," is expressed as

early as the third century BC in the mimes of Herodas [I. 26-35] and continues

through to Athanasius' treatise Against fhe Pagans [25],from the fourth century

AD.=
In the volumes of the Prosopogrqhica Ptolemaicu, there are 18 hetairai (or, if
not specifically hetairai, women who fall into the catego~yof assumed prostitute)
listed as being attached in some way to the Ptolemaic court; over half of these
belong to the reign of Ptolemy II?

Like the large numbers of lovers attri'buted to
Demetrius I, little is recorded about most of the mistresses of Ptolemy II beyond
heir names; we learn, for example, ofAgathodea, Myrtion, GlauceM6,Didymem,
and S t r a t ~ n i c ebrief
, ~ descriptions of whom appear in the catalogue at the end
of this study. The exceptions to this indude PhiIadelphus' favourite Bastiche
and, to a Iesser extent, his cupbearer Cleino. We s h d deal briefly with CIeino
and then tumto Bilistiche, about whom more extensive source material remains.
It must be kept in mind that although some of these women at the Egyptian court
were called hefairai, their very position a s royal mistresses-moving in court
circles, sometimes occupying significant priestly positions in state cults, and
taking part in lucrative economic activities-made them a phenomenon distinct

consequent d e of women (notably promiscuous women in partidar) is espeady strong m
Greek duations of P-a;
on this see HaII 1993 108433;Sandsi-Weerdenbutg 1993: 20-33.
ZWMontsenat
1994 106~ e r e m u and
s Van't Dack l968: 41-95,
PD6AIth~ugh
she is mentioned in a number of primary sources (see the prosopographic catalogue
at the end of this study), there is nonetheess Iittle information to suppIement her bius or e1abora.k
on her position with PhiIadeIphus. For a discussion of possibIe artistic remains that may depict
her and her fabIedgoose see Thompson 1 9 a 314322
=This Didyme is r e I a W y d c p e because of her apparently native Egyptian origins (despite h e .
Greek name, "Tvvh''C as Ogden points out 249)which are mentioned by Ptolemy Vm Euergetes
II,FGrH 234 F4ap. Ah. MIL 576EF, and extoIIed m M e p i a d d poem V, cf. Gow and Page 1965
Vol I 45 (for commentary see VoI IL UO).For a dixrosson of the poem and the significance of
the native origins of this misfress see Cameron, l990: 287-95 spedidy
I "Didpe and
AscIepiad~-~
-or a brief discassiooxtof thesemistresses and the sources that mention them see Bevan B27=7778.

from the "working" prostitute: they were, as M0n-t
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fittingly describes them,

courtiers of a kindomDaniel Ogden also makes this differentiation an important
point in his discussion of methodology and evidence in his study of Hellenistic
royal courtesans. He notes the dif£icuI~
in defining a 'royal courtesan' as distinct

horn 'non-royal' and common courtesans, one of the main obstacles being that
certain attributes belonging to 'royal courtesans' wodd, in a non-royal context,

define the women as 'non-courtesans', if not respectable w o m e n ~ a l i t i e such
s
as their potential good birth, lack of promiscuity, and significant reIigious roles.
We have also seen the suggestion of these types of qualities in relation to
courtesans like Lamia, who was apparently the daughter of a citizen and the
recipient of divine honours in praise of her relationship with Demetrius (see
above, Chaptm Five, 82-3,87-90). The characterization nevertheless seems even

stronger in the Egyptian than the Athenian context. This may reflect the distinct
cultural background in Egypt which in tum influenced public perceptions of

royal mistresses. It seems that two significant factors were at work in Athens that
influenced the definition of even royal hetairai. The first wodd have been the

deeply entrenched dichotomy between respectabIe and non-respectable women
in Athenian soaety, and the second the interplay of pornographic discourse with
historical biography. Here typicaI hefmia characteristics, such as the mercenary

approach to men and the use of both subtle and coarse wit, seemed to play a

Iarge part in stereotyping courtesans, regardless of the actud individuaI
historical incidents.
The difference in Egypt, and likely other eastern kingdoms, is the
posmiility that oriental customs, such as the choice of even nobIe women to

become mistresses or concubines of pharaohs with reIativeIy respectable
positions (cemhfy they wodd not have been equated with prostitutes),
influenced how these women were regarded, even where the IabeI of M&a was

appIied. In fict, based on Montserrat's study of papyrologicd documents from
Hellenistic Egypt, the terminoIogy used to describe prostitutes in general
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(whether porne or hetaira was used) provided, for the most part, an
indistinguishable designation of a humble prostitute. Only in the case of royal
mistresses who were labeled hefairaiby habit in Greek sources did the notion of
'high-classcourtesan' retain any rneaning?O
The difference, again, between the Egyptian royal mistress and the
phenomenon of the Athenian heiairu can also be seen in the fact that the
possibility existed that these women could, as Ogden puts it, "shade into other
types of courtier," in particular the ladies-in-waiting of Hellenistic queens. In
addition to the above-mentioned WcuIties in defining these women is the fact
that we find a group who were often considered complementary or a counterpart
to the courtesan, namely the parasites or male lovers of the king (whether
eunuchs or not), and who were just as scantily desmied in the sources as the
courtesans often were. The abusive propaganda that influenced descriptions of

king's mistresses is as prevdent as that which can be detected in those of king's
male-lovers or even simply his flatterers; we shouId r e c d here the earlier
discussion of the questionable reliability of the term pmasifos as it was applied to
hiends of Demetrius I such as Ckythemis. This does not however apply to our
present discussion since, perhaps surprisingly,no male lovers are recorded for
Philadelphus?'
i. CIeino

Returning to the first of PhiIade1phusf mistresses whom we will be
discussing, it is noteworthy that neither of the two historians cited by Athenaeus
as having mentioned CIeino actually call her a hetnirn. She is, however,
mentioned m the lists of women with whom PhiIadeIphus was involved and was

thus reputedIy one of his mistresses. A fiagment from Polybius' Hisfories
preserved by Athenaeus, MIL 576C,(cf.also Ath. X 425EF, citing Ptolemy of

L 19
Megalopolis inqui~esrelating fo PhilopaforFGrH 161 F ~daims
T that CIeino was
Philadelphus' cupbearer(oivqoo6q). While this office may have been
innocuous enough (although the mythological precedent of Zeus and his
cupbearer Ganymedes would seem to suggest some sort of romantic connection
between two parties in this relationship, a connection usually invoIving a man
and a boy or youth), the state of relative undress ( p o v o h v , that is, wearing only
a chiton) in which Philadelphus had her depicted on the statues he set up a l l over
Alexandria would seem to have left little doubt as to what sort of connection she
had to him. Ogden states that the description of her clothing was "perhaps suited
particularly to the s y m p o s i ~ m " ,as
~ would have been her offiaal duty of
pouring wine for the king. Although the precise significance of CIeino's dothing
is uncertain given that we have no actuai copies of her statues, we may guess
that the description referred either to the fact that Cleino's chiton was short, like
that of a boy and thus inappropriate for a 'respectable' woman, or that she wore
it aIonez4 without the himation which was generally expected in depictions of
women*If we compare the courtesan's depictions to those of Arsinoe and other
queens of the PtoIemaic dynasty who commonly appeared on the oinochoai
connected to the r u I e r d t we find that both are shown holding the comucopia
(singIe or doubIe) but the qyeens wore, in addition to the the Greek chitort, the
himation wrapped around the waist and draped over the left arm? It is
uncertain whether the similarities in the depictions would have identified Cleino

with the peen in the minds of the viewers or signified an obvious difference.

Of even greater significance was the fact that Q.&o was depicted holding
a rhyfon or cornucopia. The cornucopia was a symboI of fertiIity and was,
Tt isf perhaps, curious that CIeino is mentioned m an ininto the fourth PtoIemyf but given
that we have no context for the qpote we may guess that the author was either comparing his
subject with an ancestor who was aIso renowned for a somewhat excessive Iove of women, or
eke that, as is often the caser:the mistressofone Iting has accidentdybeen athibuted to another-

*bid, 239z%e term povct&av was earlier in the dassicalperiod applied to literary descriptions of Spartan
women and reflected the scantiness of these women's dothes as compared to the Athenian
woman's; the s p d d y shortchiton was apparentIy the costrrme of &Is who ran m the races at
0Lympia.Johrwn
53.
?PoILik 1986: Appendix Ik The Ruler Cdt and its Imagery 271-275,esp. 273.
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apparently, a parfidar attribute of the queen Arsinoe p6
In fact, according to
EX.Rice, the thyton, also known as the bas became, in its particuIar depiction as
being med with produce, a symbol of the cult of the goddess Tyche in the fourth
century and was, in turn, a symbol adopted by Arsinoe II.This is confirmed by
the inscription on a faience oinochoe discussed by Pomeroy which reads: "of the

good luck of ArsinoE Philadelphus"(&yae6 m 'Apav&qs
~
Qlha8illcpou). The
dating of the adoption of the symbol by/for ArshoE is uncand may have
also been granted to her after her death. This was the case with the dikeras or
doubIe comucopia, distinctively assoaated with Arsinoi?on coinage minted after
her death when she had been deified as one of the Theoi Philaddphoi. While the
assoaation of the cornucopia with the goddess Tyche would have been a
significant honour when connected to Cleino, the notion that the depiction was a
consdous representation of this woman as the king's wife, now a goddess, is less
certain than Pomeroy implies.a7As Rice points out, the assirnilationof ArsinoG to
the goddess Philaddphia was represented symbolicalIy by her holding the
dtW11~.
This particdas symbol was that given to the offidaI royally supported
cuIt of Serapis and bis who had been assumed into Greek tradition by the
Ptolemaic dynasty as husband and wife. Each of these gods traditionalIy held a
cornucopia and their pairing, which gradually came to represent the joint rule of
the PtoIemaic king and yeen as the rnanife~fationsof these gods, r d t e d in the
deveIopment of the intertwined or doubIe comucopiaP8Hence the religious
significance of Ueino's honours does not seem to have been as dearly bound up

with those of Arsinoe as they might have seemed.
Unfortunately, h i s is as fiuas our information about CIeino can take us, a
fact that emphasizes the scarcity of dehitive characterizations of hefairai of the

Hellenistic period m general. The main purpose of the descriptions that we have,
it must be remembered, is to dticize the moral degeneracy of PhiIaddphus and

as such does more to characterize him than CIeino, just as Theopompus had
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Iikdy exaggerated in his negative portrayal of Pythionice m order to emphasize

Harpdus' terrible moral laxity (see above, Chapter Four, 66-8). We may
justifiably assume that the action of erecting so many distinct statues to this
woman was in at least some people's minds a disrespectful one and dearly the

quickest path to the most damaging criticism from a Greek perspective was to

imply that a woman of ill repute had been raised above her rightful station. This
is the precise scenario that we have identified in both literary and historical

accounts in which women play a significant role.

ii. BMche
Lastly we shall Iook at Philaddphus' reputed hvourite, Bilistiche. She is

an interesting case both for the greater amount of source material on he^ as well
as for the diversity of that material: there are descriptions in the works of various

ancient historians as well as contemporary papyrologicd documents. Certainly

Bilistiche's prominence in the sources seems to be confirmed by the
extraordinary length of time during which she retained the king's favour and
reaped the benefits of it (presumably from about 267/68P9until 253/50)*We do

not know exactly when PhiIadeIphus became involved with Bilistiche but it was
perhaps some time before her Olympic victories in the horse races in 268 and 264
B.C., assuming that he wouId have taken care of the extraordinary expense
assoaated with sponsoring horses. Her reputation as PhiIadelphus' mistress
seems to have been established in the tradition by this time, if the rather
uncertain restoration of the description of BiIistiche as a hetaira ([hefIai[rIa)in P.
Oxy. 2082 = Phlegon of TralIes (?) Olympic chronology FGrH 257a FZ 5 6 is
accepted. Later sources in Athenaeus do call her hetaira [(?) Nymphodorus,
Voyage Round Asia FGTH 572 F6 ap. Ah. Xm. 596EF1 or, with similar
implications,e r h e n t PtoL Vm Euerg-II, CmnrenfmiesFGrH 234 F4 ap. Ath. XIII.
5 7 m , pakkk [Uem.Profrept. VI QS. 21,and even "a common barbarian hale'"
?NotabIy, Fraser 19Rr VoL II210 n 206 places Bilistiche's OIympic victories m 264 and 260 B C
Even with these later dates, Bilistiche wodd have maintained the affection and generosity of
PhiIadeIphusfor about 13 years-
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(~tp~apov...y6varov)
[PIut. Mor. 753F1. Evidendy the terminology employed in

descn'bing women of specifically 'non-respectable' status was no more definitive
at this time than it had been since it began to be employed in the archaic period.
Reflecting on our earlier suggestion that at least some of the so-calIed
courtesans were not in fact commerdd hetafrai in the sense that we have defined

them in the cousse of this study, we may leave open the possibility that Bilistiche
was indeed a woman of high birth. The h-agment of Npphodortsr mentioned
above, occurs in the context of a discussion of hefairai who were "not lowborn/

held in repute"

& Y E V ~ ~ Sh /6 o c o ~ )and names Bilistiche as one such

( O ~ K

courtesan, stating that she was of Argive origin and specificdIy a descendant of
the Atreidae. This may represent a daim on her part to be descended from the

former royal family of Macedon, the Argeads, who themselves had claimed
decent horn the Argive Perdiccap and the suggestion that she was ethnically
Macedonian occurs also in Pausanias, V-8.11, and perhaps P. Oxy. 2082 11.6-8
(see above p. 121). In addition, relating to a possibly respectable origin, we find

her father's name given as PhiIon in the Zmon P d , which is a significant
piece of information since, as mentioned earIier' it was quite rare for women of
questionable background to have a patronymic cited for them. Thus the

possiiility exists that Bilistiche was a woman horn a Macedonia.family that was
c o ~ e d e to
d the court and that she in time became erotically involved with the

king, thereby earning the reputation m Iater Iiterature as a hetaira. In such a

scenario, there wouId be a distinct possibility that her own family weaIth had
provided her with the funds for the OIympic horse race undertaking, as wouId

have been the case for the other women who are recorded to have won both
previous to her victories (membersof the Spartan royal house) and after her (the
PtoIemaic qeen Berenice m).m Notably, B ~ c h e fvictories
s
wodd still have
been an unusual case if they had occurred before her reIationship with

-

taditions abouther originsOgden's 1999: 244-2.95discussionof the
=Ibid, a 135256 forcitation; cf. also his disctdon ofBiIistiche, 2&246.
qomeroy 1 9 W 54
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Philaddphus began since she would have still been a private citizen, not a

member of the royal house as is the case in the other female victories mentioned.
Plutarch's moralizing remarks concerning Bilktiche would, if titken at face
value, contradict the above proposition regarding the ' h e 0 stamof thiswoman
In direct contrast to the sources which claim Macedonian or Argive decent for
Bilistiche (a contradiction which is itself given a possible explanation by
Ogdenm), Plutarch states in his Moralin that she was "a barbarian common
woman out of the marketplace" (fhipbapov 66 k y o p t i ~y6vatov) [753a.Given the
preponderance of evidence for other more favourable origins for BZstiche, we
may assume that this particular ethnic, if it qualifies as such and is more than
simply a generalized term of abuse, has resulted kom Plutarch's use of a hostile
source, selected by the author in confirmation of an overall moralizing agenda in
his particular work. Also noticeable in later Greek accounts is the tendency to
assume that the people of Alexandria, often seen as a sort of 'melting pot' of
peopIe of diverse origins, were an unruly mob of barbarians; as, for example,
Curtius does in his discussion of them, 4. 8. 6. It is noteworthy that his short
attack on Bilistiche is part of a larger gened discussion of kings who have been
overwhelmed by worthless women, even to the point handing over their rule to

them.The reason given for thisaberration m the proper schemeof love is that the
men have faIlen "because of their own weakness and effeminacy" (6t' ckdbnav
ia1375v ~ apcAakiav),
i
more spedicdy, their prediIection for erotic pIeasures.
NotabIy, this characterization of PhiIadeIphus has retained its popularity
throughout almost aII later accounts of his reign, regardless of the fact that in
spite of a11 his love-interests, there are no claims that he neglected poIiticaI or
military affairs or dowed Egypt to degenerate or falI prey to the imperialist
designs of other powers. In fab,given the sheer span of his reign, &om 282-246
BC, we must assume that he took a diligent interest in maintaining his position
as the head of the country.
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Granted, Plutarch's criticism stems not as much horn PhiIadelphusf
negled of the government in favour of revelry (as was the complaint leveled
against some of the Iater Ptolemies), but rather from the honours he granted

Bilistiche. It is an offense to P~utarch'smoral sensibilities that a woman of her

kind, a barbarian and in his opinion a slave, should have come to so dominate a
king that he would grant her divine honours as "Aphrodiie Bdestiche". As we
have seen much earlier in the case of Harpalos' w o n i c e , as well as with
Demetrius Poliorcetes' Lamia and Leaena, this type of glorification of women
who were considered prostitutes caused a great furor among certain Greek
dements. It seems, however, that the Ptolemies were partidarly fond of these
type of honours, be they full deification-as is possible in the case of honours
granted to members within the immediate family and in speaai cases like
Bilistiche's--or even partial or symboIic divine assoaations-as in the case of
CIeino*

There is the further consideration that Bilistiche was at an earlier stage

granted the very important religious honour of being the eponymous priestess or
cmephme of the cult of Arsinoe PhiIadeIphus in 251/50? According to Ijsewijn,
based on the scholiast of Callimachus, this position was instituted by
PhiIadeIphus in honour of his deified wife Arsinoe in imitation of the Athenian
cmephmai of the festival, for Athena, the Panathenaea The cmrephorai who carried
the golden basket in Athens were "noble and respectable r n a i d e n ~ "and
~
presumably this practice was meant to be reflected in the yearly processions at
Mexandria. Yet we must presume that Bilistiche's position as Philaddphus'
mistress wodd have preduded her being a virgin. If an exception were made for
her as the king's lover, the patronymic cited for her m the lists wouId seem to be
further confirmation of her 0threspectablebiah
CONCLUSION
=Ijsewijit l961: 25, no. 35 citing testimonia PCZ lI59289 w. 2-3; w. 13-14;P. Zeh d e m 6b w. 2-3
(2) ck atso notes on 72-73; l36%d, 136;cf. Pometoy's B&LrS 5 9 ckmssionof the P b h m k priesksbods at AIexandria.
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In conclusion, it seems dear that a certain change had taken place in the
chaacter of hefairai from the earlier context of Athenian democratic society to

that of the various kingdoms in the early HeIIenistic period. The elements of

pornographic discourse, formed from many diverse genres of Greek writings,
continued to play a role in how hefairai were presented in the predominantIy

Greek sources. It seems that the many contradictions inherent in the
characterization of royal courtesans point to a further distancing between literary
construction and historicaI reality. We can see this in cases like those, for
example, of Lamia and BiIistiche where the predominantly negative
associations-associations made almost unconsaously by the reader based on his
extensive exposure to prostitute characterizations in almost every genre of
writing he might have chosen to indulge-of

the terms used to define them as

prostitutes promotes a connection with the baser aspects of commercial
prostitution. Even though such a connection often lacks historical corroboration,
or, for that matter, even the type of rather untrustworthy proof found in
fictionalized anecdotes, the assoaation remains strong. This is more than likely
the case because of a renewed use, particularly among historians, of the

connection between politician and prostitute as a too1 for poIitical criticism, at
least during the early HelIe~sticage before the fear of a growing despotism

among monarchs prevented such criticism. In addition there was the enhanced
interest in the biography great men in which the flaw of excess was a
predominant theme brought to light very often by that man's indiscriminate or

excessive devotion to prostitutes.

The f a d that the HeIIenistic era by definition was dominated by
monarchies and in many cases was evaIuated by formerIy politically adive
atizms of free Greek poleis made for an overwhelmingly negative Ndgement of
the newIy established tiny minority of absoIute rttlers- The notion that this type

of power was corruptive is prevaIent m the sources and it was m d i in part
by the long sfanding assumption that women in generaI and particuIarIy women

outside the boundaries of reproductive marriage were both causes and

symptoms of that corruption,Whether it is possible to ecpte the mistresses of
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Hellenistic monarchs who were dassed as prostitutes by Greek writers with the
dehitions of those classifications that developed over an extremely long period
of time in Greek pornographic discourse is in fact impossibIe without a great
deal of often subjective source evaluation. While it seems d e l y that our

disbelief in a certain amount of the source material, should be questioned (be it
because it shows undue bias against its subject or because it bIatantly relies on
generic fidional rather than specific historical anecdotal material), the fact that
the teTmino1ogy and descriptions used to define these women may reflect the

historical 'kernel of fact' that the women were indeed prostitutes (granted of an
elevated sort) must be allowed for. At the same time we must allow for the fact
that traditional Greek stereotypes of the east or orient as part of a dissolute and
corrupted culture where women and men veritably switched roles played a part
in the rhetoric used to describe the rulers of these kingdoms. Clearly,

AIexandeis initial attempt to baIance oriental and Greek cultures in his quest to

legitimize his world empire continued to influence the actions of kings and the

perceptions of the Greek subjects writing accounts of events. It is perhaps
surprising to us that the role of the generic or constructed prostitute was so

prominent in the historical texts but it simply testifies to the significant power of
the hetaira as a cuItural icon--just as we saw had been the case with the earliest

so called hefaira involved with a powerfuI statesman,Aspasia of Miletus.
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APPENDIX
Prosopographic Ortalogue of Courtesans:
AGATHOCLEA: daughter of the Samian courtesan Oenanthe and an
AIexandsian, Diognetos/ Theognetos. She held the religious office of cmephme in
216/15 BC [Ijsewijn, 1961: 34; no. 71 841. Her brother Agathodes was, in his
youth, cupbearer of PtoIemy IV Philopator (r. 221-205 B.C.) [Polyb. XV. 25,331.
The hpopbq of Philopator, Agathodea and her mother Oenanthe, a pomoboskos,
managed government affairs whiIe the king and court indulged in excessive
wantonness and drunkenness Plut. Cleom. 331. The two women (described
variously as hefairni,aulefn*des,and orchestrides) made an abject slave of the king,
trampling on his crown [Plut. MOT.753; Polyb. MV. 112 ap. Ath. XIII. 577AI.
Strabo, recounting the order of the Ptolemaic succession, mistakenly calls
A g a ~ o d e athe mother of PhiIopator whom he describes as one of the dynasty's
three most c o m p t and licentious kings [XW. 1,111. Agathodes usurped the
regency of Ptolemy V upon Philopator's death, at which time he also presented
Agathodea to the Macedonian guard as the woman to whom Philopator had
enhusted the care of his young son. She also daimed to have served as wetnurse
to the young king. Thanks to the detestable actions of her brother while he was in
power, Agathodea and her mother Oenanthe, dong with all their datives, were
tom limb from Iirnb by the Alexandrian mob polyb. XV. 25.291.

ANTICYRA: one of Demetrius' pomai with whom he shared his dissolute Me on
the Athenian acropolis [Plut. Demefr. 241. Another Anticyra was a courtesan
mentioned by Lysias in his speech Againsf Medon for perjury. Aristophanes of
Byzantium says this woman's name was origindy Oia but the name was chosen
either because she drank with men mad with passion (Anticyra/anticyricon =
hellebore) or because her lover, the physician Nicostratus, bequeathed her a Iarge
quantity of hellebore on his death bed [Ath XIlZ- 586FI.
ANTIGONA: originally from Pydna P I u t Alex. 481 (or Pella) she was a gunaim
captured at Samothrace who became the eromene of Alexander's generalPhilotas,
son of Parmenion, after being brought to Damascus. As his lover, she gained
compIete controI over him and was privy to aII his seaets and disgrundement
with Alexander. When her gossip about these discussions reached Craterus, he
told AIexander who proceeded to enlist her as his spy on PhiIotas plut Mor- 339;
Alex. 481.
ARISTAGORA: a speech Against Arisfagaru is recorded by Athenaeus as having
been written by Hypereides in which he mentions courtesans d e d "Anchovies"
('Aq6as) as well as La%, Ocimon, and.Metaneira [IUDC 586A; 587D; 588CI.
Athenaeus aIso notes the story that Aristagora was one of the three hefairk kept
simultaneously at various Iocations by Hpereides @UE.5 9 0 = (?) Clearchus,
FHG ii 3101.
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ASPASIA (a,): the daughter ofAxiochw of Miletus @?Iut. Per. 24-21known most
commonly as the hetaira of Athens' leading statesman Perides.
First mentioned m contemporary OId Comedy as Pericles' paflakis or concubine
[Gatinus, Chekons 259 K-A]; Aspasia bore the nothos Perides junior to Perides,
[EupoIis 110; 192 K-A; d.Plut Per. 37.2, whese Perides is said to have applied
for special permission to acknowledge his nofhos (aIthough it is not stated that
Aspasia was his mother)]. The comic poet Hennippus prosecuted Aspasia on the
charge of asebia and accused her of ensnaring free women for Pericles' dalliances
[test. 2 K-A = Per.32. 11. The Pdoponnesian War broke out after a retaliatory
theft of two of Aspasia's pomai had been carried out by the Megarians in
response to the theft of one of their own pomai, Simaetha [Aristoph. A c h m . U.
516-539; d AM. XlII. 569F-570B, CIearchus, Erotica frag. 30 Wehrli, and Plut. Per.
30.41. Aspasia taught Perides how to be a successful speaker [Callias Pedefm' '21
K-A= schol. PI. Menex. 235EI.
The Soaatic tradition at times expanded on the portrayd of Aspasia to reach
beyond the prostitute characterization: Aspasia was the embodiment of hedone
(pleasure) and as such she corrupted her Iover Perides to such an extent that he
would visit her twice daily at her house, perhaps even bestowing kisses on her
on each visit [Plut. Per. 24-61, and when she faced her capita1 charge he pleaded
on her behalf, weeping excessively and entreating the jurors [Antisthenes Aspmu
C 34,35 = Ah. V. 220D;MII. 589E; cf. Plut Per.32.31. Aspasia is said ironically to
have composed and reated speeches to Soaates, one of which is recounted in
fuU-the e p C f a p h i o ~ w h i he
c h then passed on for their educational vdue to his
hiend Menexenus; she is presented as skilled in advising many men, Muding
Perides, with her politikos logos [PIato, Menex.]. She was recommended by
Soaates as a suitable teacher for the son of Callias since she had so successfuIIy
taught Perides and Lysides before; she dso emdated the powerful Ionian
courtesan Thargelia [Aeschines Aspasia, frag. 17, Dittmar = Max. Tyr. 38.4; d
Plut Per.24.6; 24.3 and Luaan, irnagitles 17who daims that the ideal woman's
intdect would be reflected by the 'experience in e s , acumen in pofitics, and
quickness of wit' of Aspasia, who had lived with PericIesl. She also assotiated
with the wives of respectabIe men, having advised Xenophon and his wife about
mete (virtue) in eras (love), the role of the honest matchmaker and the education
of a wife by her husband [hag. 30 Dithnar = Plut. Per. 24.5; hag. 31 Dittmar =
Cic. Inv. Rhef. L31,51; d Xen. Mem. IL 6,36; Oec. III. 141.
From much Iater treatments of Aspasia we return to the predominant
characterization of her as a hetaira [Lucian, The Dream 19, 20; The Dance
although this is nonetheIess dosdy bound up with her connection to philosophy
[Maphron, Leffos of the Courtesans 7. 6-n. The conflict between Athens and
Samos was undertaken by Perides to gratify Aspasia (since the Samians were at
war with Miletus) [Duris of Samos ap. Plut. Per. 24-21, Perides dismissed his
wife horn his home, taking in Aspasia instead and squandering much of his
propon her WeracIides Ponticus hag. 59 ap. Atk MI. 533D; cf. Plut Per. 24.
5-6 where the separation with his wife was said to have been by mutual
agreement]. Aspasia inspired the passion of Socrates who fieqented her house
[HermesianaxLeontionI firag-7 CA ap A h XIlL 5 9 9 m and also advised him,in
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her position as his teacher of erotics, about winning h e love of AIcibiades
[Herodim Against the Socratiphile frag. 4 Duering = Ath. V. 219DI. Socrates
derived an enjoyment of philosophy horn Aspasia and Perides of rhetoric (in
Didymus' 1" century BC/AD (?) version, Aspasia is not presented as a hefaira but
rather as a 'wise woman' [Didymus hag. 7 Schmidt = CIem AI. Sfrom. 4-19],
similarIy, she is called one of the eminent ancient philosophers by Philostratus,
Letter 73 and Themistius, Oration 26. h the fullest account of her bios, Plutarch
stmmarizes the majority of these earlier traditions, Per. 24. -25.1.

ASPASLA (b.): also called Aspasia the Younger [Clearchus, Love Stories FHG ii.
314 ap. Ath. XIII. 589D1, she was from Phocaea, the daughter of Hermotimus,
and was taken by Cyrus on his expedition against his brother. AIthough a hetaira
she was, like her namesake, very wise and beautiful (she had been born of free
parents and been fittingly educated [Plut. Arfax. 26.31); Xenophanes says her
original name was Milto [Ath. MII. 576D;cf. PIut- Per. 24. 7. Cyrus' pallakis
(concubine), she won his favour by her 'free and unperverted' character which
she displayed when she was brought to his banquet table with the other captured
women. She refused to cavort with the king or approach him when he
summoned her, daring the king's men to lay a hand on her at their own peril
[Plut. Arfm. 26-4-51.She was captured after Cynts' defeat at Cunaxa in 401 and
taken as part of the booty by Artaxerxes' soldiers [Xen. Anab. I. 10.21. She was
brought to the king at this point and acquired great influence with him [Plut. Po:
24.71. She became the Iong time favourite of the king and his son Dareius, upon
being named aown prince, asked to have her. Although this aroused the king's
jealousy, he offered her to his son only if she was willing, since she was a hee
woman.She chose to go with Dareius but soon the king took her back and made
her a priestess of Artemis-who had to remain chaste, thereby preventing his son
from having her and punishing him for having the insolence to ask for
something he so cherished. This caused great resentment in Dareius since he
Ioved the courtesan and felt mocked and insulted by his father;m time he plotted
with another disgruntIed courtier to assassinate his father [PIut. Adax. 2729.n.

BILISTICHE: daughter of Philon [Zenon Papyri ii. 59289 (ed. Edgar)l she was a
Macedonian p. Oxy. X M 2082F61/a woman from the coast of Macedonia [Paus.
V. 8, 111 or an A r g i v ~ h eherself derived her ancestry form the Atreidae
[writers on Argive history, Ath. XIII. 596EFJm a barbarian commoner slave
purchased m the market place PIut Mor. 753q. She was identified variousIy as
the hefairu[Ath. MII. 596E; P. Oxy. XVII 2082 F6 = PhIegon of TralIes (?) Olympic
Ctrrmotogy FGrH 257a F6], an eromerre (one of many) moi. VIIC Euerg. IIFGrH234
F4 ap- Ath. XIIr. 576EF],and the pall& (whom the king honoured by burying
beneath the shrine of Serapis at Rhacotis after she died at Canobus) [Clem. Alac.
Protrep IV. 48-21 of Ptolemy II PhiIaddphus. She was victorious with her cdts in
the OIympic Games m (?) 268 p-Oxy. X M 2082 F6 = PhIegon of TraIIes (?)
OIippik Chronology FGrH 257a F6] and m 264 [Paus- V- 11; Euseb. ~ r m i c l e i.s
207SchiineI. In 251f50 Bibtiche served as eponymous canepkme at AIexandria m
the cult dArsinoi5 PhiIadeIphus [li-25
no.
Philaddphus, because d his

m.
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devotion to her, dedicated tempIes and shrines to 'Aphrodite Bilistiche' which
the people of AIexandria maintained @?lut. Mor. 7
5
3
m
.
A poem 'On (?Against)
BWche' was composed by the cinaedic poet Sotades [Sudn s-v. SofadesI.
CALLIXENA: a very beautiful Thessalian hetaira secured by Olympias and Philip
to sleep with Alexander when he was showing too little interest in sexual
commerce. Since they feared Alexander might become 'womanish', Olympias
often entreated him to lie with this courtesan weronymus of Rhodes Epistles,
citing Theophrastus ap. Ath. X 434F-435AI.

CHRYSIS: another of the pomai who shared with Demetrius I Poliorcetes his
dissolute lifestyle on the acropolis at Athens [Plut. Dm&. 241. She may also be
mentioned in a list of aged prostitutes recounted in a fragment of Timodes'
Orestautocleides [27 K-A ap Ath. Xm. 567EF](it should be noted that this was one
of the more popdar courtesan names in the fourth century-a Chrysis is
mentioned in Menander's Kolax [ap. Ah. MII. 587DEJand as one of the main
characters in his Smnia. Assuming that the name refers to a parfidar historicd
courtesan is impossible).

-0:

oinochoos (cupbearer) of Ptolemy I1 PhiIadeIphus [Ptol. of Megalop.

FGrH 161F3 ap. Ath. X 425EF], she is not outright called a hetaira in the sources.
Many statues depicting her in a chiton alone (monochiton) and holding a
cornucopia (rhyton)in her hand were set up all over Alexandria [Polyb. 14.11,2
ap. Ath. MII. 576a.
DEMO: one of the p m m ' of Demetrius I PoIiorcetes [Plut. Dem. 24. 11, her
surname was Mania and she was often in competition with Lamia, the king's
favourite, at dinners that both courtesans attended [Dm. 27-4-57.According to
Ptolemy of Megalopolis, Mania, mistress of Demetrius, was separate horn Demo,
the mistress of Antigonus (I
or II is not specified) and she bore him Alcyoneus
[FGrH161F4 ap. Ath. wI. 577F-578AI.This Alcyoneus is described as an officer
in his father Antigonus 11 Gonatas' army PIutarcEt, Pyrrhus 341; he had a
prominent Stoic philosopher Pezsaeus as his tutor [SVF i. 441 Amim], and when
he died his father instituted a yearly festivaI at Athens marking his birth date
[Diog. Laert. 4.41-2]-hctors that wouId make the courtesan Demo's position as
his mother, if accurate, quite significant.In another version, while she was
Demetrius I's mistress, his father Antigonus I MonophthaImos felI madIy m love
with her.After unknown crimes were perpetrated by Demefrius and -emis,
which incIuded Oxythemis torturing Demo's maids to death, Antigonus had
Oqthemis executed [HerackidesLembus FHG iii 168F4 ap. Ath. Xm. 578BI.

an exceedingIy beauEgyptian native woman, she was another
eTomene of PtoIemy IIPhiIadelphus [PtoL VIIC Euerg. IIFGrH 234 F4 ap. Ath. MIT.
5 7 m . H e .origins may have caused some scandal at the Alexandrian court
since AscIepiades wrote an epigram praising her beauty and making Iight of the
significance of her dark skin [Pal. Anfh.5.210].
DID-.

GLAUCE: a famous harp player (cithmode) whose 'drunken sportive songs'
Theon, the popular accompanist of the mimes on stage, played [Pal. Anfh. 10.
1883-4, Hedylusl. Her songs also inspired the pIaying of the character Corydon
in his conversation with the goatherd Battus m c r . 4.31 Dover]. The scholia on
this Theoctifan IdylI says that GIauce was a 'stringed instrument p1aye.r' from
Qlios. Her pIaying attracted the adoration of a dog, or a ram [PIut. Mor. 972F;
Ad. N A 8.111 or a goose [Ad. N A 1.61. She inspired a rivalry between the ram
that loved her and the king Ptolerny I1 Philaddphus [ A d NA 8.11 (apparatus, n.
I)] for whom she played the harp [PIiny NN X. 261. She sang as well to
accompany herself on the lyre in p w r tones even than ApoUo's Pythia [Plut.
Mot. 397A1. An Alexandrian clay alabastron may in one of its panels depict
Glauce playing her harp and being approached adoringly by a goose [Thompson:
1964, esp. figs. 1-41.

GLYCERA (a.): the Athenian hetaira of Harpalus, treasurer of Alexander. A
certain Glycera (that may be this partidar woman) is called the daughter of
Thalassis and someone, perhaps Mantitheus, is accused of having her accompany
him in his two horse drawn chariot [Hypereides, Against Mmrtitheus ap. Ath. XIII.
586BCl. She was summoned horn Athens by HarpaIus after Qthionice died in
Babylon and was ensconced in the palace at Tarsus where she was hailed
"queen" (basilissn) by the populace, who also performed proskynesis to her.
Unless they crowned (ssecpavoiiv)Glycera, Harpalus refused to allow himself to
be crowned and in Rhossus the people set up a bronze image of her beside that
of Harpalus ([and the one of Alexander]-n. 8 emm. Jacoby) [Theopompus On
the Chian LefferFGrH 115 F254B and Qeitarchus Histories of Alexander FGrH 137
F11 ap. Ath. XUI. 586Cl. In another version of events, Theopompus states that
this portrait in bronze was set up by HarpaIus himseIf, at the same pIace where
he intended to set up a monument to Alexander and himseIf. Additionally, the
privileges and other gifts that he bestowed on Glycera befitted AIexander's
mother or his wife, not Harpdus' p m e [Letter to Alexander, FGrH 115 F253 ap
Ath. XIII. 595DEI. She gave Harpdus the thousands of bushels of grain with
which he purchased for himself atkenship from the Athenians w o n Agm ap.
Ath. wI.586D; 596Bj.WhiIe Iiving with Glycera, Harpalus kept her in a IifestyIe
of excessive luxury, expending fantastic expense on her, whiIe making generous
benefactions to the Athenians in case he should at some time need a pIace of
refuge mod. 17.108,6].
GLYCERA (b.): since this was another of the very popuIar Mairu names, it is
cWicuIt to assign anecdotes to a specific hisforicaI individual. One of the most
famous GIyceras (aIthough no Iess certainIy a red historical woman) was the
mistress ,ofMenander who is recorded conversing with him, when she was an
oId woman, about some bad Iuck he had had [(?) Aristodemus, Ludicrous
Memoirs EHG iii. 310 ap. Ath. MII- 585C; for an anecdote on a conversation
between GIycera and another courtesan, Leontion, cf. Ath. MII. 585DI. Their
relationship was common knowIedge but soured at some point, making
Menander despise all women [Ath. XIIL 594DI.She shows up as one of the main

characters in his Pm'keiromene as weU as other plays (hags. 80,280 GommeSandbach 1973; cf. Korte 1919 on the mistaken tendency to codate the mistress
with the comic character]. A fictitious correspondence between Menander and
Glycera, in which Menander is said to have been mvited to Egypt by Ptolemy to
put on the play in which he had given Ptolemy a part, is recorded in Alciphron
[N. 19,4I. Another prominent hetaira named Glycera is said to have conversed
with the philosopher StiIpo .about the equally corruptive nature of a courtesan's
erotics and a philosopher's sophistries [Satyrus, Sfilpo FHG iii. 164 ap. Ath. Xm.
584AJ.Another anecdote which may refer to either (or an entirdy different)
GIycera is related in a fiagment Clearchus; she admonishes philosophers against
the Iove of boys since they are only attractive so long as they resemble women
[FHGii. 314 ap. Ah. MIT. 605DJ.

GNATHAENA & GNATHAENION: two popular courtesans at Athens, they
were either mother and daughter or grandmother and granddaughter.
Gnathaena's most famous lover was the comic poet Diphilus who was
accustomed to ridicule her in his plays [Machon XIV 11. 212-13;XVL Il. 271-3
Gow]. She is reviIed as a mythoIogicaI monster in a comic play of h a x i l a s [The
Chick 22 K-A ap. Ath. XDI. 557BI. Gnathaena was vezy quick and witty in
repartee [Ath. MII. 577D1. She and Mania, the mistress of Demetrius I
Poliorcetes, exchanged abusive remarks Wachon XIV U. 21417 Gow]. Gnathaena
and Diphilus often drank togethar at times in Gnathaena's home, and exchanged
witty remarks [Lynceus of Samos, Reminisces ap. Ath. 583a. H e loved her
madIy [Ath. XIII. 583EFJ, was the most esteemed of her Iovers (which pleased
him greatly) and he brought extravagant gifts to her parties outshining the
meager gifts of his competitors (suchas one Syrian stranger)Machon XVI GowI.
Gnathaena is recorded having many lovers, including a criminal Machon XVI Il.
285-94 Gow]; a young man horn Pontus Machon XVI II. 327-321;a soldier and
criminal pair [Aristodemus, Ludicrous Memoirs FHG 3.310 ap Ath. XIII. 585AI as
well as anonymous erasfes Machon XVI 11.321-18; Lynceus of Samos ap. Ath. XIII
584CI and perhaps also king Demetrius I Poliorcetes-in a (fictional) letter
Demefrius' favourite Lamia wonders if he prefers Gnathaena to herseIf [4.16.2].
She continued to soaaIize even when she was very old [Timodes, Orestaufocleides
27 K-A ap. Ah. MII. 567EFJand apparentIy poverty stricken wachon XVI U.
300-IOE She often accompanied her daughter (orgranddaughter)Gnathaenion at
symposia or negotiated prices with potentid dients for her [Machon XVI U. 31926; XW 333-48; 380-86; Lynceus of Samos ap. Ath. MII. 5 W ; 584DE;
(?)Ar&odemus, Ludimus Memoirs FHG iii. 310 ap Ath Xm. 585ABJ.Her name
and that of her granddaughter were added by Gorgias to the Iist of 135 Athenian
courtesans compiled by Aristophanes of B y z a n h [ap. Ath. MIT. 583DEI.She
compiled a Rule& Dining in Company for the Iovers of herself and her daughter
to follow which imitated the ruIes drawn up by philosophers. CalIimachus
recorded 323 Iines of it in his Rules [(?)Aristodernus, Ludinous k o i r s FHG iii
310 ap Atk XIIL 585BI.
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U&: bere were apparently two Labesf an elder (who died in 392 B.C. [schoi.
An'stoph. PIuf. 1791) and younger, but the stories connected to them are
indktinguishabIe for the most part. One anecdote states that an 'elder' L a was
the daughter of Timandra [Ath. XII. 535C1, the courtesan who cared for the dead
AIcibiades P l u t Alc. 391. Another states that this hetaira's name was Damasandra
(or f'Man-ausher") and that she was the mother of the younger La% [(?) Lytias
346 Thalheim ap. Ath. Xm. 574EI. LaTs was from Corinth [Anaxandrides
Geronfommia (Old Mm's Madness), 9 K-A ap. Ath. Xm. 570E;Machon XVIII I. 402
Gow; (?) Aristodemus Ludicrous Memoirs FHG iii. 310 ap Ath. MI1.58513; Straw
The Mizcedonims or Pausmias 27 K-A ap. Ath. 589A (who states that she belongs
to one Megades)] o r she was from the town of Hyccara in Sicily [cf.
Nymphodorus of Syracuse The Wonders of Sidy, FGrH 572 F6 ap. Ath. 588F-589A;
Timaeus H i s f o h FHG i. 219 ap. Ath. MI]:. 589A1 but was brought to Corinth as a
captive, at which time she became the mistress of the philosophers &tippus
and Diogenes the Cynic as well as the orator Demosthenes. Aphrodite of
Corinth, known as Melaenis, used to appear to her and foretell the coming of
wedthy lovers [PoIemon, Reply to Timneus Prder 75 ap. Ath. 588CI.Diogenes the
Cynic apparently carried on reIations with Lak for free while Aristippus
expended vast sums on her and kept her for two months every year at Aegina
during the festival of Poseidon, much to the dismay of his friend Hicetas.
Diogenes reproached Aristippus for Iiving with a common whore (koine porne)
saying that unless he professed a Cynic philosophy, this was inappropriate.
Aristippus replied that Iiving with Labf whom many men had enjoyed, was no
Merent Iiving in a house previously inhabited by others or saiIing in a ship
many had sailed in before [Ah. XIII. 588E.F;cf. Diog. Laert. II. 8.74; Plut. Mor.
750EE Aristippus felt no more need for LaS to Iove him than he did the wine
and fish he enjoyed]. Aristippus fel[ so deeply in Iove with Lak of Apidane (the
PeIoponnesus) that he renounced philosophical discourses and expounded a H e
of worthIessness [Hermesianax of CoIophon ap. Ath. MII. 59981. Men were in
tem'ble danger of falling into her cIutches as her pimp (mastropos) worked
tireIessIy to entangIe them meophif:usPh7mlosf I1 K-A apeAth. XlII. 587F;her
greed being the cause of her Iove for one PhiIonides may be mentioned in
Aristophanesf Plufirs ap. Ath. MII. 592DJ.Her beauty was so great that painters
came to her to copy her breasts and chest; she was also in an intense rivalry with
the famous Phryne of Thespiae, Ieading her to engage a Iarge aowd of lovers,
rich and poor &e, none of whom she treated disdainfully [Ath. Xm. 588E;cf.
Plato Epip*15on her "warm of loversfr;cf. Plut. Mor. 767F: all of Greece was
thrown into a fever of longing by her beauty and she was the object of contention
from sea to seaj. L a b was so successful m her youth that she could charge
excessive golden fees [d.PIut Mor. 759EF:when men Ioved her she could e m
fees worthy of the weaIth of Tantalus or the kingdom of GygesI and was harder
to get to see than the Persian satrap Pharnabazus [d.PIato Epigr. 15 she
"Iaugheaproudly at aII of HeIIas'?. But in her elder years, her body distorted by
age, anyonecodd see her out and about, accepting the Iowest fees horn the very
hand of any man who o f f e d them, young or oId [Epicrates Anti-L&,3 34ap.
Ath, XIIL 570BDI. She quipped with Euripides once as he was s t r o h g m his

gardens about his attack on women, quoting lines from one of his own pIays to
contradict him Machon XVIIL LI. 42-10Gowl. Lysias may have written a speech
Against La& [365 Thalheim ap. Atk MII. 586E]and Hypereides mentions her as
the most beautiful of women who had ever Iived in his second speech Against
Arisfagora [I42Kenyon = Ath. 587Dl; perhaps in this same speech he reIaies the
anecdote about her first meeting with the painter ApelZes while she was still a
maiden, not yet a hetaira, in C o ~ t hHe
. took her to a symposium and promised
his fiends that he would make a fine courtesan of her in less than three years [(?)
Hypereides Against Arbtagor2 13 Kenyon = Ath. MII. 588CDI. She died in the
end from excessive commerce [Philetam Kunagis (The Huntress), 9 K-A ap. Ath.
XlII- 58m.In the version Polemon, she was beaten to death with wooden
footstools in the tempIe of Aphrodite in Thessaly, having inspired their envy and
jealousy by falling in Iove with a Thessalian named Pausanias. Hence the temple
came to be c d e d that of SinM (Anosins)Aphrodite. Her tomb, beside the Peneius
river and bearing a stone water jar, was insmibed with an epigram noting that
her beauty had enslaved all of Hdas, that she was begotten by Eros, nourished
by Corinth and buried on the plains of Thessaly PreIIer 75 = Ath XIII. 589AB; d
Plut. Mor. 768A: she escaped her vast throng of lovers and the hoards of hefairai
for the sake of the Thessalian HippoIochus but once in Thessaly, the women were
jealous of her beauty and thus stoned her to death in the temple of Aphrodite,
earning for it the title of 'Murderous (Androphonos) Aphrodite"]. Contrary
versions state that she was buried in Corinth beside the Comel Grove [Ath. MII.
589CI.
LAMIA: an Athenian hetaka, most commonly c d e d an auletris, daughter of
Ueanor polemon On the Pninfed Stua at Sicyon ap. Ath. MIL 577C],who became
the favotirite lover of Demetrius I Poliorcetes after being captured among the
spoils at the defeat of PtoIemy I's navd force at Cyprus in 306 B.C. She was
already at this time famous for her skill pIaying the flute (although not reputed
to be a Maira), and was, m fact, past her prime and much older than Demetrius
himseIf. This proved to be no obstacle however as she mastered him to such a
degree that she became his only lover while aLI other women Ioved him Pluto
Demefr. 16.34; cf. 27.4 where another of his mistresses, Demo Mania, mocks
Lamia's age, comparing her to her mofherI. Additionally, she was very confident
of her pIace in his affections, ji~dgingby her haughty treatment of him recorded
in Machon where the two exchange extremely wlgar jests D(m Gow; although
note that in Aldphron's Letters of Couttesmrs, 4-16,ZLamia wonders if Demetrius
prefers Gnathaena to herselfI. The pair also had a daughter together who was
named Phila (the name of one of D e m e W legitimate wives) [Ath Xm. 577CI.
So renowned was his love for her that even his father Antigonus make jokes
about it PIut Dm&. 19-41while it incited the jealousy of Demetrius' wives and
his friends [Dm&- 27.3). Demetrius was even accustomed to go opedy to visit
Lamia at her house when she summoned him, wearing his full armour and
crown [Ad.VH IZ171. She shared in D e m e W dissoIute life on the Athenian
acropolis with a number of his other pornai @?Iut,Demetr. 24. 1; cL Uement
Prokepf. IV. 481.Her reputation spread abroad as she was r i d i d e d as a p m e on
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Demetrius' self appointed hagic stage by his rival king Lysimachus, inspiring
Dernetrius to retort that any pome of his undoubtedly Iived more chastely than a
Penelope of Lysimachus Phylarchus FGrH 81 F12 ap. Ath. XN. 614F;cf. Plut,
Dm&. 25.67. On an embassy to Lysimachus, Demetrius' ambassadors joked
around, comparing the scars from the lion with which Lysimachus had been
caged by Alexander to the bites of the beast Lamia that Demetrius carried on his
neck [Dm&. 27.31. One of her most famous exploits was a Iavish banquet which
she held for Demekius [Lynceus of Samos Banquet Leffm, ap. Ath. ID. 101E; IV.
128AB], having exacted the h d s necessary for it from the citizenry of Athens
P I u t Dm&. 27.21. The event caused a comic poet to call her a real Helepolis
(City Taker), a reference to Demetrius' famous siege engines that were renowned
for capturing aties, while Demochares of Soli called Demetrius a Myfhos (Fable)
because he aIso had a Lamia [Plut.Demetr. 27.21. Her comment on the famous
judgement of the Egyptian courtesan Thonis, who had charged a dient for
dreaming of sleeping with her but was then granted only to grasp at the shadow
of the sum she had demanded, was also spread abroad [Plut. Dm&. 27.561. An
incidentwhich caused much outrage among the Athenians was Dernetriusr hasty
IeveIing of 250 talents horn the people which he then handed over to Lamia and
his other hefairai to buy soap with (others say he W t e d the Thessalians rather
than the Athenians with this treatment) [Plut. Demeh. 27.1-21. As a benefaction
to the people of Sicyon, she b d t the Stoa (art gallery) [PoIemon On the Painted
Sfoa at Sicyonr ap. Ath. Xm. 577CI.The Thebans, flattering Demetrius, founded a
temple to Aphrodite Lamia [Polemon On the Painted Sfou af Sicyon, ap*Ath. VI.
253BI while the Athenians, humiliating themselves even in the eyes of
Demetrius, erected temples to Aphrodite Lamia and Leaena to whom they
chanted paeans [Demochares Hisfmies, FGrH 75 F1 ap. Ath. VI. 253ABI. Note also
that the name Lamia was already a known courtesan name since the anecdotaI
story of Themistodes driving a prostitute drawn chariot into the midst of the
crowded Athenian agora had included a prostitute named Lamia (Idommeus
FHG ii 491 F5 ap- Ath MIZ. 576CJ.
LEAENk Demekius I PoIiorcetes was in love with this Attic Maira ~ o l e m o n
On
the Painted Stoa at Sicya, ap. Ath. M[1.577(fDI and he shared his dissolute H e on
the Athenian acropolis with a group of p0171ai~of which she was one [Plut.
Demefr. 24.11. She won great favour with Demetrius because of her erotic skills
and she and Lamia often competed with one another to please him Wachon W,
Gow]. AIong with the tempIes dedicated to Aphrodite Lamia, the Athenians set
up ones to Aphrodite Leaena and chanted paeans to her [Demochares Histories,
FGrH 75 F1 ap. Ath. VL 253AI. The popularity of the name is attested by the
anecdote about another Athenian laaena who was the hetaira of Hmodius, the
tynanicide; she died under torture rather than reveal information about the plot
to assassinateHippias PIiny, H N 7.87;34.72; Pausanias I 23.1-2; Ath MII. 596F;
Didpus, hag.7Schmidttells the story without calling her a hetaira].
MANIA: one of Demetcius I Poliorcetes' many mistresses, a witty remark by her
in response to his revest to enjoy her favours is a parody of the opening Iines of
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Sophodes' Electra wachon XV Il. 226-30 Gow], she was of Attic birth and
originally had the given name of Melitta. She assumed the Phrygian name Mania
because of the associations of it with the word 'madnessf,which described the
effect of her beauty on her many Iovers, citizen and foreigner. Eventually, by
encouraging the use of this word, her own name f
d out of use and was replaced
by Mania Machon XV U. 188-210 Gow]. She and the courtesan Gnathaena were
in competition with one another and are recorded exchanging abusive remarks
[Machon MV U. 211-17 Gow]. She was kept exdusively by the Olympic
pancratiast Leontiscus-who got enraged when she was seduced by another
Olympic pancratiast Antenor Fachon XV U 218-25Gow; on the Olympic victors
see Pausanias VI. 4-31. She attended symposia as the hired entertainment for
strangers visiting Athens (even if they were uncouth) as long as the fee was met
Machon XV U. 231-51 Gow]. She also held symposia at her own home at which
aIl the guests, even the s c o ~ d r e l shad
r a turn embracing her [Machon XV II. 25257 Gow]. (Note here that the confusion over the double names for individual
courtesans (Melitta-Mania and Demo-Mania), especially where they are
attrriuted as hefairaiof the same historical figure (Demetrius), makes it difficult
to attach spe&c anecdotal incidents to one woman.)
MYRRHINE: the Samian hefaira kept by Dernetrius I Poliorcetes, to whom he
gave a share in his kingship, though he withheld the crown from her [NicoIaiis of
Damascus FGrH 90 F90 ap. Ath* MII. 593AJ.She may be the Myrrhine mentioned
in a list of aged courtesans reviIed for their greed in a comedy of Timodes
[Oresfautocleides 27 K-A ap. AUI. 56m.This is likely not the same Myrrhhe
whom Hypereides took into his home at Athens after evicting his son
Glauappus at a time when she was Athens' most expensive Maira (considering
the distance in time beteen the orator and the king, she would have to be quite
aged at the time of the second affair) [Idomeneus FHG ii 492 ap. Ath. 590C; 6.
Plut. M m W D ,Alciphron I. 31, Sext. h p - Math. IT. 4, QuintiI. IL 15-91,

NEAERA: the Corinthian hetaira prosecuted by ApolIodonrs for impiety toward
the gods, outrage toward the state and contempt for the laws of Athens via her
pretense of legitimate marriage to the citizen Stephanus and his subsequent
attempt to pass her children off as his own to his dansmen and demesmen [59.
12-13]. She was purchased as a small chiId along with seven other @Is by a
freedwoman, Nicarete, who was a madame m the business of training @Is to
become prostitutes. She passed them off as her own daughters, pretending that
they were free girls so that she could charge higher fees and once they had
earned her the profits from their youthful beauty she soId them to the highest
bidders [59.18-201. Neaera began the irade of the prostitute ("working with the
body") before she was even old enough to do so and was brought to Athens by
Nicarete on a trip during which she was kept at the house of one Philostratus
and was hired by anyone who wodd pay 159. 21-31. Her next dient was a
ThessaIianSimus who brought her to Athens for the Panathenaea and Iodged her
and her mistress Nicarete at the house of Ctesippus where she joined in the
drinking with m a n .men [59.24&J.She acquired some fame m plying her trade

,
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at Corinth, with Xenodeides the poet and Hipparchus the actor as her Iovers,
among others [59.261.In fact, she traveIIed ail over Greece plying her profession:
in Thessdy and Magnesia with Simus of Larisa and Eurydamus, and in Chios
and most of I o ~ in
a the hain of Sotades the Cretan [59.108]. Next she had two
lovers, Timanoridas of Corinth and Eucrafes of Leucas. These men tired of
paying Nicarete's extravagant fees so they purchased Neaera to be their slave for
30 rninas. They kept her for their use until they wanted to get married and then
they offered to alIow her to purchase her Eceedorn from them at the reduced cost
of 20 minas so that they would not have to see her around Corinth prostituting
herself for some pimp. She then summoned a former lover, Phrynion of Athens,
and asked him to help her by putting up the remainder of the amount that she
did not have so that she could buy her heedom. He did so and Neaera was free,
on condition that she not practice at Corinth [59.29-321 Phrynion then brought
her to Athens but he treated her outrageousIy, taking her to dinners and parties
wherever he went even allowing slaves of his friends to sleep with her [59.33-41.
In a rage, Neaera took all of Phrynion's household goods, all the clothes and
jeweIry he had given her and her two maids and ran away to Megara where she
stayed for two years trying and failing to make decent profits from prostituting
herself. When the war between Athens and Sparta ended, Stephanus happened
to come to Megara and he lodged at Neaera's house and engaged her services.
He agreed to become her patron so that she codd Iive at Athens, to protect her
horn Phrynion and anyone else that might ham her, and even to keep her as his
own wife, introducing her sons as his own and thus making them citizens. He
then brought her and her three M d r e n r Proxenus, Ariston and Phano to Athens
and set them up in his cottage. He wished by doing this to have a beautiful
hefaira for free and to support his household expenses by her earnings from
prostitution. When Phrynion heard that Neaera was living with Stephanus he
went to their house and tried to carry her off. Stephanus wodd not allow it,
stating that she was a fire woman. Phrynion demanded that she post bonds with
the polemarch to prove it, which she did, with Stephanus, Glaucetes and
Aristocrhtes as sureties. Neaera then took to charging higher fees horn &en& on
the grounds that she was a respectable woman Iiving with her husband and
Stephanus joined her in extorting bIackmaiI particuIarIy from young
inexperienced foreigners since she had to maintain the lavish lifestyle she had
grown used to in addition to supporting her three children and the three
household sIaves [59.35-421. Rather than pressing his suit against Stephanus,
P-on
agreed to arbitration over the issue of N e a d s freedom and thegoods
she had stolen from him, the result being that Neaera was judged free and her
own mistress but she had to return the goods she had taken and she wouId have
to Iive on dternate days with each man, d e s s they mutually agreed to another
arrangement, being maintained on those days by the one with whom she was
staying. When the agreement was made, they aII went together to the house of
the man who got her that day and drank and dined together [59.45481. Neaera's
daughter, originalIy named Strybde but later Phano, came to Stephanusf house
with her mother as a young child and was given m marriage as Stephanusf own
daughter to an Athenian named Phrastor. When he found that she was not a

decent woman and was the daughter of Neaera not Stephanus, he drove her
away and refused to repay the marriage portion, though he had Iived with her
for one year and she was pregnant. Stephanustried to s u e Phrastor to recover the
marriage portion but Phrastor brought a counter indictment against Stephanus
for falsely portraying the girl as his daughter. Stephanus came to terms with
Phrastor in order to avoid the grievous penaIties of giving the daughter of an
aIien in marriage, reIinquishing his claim to the dowry and his action against
Phtastor for alimony while Phrastor agreed to drop his indictment of Stephanus.
Soon after this, Phrastor got very ill and since a f d y feud had made him
unwilling to d o w his relatives to get his property in case of his death, he was
convinced by Neaera and Phano to adopt the son Phano had born after he
evicted her. Although he tried to do so, he would not swear to the clansmen that
the boy was his own by an Athenian woman betrothed according to the Iaw [59.
5060b While Neaera was Iiving with Stephanus, an old lover of hers who had
expended vast sums on her in the past and was very fond of her, Epaenetus of
Andros, the two pIotted extortion against him by surprising him in adultery with
Neaera's daughter, getting 30 &as horn him. Once he was free of them though
he brought an indictment against Stephanus for unlawfd imprisonment on
aduItery charges-he daimed that he could not be an adulterer since the girl was
an aliM and her mother knew well that the two were together and their house
was no more than a house of prostitution, making the inhabitants not hie1 for
protection fiom the law. Stephanus feared being convicted of running a brothel
and submitted to arbitration, dropping his daim to the 30 minas but asking for a
contribution to Phano's dowry since they were poor and Epaenetus had already
enjoyed her favours. This was settIed, with Epaenetus giving one mina [59.64701, The ultimate outrage perpetrated by Neaera and Stephanus was their
betrothal of Phano to the king archon Theogenes, an Athenian of good birth, and
married her to him as the daughter of an Athenian. As his wife she unIawfulIy
undertook sacred religious rites forbidden to a non Athenian woman [59.72-31.
The council of the Areopagus was suspiaous of Phano and undertook and
inquiry, after determining that she was the daughter of an alien Neaera they
were going to fine Theogenes. Theogenes pIed that he was innocent and had
been duped at the betrothal by Stephanus, proving his innocence by evicting
Phano from his house and expelling Stephanus, his assessor, from the board of
magistrates [59.80-41. Although Apollodorus daims he wouId have withdrawn
his indictment if Neaera and Stephanus deIivered up her maids for torture
regarding the parentage of the chiIdren, they refused [59.120-221-Nothing is
known of the outcome of the trial.} Neaera became a very popular name for
courtesans, both Philemon and Timodes had a comic pIay entitIed Neaera [49KA ap. Ath XIIL 590A; 25 K-A ap. Ath. 567DE,c€.5
9
m and an aged prostitute
named Neaera is mentioned m PhiIeiaerus' The Huntress [9 K-Aap. Ah. 587E1.

OENANTHE: a Samianauldri3 and O Y C she~may
~ have
~ been the mistress of
PtoIemy IEEuergefes (r. 246-237 B.C.) [schd. Aristoph. Thesmuph. 10591. She was
Me mother of PtoIemy IV fhiIopatofs mistress Agathodea together with whom
she enjoyed immense power and trampled on the king's aown PIut. Mor. 7533.
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Her son Agathocles was Philopator's companion and became regent to his son
Epiphanes when Philopator died polyb. 14-11.1;15.25-33.61. She, a pomoboskos,
helped her daughter with the important affairs of government while the king
reveled and conducted religious ceremonies [Plut. Cleom. 331. When things
staaed to go poorly for her son and daughter in their usurped position as ders,
Oenanthe went to the Thesmophoreum where she prayed feverenfly to the
goddesses then sat beside the altar. It pleased most women around to see her in
such a wretched state but some noble ladies approached her, intending to
console her. She assumed that they wanted her harm because of events at the
@ace so she shouted viie threats at them and had the temple servants drive
them away horn her. This turned all the women against her even more [Polyb.
15.29,&14] and when she was rounded up with the rest of Agathocles' relatives
and delivered up to the mob, having been dragged from the Thesmophoreum,
stripped naked and brought to the stadium, they tore her to shreds with the rest
of her female relations [15.33,&10].

PANCASTE: a woman from Larissa, she became the pallakis of Alexander after
initiating him into the art of Iove- His good kiend, the painter Apelles fell in Iove
with her [Ad. VH 12-34].She inspired Apelles' famous painting of Aphrodite
Anadyomene (Rising from the Sea) as her body was of an idea1 sort of beauty
[Lucian 43.71. This is a tradition that only some believe however since Phryne
was the more commonIy assumed model PIiny NH,35.36,86; 6.Ath. XIII. 590F591A]. She was Alexander's favourite mistress and he commissioned his friend
Apelles to paint her portrait nude. When Apdes fell in love with her, Alexander
bestowed her on his friend as a gift, disregarding his own feelings as well as
those of the woman who had now gone from being the mistress of a king to the
mistress of a painter [Pliny NH,35.36,86-71. (It should be noted that her precise
name is indetenninabIe since each source we have c a b her by a similar but
slightly different name: Pancaspe, Pacate and Pancaste.)
PHRYNE= there are at least two Phrynes on record, perhaps more: one was
nicknamed Teary-Smiler another GoIdfish [Apollodorus On Courfesms FGrH 288
F208-12ap. Ath wI.591C]or one was c d e d The Sifter by the orators, the other
was the Thespian [Herodicus, Persons Mentioned in Comedy ap. Ath. XIII. 591CL
Phryne of Thespiae's given name was Mnesarete but she got the name Phryne
(=Toad) horn her sallow complexion [plut-Mor. 401 A; cf. Aristogeiton, Against
Phtyne ap. A h . Xm. 591a. She was the lover and model for famous works by
Praxitdes, including the M e r e G m d m (Merry Courtesan), horn which one
can discem the artists' Iove for her [ p h yNH 34.19. 7O-7lJrand his Aphrodite of
Cnidos [Ah. MIL 591AIr he aIso sculpted a giIt statue of her, which she
dedicated at DeIphi and Iater stood next to two images of ApoIIo pausanias Or.
Lorn. 15.1 J or by her neighborn h Thespiae who set it up between the statues of
Archidamus, the Spartan king and PhiIip, son of Amptiis, the base of which
reads ''Phryne, daughter of Epides, of Thespiae." When the philosopher Gates
saw it standingthere he m i d out fhat it was a monument to the licentiousnessof
the Greeks PIut Mm.336D;cf. AIcetas, Otr f
k Dedi&fory Offeringsa€Delphi FGrH
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405 FI ap. Ath. XIU. 591B;MOT.401ADI. Pra>dteIes,wanting to see which of his
works she Iiked best, offkred Phryne a choice of his works. She chose his famous
statue of Eros and dedicated it as a votive offering at Thespiae [ A hMII. 591B;
cf. A t . . MII. 590F-591A: on the base of the statue, Praxiteles composed an
epigram in honour of his intense Iove for Phryne which caused him to give it to
her; Pausanias I. 20.1-2: it was Phryne who asked Raxiteles to judge which was
his best work, when he refused to say she pretended that his studio was buning
down in order to see which work he would save. He ran for his Eros and gave it
to her as a gift when he found out his studio was safe. It later stood in the temple
of Dionysus; Sbabo Geog. 9.2, 25: Praxiteles gave the Eros to his mistress, the
hetaira Glycera and she dedicated it to the Thespians, making their otherwise
insignificant town well horn]. She also became the model for Apdes' famous
Aphrodite Anadyomene after she contravened her ordinary practice of keeping
her body sewely covered and, at the fativd of Poseidon and the Eleusinia, she
removed her doak, let down her hair and stepped into the water [Ath. MII.
590FJ.Hypereides defended Ph-ryneon the charge of asebia, brought against her
by Euthias Ddomeneus FGrH 338 F14 and Hennippus FHG iii. 50 ap. Ath. 590D
who gave up pIeading cases aII together after he Iost; cf. Ath. Xm. 591E:
Diodonts says that Anaximenes wrote the speech, not Euthias], because, as he
admits himself, he was in Iove with her [Ath. XIII. 590D;cf. PIut. Mor. WE]. It
was his finest speech according to [Longinus] [De Subl. 34.2031 and QuinfiEan
and was translated into Latin by Messda Corvinus [lo. 5.31. It was not, however,
the eloquence of the speech that won his case, but his dramatic gesture of
bringing Phryne into the center of the court and tearing open her undervests,
exposing her breasts, and inspiring awe in the jurors a t h& beauty [Plut. Mor.
849E;d.Ath. 590E: the jurors feared to convict her as her beauty showed her to
be a handmaiden of Aphrodite. The action led to a decree against excessive
Iamentation in the court room as we11 as exposing anyone's naked body to the
court, male or female; Poseidippus Ephesiiz 13 K-A ap. Ath. Xm. 591E:she was in
fact acquitted by her own tears and by dasping the hand of each judge
individuaIIy]. Phryne was exceedingly wealthy: she offered to rebuild the walls
of Thebes which Alexander had destroyed if the people insmibed her name on
them as the benefactor [CaIlistratus On Courfesans FGrH 348 FI ap. Ath. MII,
59lD; d.Propertius E.6, U. 5-61. Timodes, Amphis, and A n d a s [Nenera 25 K-A
(6.Ath. MIL 567DE: m her youth she was very poor but as she gained wea1t.h
from devoted lovers she became very haughty), Orestaufocleides27 K-A ap. Ath.
567F; The Tirewommr 24 K-A ap. Ath. Xm. 591D;The Chick 22 K-Aap. Ath. 558C:
she is Iike a darybdis, swaIIowing the ship's captain dong with his entire ship1
both note the extravagant wealth of PhrJme;the Areopagite GryEon played the
parasite at her dinners [A& MII. 59m. Phryne and Gnathaena were known to
abuse one anofher in conversation [Lynceus ap. Ath. MII; 584CDI and she and
Lais were said to have been, at one time, in competition with one another [A&
XIU. 588EI. She once toId one of her &en&, Moerichus, that if he did not want to
pay the mina she was charging for her favours, but a lesser fee, he would have to
wait until she f& Iike mdulgmgh
d MachonrXVm IL 450+55 (Awl.
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PYTHIONLCE: Once HarpaIus became custodian of the treasury at BabyIon and
had access to all its revenues he summoned from Athens Pythionice, the most
brilliant hetaira of the day [dTheopompus Mter fo Alexander, FGrH 115 F253 ap.
Ath. 595AB: Pythionice was a slave who bdonged to the lowly nulebis Bacchis
who was hers& the sIave of a Thracian porne named Sinope with w h o m she
travelIed about Greece, from Aegina to Athefl~,plying the trade of prostitution.
In fact, she was the lowest sort of prostitute, granting her favours to all at a
common price]. Harpalus Ioved her dearly and married her despite the fact that
her family was unknown and she had practiced prostitution in Athens and
Corinth [Paus. I. 37-51;he also had a daughter by her whom he brought to
Athens with him on his fight from Babylon, leaving her in the care of Phocion
and Charides when he was forced to flee horn the city plut. Phoc. 22 21. While
she lived he gave her gifts worthy of a queen [cf. A t . . XIII. 594DE: Harpalus
expended great sums on her] and upon her death he gave her a ma-cent
funeral [d.
Poseidonius Histwies FHG iii. 259 ap. Ath. Xm. 594E:the procession
was accompanied by a large choir of the most distinguished artists playing
beautiful music]and erected an Attic style monument of great expensepDiod. 17.
l08,5 [cf. Dicaearchw On the Descent info the Cave of Trophonius, ap. Ath. XIII.
594F-595A:the grand monument is visible from a distance along the Sacred Way
to EIeusis [at Hermus, Plut Phoc. 22. 21, making one presume that it was
dedicated to a famous hero at state expense or at least with the permission of the
people; Pausanias I. 37.5: hers is one of old Greece's most famous monuments,
still to be seen standing in his day; Plut. Phoc. 22.1-2: HarpaIus commissioned
Charides, the son in Iaw of Phodon, having bribed him heavily, to build the
monument for P y t h i o ~ c eat the outrageous cost of thirty talents], In fact,
HqaIus erected two monuments to her, one at Babylon and one at Athens at
the cost of more than two hundred talents,as well as setting up a shrine and a
temenos, calIing the temple that of Aphrodite w o n i c e [Theopornpus M f e r fo
Alexander, FGrH 115 F253 ap. Ath. 595BC;d.Python,Agen ap. A t . . XIII. 59Harpdus Ianguished outside the temple of his beloved w o n i c e , despondent
over her death, leading the Persian magi to promise to summon up her spirit to
cheer him up.]. Her fame became widespread as Philemon notes in the Man of
Babylon [I5 K-A ap. Ath. MI[. 595CI.She,or another courtesan named Pythionice,
is also mentioned in Timodes' 0t.esfautocleides [27 K-A ap. A h . 567F[ and Alexis'
Lyci3c-u~
[I43 K-A ap. Ath. 595DI.

TELESIPPA: the heftzka of EuryIochus of Aegae @?Iut. Alex. 411 or Antigenes
Pdenaios PIut. Mor. 180; 3391, soIdiers in AIexander's army in Asia. She so
entranced her Iover that he tried to have himselfenroIIed huddentIy among the
sick so that he wouId be discharged. His rusewas fotmd out and he was brought
before AIexander where he confessed that he had acted as he did in order to
accompany his Iover on her journey to the coast b e could not bear to be Ieft
behind without her, M i x 3391. Alexander asked to whom they had to speak
regarding her and when he fotmd out that she was a kee woman born of free
parents, Alex- 411, he encouraged the soIdier to persuade her [with gifts and
promises, Mor. 3391 to stay since to use coercion on a free woman was wrong

I50
Mor. 180.21-181. Thus AIexander showed himself ever ready with an excuse to
heIp Iovers at the expense of his own interests,Mor. 339.

T H A k a Maira of Attic origins [d.
Plut. Alex. 38: she was the most famous of the
hetairui m the train; Ath. XEI. 576D1, she accompanied the train of Alexander's
army across Asia. At the victory celebrations of Alexander and his men she
exhorted the dnmken men, and AIexander mparticular, to join her and the other
women present [cf,Curtius V. 7.2-5:Thah was a drunken scortum amidst the
crowd of licentious pallakes who joined with Alexander in his prolonged
banpeting] in a komos and to set fire to the palaces [cf. Cleitazchus FGrH 137 Fl1
ap. Ath. XUI. 576DE],thereby allowing the Persians' famed accomplishments to
be extinguished in a minute by the hands of women [cf. Plut. Alex. 38: the best
recompense for her hardships in wandering over Asia, beyond reveling in the
Iuxuies provided by the Persian spoils, would be to destroy the palaces of
Xerxes, thereby having the women of Aleuander's train exact greater punishment
form the Persians for their destruction of Athens than all of Greece's great naval
and military commanders; Curtius V. 7.2-5:she daimed that Alexander would
win the favour ofalI the Greeks by this act as well as doing what was expected
by those whose aties had been destroyed by the barbarians]. The men joined in
her proposal adding that the act would be vengeance for the destruction of Greek
temples [d.
Plut Alex. 38: it was her words regarding the fitting vengeance that
inspired AIexander and the crowd to the act; words she uttered to amuse and
please AIexander]. Alexander acquiesced, beginning the komos and was the first
to throw his torch into the palace, followed by Thdis and accompanied by the
music of the many auletrides present [cf. Curtius V. 7. 2-5: Alexander led the
torching, followed by his fellow banqueters, then the servants and finally the
courtesansl. Thus her sport repaid the wrongs done by Xerxes' impiety, Diod. 17.
72. At the time of the Persepolis inadent, T h e was the hetaira of Ptolerny, son of
Lagus, who went on to become the first king of Egypt after AIexander's death [d.
Ath. MII. 676D:when he became king, he married herI. She bore Ptolemy two
sons, Leontiscus and Lagus, and a daughter, Eirene who was given in marriage
to Eunostus of SoIi, a minor king in Cyprus [(?) Ptol. Vm Euerg. II EGrH 234 F4
ap Ath. D,
576El. Leontiscus became an admiral in his father's fleet and after
their defeat at the battle of Salamis by Demetrius 1Poliorcetes he was returned
home to Egypt with the rest of the royal entourage O e r 15.2.1. Lagus won a
chariot race at Lycea which was commemorated in an inscription [Dittenberger,
SIG~
3141. Two rather generic hetaira anecdotes are recorded about a woman
named Th& (who are/& likely not the same as our courtesan) by Aristodemus,
Ludicrous Memoirs FHG iii. 310 ap Ath XUI. 5Each notes a witty response by
Th& to a lover, one of whom was a braggart, the other of whom stank-

